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INTRODUCTORY BY THYSECRETARIAT.

RESEARCH, INTO'THE ECONOMICAFFECTS OF..

THE EMPLOYMENT OF FOREIGN WORKERS .



BACKGROUND

1.' Ever since its establishment one ofthe principal preoccupa-

tions of the Working Party on Migration has been to study the

causes and economic consequences of the employment of foreign

manpower in the more.industrialised countriee of Eurdpe. Oon-

.sidering the aim of 0.E.O.D. to be the encouragement of ,ts

Members to follow active and ifinovatory-employMent

Group decided that one of its tasks consisted in:

) drawing the attention of the immigration countries to

the role played by foreign manpower in growth andc

er,)18yment'and

ecommending these countries .,to take account: of this

potential when formulating strategies and measures

designed to influence labOur supply and demand:

'2. _ The first,reflections and consultations made, from 1973

onwards, on the possibility of elaborating theory and'ItS (,

accompanying models within 0.E.C.D. prolved to be disappointing.

On the one\land the experience and documentation available at

the time seemed insufficient and on theother, at macro-economic

,Level, the contribution towards policy formulation .which. Could

be expected from the concepts which the accepted doctrine was

able to,supply appeared to be small. As W.R. Bdhning notes'in
.his report (aragraph 1), it was only when pressur6 groups began

to call .the massive migratory movements into question, that the

interest 5f the economists was awakened. The contribubionb of.

economists., such as,. e.g:, Ato. *Lutz and L.P.rKindelberger

represent merely exceptions which confirm/the rule. In par-

ticular it was not possible to.\ grasp an quantify' in a'satis-

,factor3tma#ner the benefits and coSts7 immigration for the
,

receiving=Countries.

3. Recognising these constraints, the Working Party on

Migration selected anapproach.by localised' studies. was

to provide' some grasp of concrete situations (which differed

Markedly according to region and country)' and to discern those'

factor_s hidden_by _national averages NhiCh often conceal regional



phenomena, where these are.Contradictory and at different
1.,

7 -stagesofidevelopment)4 .This approach hack. moreover the ad
. .

vantage of being able to lead.simultaneouSly to similar research

in the. countries of origin of the migrants, by means of inter-

locking studies. TheSe were summarised in a report by Bernard

Kayser ant'i.tred "Manpower Migration and Labour* Marketa" .(pUb-

lished in '071); In spite o± its limitation's thiS report gave

quite pre'\ 7se as to the consequenceS of immigration

.
within certain geographiCally, restricted labour markets (in the

broad sense).; It was followed by a document on "Cyclically

determined Homeward Flows of Migrant .Workers" (published in

. 1972). These studies led to the formUlation of, Principles which

have enjoyed a certain currency outaide 0.E.C.D.. They cleared

the aground of.some simplified generalisations concerning e.g.

advantages and disadvantages, eition between nationaland

foreign work .forces, the edUca orial role of migration, the

links between migration%and dev ent, and the accelerator .

unction exercised by foreign manpoWer; namel a series of

generalisations which shared the defect of at ibuting ahomo-

geneous character to differing-groups of mig ant workers.

4. Nevrtheless it may well be asked .whether such studies

enabled a response to be given to the fundamentalqueStion Which

the group had posed, namely, the integration of foreign manpower

*policy within national employment policies. This question had

been in the mind of the Working Party, which had envisaged that

such research should be complemented by studies, on the place of -1

foreigners within the occupational ''structures of the industria-

lisea.countries. The'imprOvement 4.n both Zactual,and,analyticI

knowledge which has been observed, lecently in certain\Membpr

countries (the riterature cited. by Messrs. Mining and) Maillat

is an.kcaTV.e), 'has led the 0.E.C.D. to bypass the dp(cUmentary.

Stage.and\to start on a policy-oriented studycapable.f leading

with some rapidity .to a certaininumber of conclusions, provision-

al certainly, but of use for the formulation of s: iplicy line.

It was agreed that this study would compri* both an

historical and descriptive part and an analytical part. The

latter should notably;

)' analyse the reiatiOnshipbstwee the forms in mhich

the foreignwork force is util sed and the functioning

of the labour market; and,.



asses certain consequenceS of the employment of

foreign workers on'the economic system. l'

.The research. Would;The.donceived in suCh.a manner aii.to

enable it to.be iTlated to the. parallel research on the

functioning of the labour market .and, the behaviour of the,

economic agents on that Market. LThe'first. results of this

research are to be found in:two contributions prepared tiy Jean

Vincens and Derek Robins)on7. W.R. Mining, a, research associate.
Item
I

1

'at the .Centre for Research,in Social Science of the University

of Kent, Canterbury, was entrusted with,thi) preparation of the

study.

THE PREPARATION OF THE RESEARCH

6.. A first version, of Mr..136hningls report w s 'examined by, a (.

meeting of experts held on the 28th'and 29th June, 1972. At

the invitation of the secretariat,, certain participants had
,

presented written Contributions outlining their thinking on i

the questions to be studied or concerning the results of their

own research.' Notably:
II

a) a report on the Swiss situation by D. Maillat,

_Professor at .'the University of Neuchatel;

) a synthesis of a study by Adriana Marshall \(Social
1

Science .Faculty of tie Netherlands EconoMic Institute)

on the Immigration o Manpower.into the Netherlands,

prepsried by the'author(1);

c; a note on the utilisation of a sYstems.approach in

studying the effects of immigration, by J.L. Reiffers,

Dean/of the Faculty.of Economics, University of Aix-

Marseille II(2);

1) This study was'published in 1973 by the Rotterdam University
Press under 'the title' "The import of Labour. Thee case of the

Netherlands".

2) The approach Mr. Reiffers recommends consists in (a) assess

ing the changes brought about by immigration in the funda-

.
mental economic structure (effect.of immigration on the
parameters), examining the role of immigration in the short-

term ,adjustment of economies (effects on the,values of con-
stant-parameter variables) and (b) studying the relationship
between the.short- and long-term effects. Research in the

latter direction should enable short-term reception policy

in, particular to be linked wi'h the flandamental aims of
structural policy.a
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a) a not6.6bncerning the vtilisationdf_statistids'in

the study of migration by G. Tapinos., Ecohomic

Activity Research Sevice .of the National Foundation

for Political' Science; Paris(1);

e) a summary of a study'by Eskil Wadensjo.of,the

Unversityof Mind, on Econqmic Aspects of

Immigration into Sweden, prepared*by the auth'Or(2);
%

._ f) a tote concerning VhelliOel:adopted. by the 0,Er.q:D.

Development '.Centre. within the framework of a.study:
: k:

concerning cdst and benefit of migration as 1opposed.
ff

to the -transfer of capital (document prepared 'by
.,

G. pallais7Homm no'and F. BourgUignoneonSultant6-at-

the Centre)0)
I

7. The discussion on Mr.)3Uhningls report and the o'her
.

contributions g v.e rise to a debate of some depth both\ on the

.ba.sic, question's and on the possible types of apprQach. \ As a

result' of that discussion and of Written observations sent

subsequently to the Secretariat, M. Bohning was able to prepare

a second version of his study. At the same time the pecretariat

asked M. Maillat ,to rework his report; thus 0.E.C.b. finally
. .

had available two studies, one fairly general in character, the

other. concerning more specifically, the Swiss case.

. 1) According to Mr..Tapinos the statistics on migration have not
generally gone beyond the stage of administrative observption:,

.

These statistics may therefore answer the, internal needs of-
government departments but have no connection on the face of
it with the variables explaining this phenomenon. Their use .

in the absence of any\theory may lead toerroneous ecn-
clusiOns, if not to an impasse. In fact, the theoretical
hyolothesis shou t precede statistical tbserVation;fit is' the
fo.iner which s/ tld determine the type and quantity of
information to i,%; collected. 1tis first necessary, there-
fore, to consider the state of development of the problem
and hence the nature of the available obEervations in order
to decide next whether-the statistics oan be used.

.

.

2) This study was published in 19/3 by StUdentlitteratur, Lund
1973, under the title "Immi'gration Och samhAllsekonomi" by

I

o

Eskil Wadensj8.

3) The ai..m of this 'study is to ' nalYse the relationship be-
tween manpower migration fro developing countries andl
direct investment in these c untries particularly from the
respectiVe standpoints of th social benefits and costs.'

t
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THE -CONCEPTUAL ' FRA. MEWORK GENERAL.

----8,. Far from oppOsing one another, these two studies are

complementary. .The theses- proposed by Bbhning are to'a.large'

extent confirmed in the more specific research of Mailldt.

Mol?eover, both, studies rejeCt a formalised approach to follow

in preference an interpretation,of observed fact and behaviour.

Thus Whning adopts as his conceptual framework the process of

;"self feeding" immigration and Maillat.attempts to integrate

immigration into the development of the. Swiss laboUr market and.

production appar tus:

MILlIaLL2.212.221

Bdhningtp re

i) the rise i

of the for

countries h

generalised

of which has

importakt

or relativ

soning m*y.\besuMmed'up as followa.;.-

living. Standards,' educatiori.and aspirations

er wOrking Classin t e industrialised -..

s not been accompani d by any profound and. .

.

change in the job st ucturet the consequence

been the'continUed- xist6pe of an extremely

r up of jobs' which ar socially undesirable

13Abadly paid.. Aided by economic expansion

and full empl4rment, the workers of the 'country,-and

especially the\young,,incline mop e and 'more towards

jobs which.are\ ocially more desirable, leaving the,

;
others unoccupi d.' Confronted ith this .situation the

simplesfalternaive, and the.o e which permits the

social, productiVe and employme t structures to 'be

retained substantial/1y intact, is the nteMporary"

immigration of for ign workers. Such immigration

should also enable response to the movement of the

economic cycle;

i) the employment, of fo

Primitive pockets of overty to.other jobs,. This

extension is determin d. by compleMentarity between un-
1

skilled and skilled jobs; Foreign workers seem wholly

suitable for filling j bs which demand neither a.trle

occupational. training nor a ynowledge of the national

. language. Large manufa turing.anterprises realise also

thaf foreigners are easi y utilisable in mass Production

or in ..jobs which: can be eavily fragmented. These un-

attractive employments (although relatively well paid)

eigners spreads progressively from



. \

`Wcwhich the.woficers.of the country tend if possible to

thUVfinallyreate,new work Opportunitiesfor-

the foreigner4,

'iii) Up to this point the re1S-feeding process of
r if;

immigration does 1.ot seem apparent., There Would.seem'
rather to be a propagation phenomenon,/rendered possible

by the aVailabily of foreign yorkers,'Complementarity

of jobs and growth in the production of goods and ser-

vices. BU this consideration dOes not 'take into

account e.g., e fact that- the demand for/ consumer

goads and social capital represented by the fo eigners

necessarily create an'cadditional demand for anlocwel*.,
,\.

.
Taking his'inspiratiot partly from the Dutch tudy by

tle 96entraal,Planbureat"; Biihning arrives it the con-

c usion that .the s tisfaction of manpower de rid by

immigration may ell be largely Allusory.. Theemploy-

ment of each foreign worker tends to lead to a.require-

.ment for another. (Paragraph 31). gn the latter case

this is only the extreme situation. :Policies followed'

in respect. of admission; stay and employment of foreign

workers and of 'their families ,on the one hand, and the

external turnover rate (paragraph 67) on the other

limit the multi\plier, effect on the deMandfor new .

. foreign Manpower. It will be noted that while putting

arfzument fo ward Whiling nevertheless. subjects ,i/t

to many. condition (cf. similarly paragraph 12817.

iv) These obdervations, which concern more particular.ly the

relationship between the labour market and immigration,

are completed by a sociological,view.. Mining introduces

in 'this respect the.notion of "maturity" in the migra-

tory flow.. He distingu:Lshes four stages of maturity.

The f4ist corresponds' to. the recruitment workers

(generally youg, quite Well-qualified and well-selected)

to oCOKI.py a limited number of places. These workers

envisage only a- short.stay it the host country. The

problem of family immigration does not arise. In the

course of the second stage (which may be defined as one

of transition), the Characteripticsof the immigrants

show. signs of change, thy: '.Length of stay rises 'and the

rate of returns diminishes. But ' is duririg the third

stage that immigration begin, 0 present thosecharac-

teristics which, the majority of obserters are in agree-
.

13

?
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ment in discerning in it. 'Recruitment gpreads to new
regions and becomes less selective, at least from the
point of view of occupation. The 1:ongest-standini
immigrants begin to bring ,their families to Join them .
and their activity rates diminish in consequence. (This
is not necefplarily the result of the presence of the
Wives; who .often find work themselves, but rather of
the immigration of younger children), Thd.duration., of'

\---- stay in the immigration country becomes longer, and the
, .

''. rate ,of returns continues 10 s'allialliSlie ; ..

,

v.Y In the course of this third stage, whi'ch corresponds
,..../ roughly. to the phase, of propagation in the' empioYment

,

of foreigners (see point (iii) above) the inci.eased
, number of immigrants 'begins to represent a quite\

sig-
, \

. , "j. nificant demand for durable and non-durable coizeumer,
1 ' -

guods.,, This process is gradual and the additional .. .

annva,1 .demand appears,.10,mited, Moreover, it 1mq be..,
'satisfied, by an 'increase ,in. productivity. Nevertheless,
over, the year, th.e.. effects are cumulative- and are Iiiable
to .produce results o employment in . the consUrner . goods,
eqti;pluent and dietri Ution servioes industries,. ..It is
,thus prQbable that a rowing .proportion, 'although still
restricted, of foreigx workers .wql' end up b3?. being
utilised in satiSfying the needs of the immigrant pop- .

ulation. The immigran populatiOn (active and, non-e.ctivs)
similarly expresses ne ds for social infrastructure.,

,Hete again the 'additional annual *demand may appear
\\, limited, Out it i in this area (administration, social

9

services and similarly schools and hoUsing). that the
\limits' of a more intensive ::?1,e of existing' capacity'

\W12 be felt more qu ickly and more strongly. ;,iThis Will
iavenprtant onsequences on the additional demand
for labouran( n the volume of immivation.

vi) /In the fourth s -4%4 the increase eif the length of
stay, the heigh enpd-4-raa maebling of families, and

natural growth oStribute .to a s further enlarge -
ment of the foreign. po'pulation. An econ
cultural and religious infrastructure develops,

, composed for the most part of people who belong to the

pate ethic-groups atL_the migrants. This additio-na1

presence of foreigners reinforces the detand for consumer

goods and social capital (and conseqUattly.for manPower),



.

./.
, N

'beyond the liMitshiCh, would have been. reached b the
/

mere pursuit of importing workers. It is at this 'stage'

tO 300,000 migrants beiorigind 'to the same

ethnic group) that reaction appears. on thespart of the

na'tiVe:pOpulation.. The intervention of the authorities .

/mai then go beyond laboilr market control and tae on

the'appeot.ofjititativ'e,Measurea'in iimigrati n.

40. This resume prbduces only .the essential part Of, aihningls

conceptual frellework (paragraphs 13-52). It is nevertheless

suffic4nt to etableu) to, ask whther it is a valid key to the

interpretation,of the processes:ofimmfgration andwhether it'.

adheresAo fac-Hal reality. 'Bdhning (paragraph 12) underlines

that in the event he is merely creating a. typology and that the

fa,Ctual situation.in different countries may deviate or

less from his model, This obserVation should. be considered as

a warning against anyeventual .mechanical interpretation of

thir.bame:model. Indeed the phenomena which Wihning describes

tan( be found in all\countries,,but they often overlap and "do

not always present themselves in reality in the logical and

temporal order,which,tie authorwould P:i%),pose to us: This is

the p ,ice' to be paid f,r any attempt at theorising' 'in an extreme:-

t'
ly complicated process ,such as that of prebent-day migration,

for which-moreOver We' have very few Conceptual instruments,

DroVided by the dootrines of'general economics and those.of the

labour market.,'The information which BOhning possesseS is ery

rich '(although.not complete in the case of certain countries);

his intellectual scruples).ead him to exploit, it to the maximum

and to introdu e into his reasoning an important nUMber of

variables. T is necessarily weighs down the expose and,&alls

for a very at entive reading of the text. It may be asked at

this point1 recourse to a formal model would not have been

an advantage. The reply can Only be negative for two different

reasons: one of substance. the other concerning the .objectives

of the research and :the role of the yorking Party on miration.

Econometrics and the instruments of so-called'formal logic are

equally of undeniable utility in the represertation of a simple,

or simplified, reality capable of being discerned from numerous/

data; such is not always the case in our field. On the other'

hand, the objective pf this research is rather to present to

the Working party a statement of the problems which is as

complete, objective and intelligible as possible thus enabling

it to draw conciyaions for policy at level.; it id not
/
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to,
,

produce work of an absolute scientific value. Now .the.
II

co aeptual framework ofBUhning's report.responds Sufficiently

. wel to this reqtdrement. On the one hand, it is scIfficiently

ecl ctic rad hardly ideological at all, and,on the other hand,

it/elabo.ates..and develops notions (notably that of the "self-

feeding process of immigratioi) which enable it to.igive reason-

able explanatiots of a, certain number of facts and problems.

.1 These considerations do notexclude that in the future the

study. of certain specifia themes may:be tackled by using, a more

forMalised a proach. What..ean be.learnt from the research at,

present in progress within the 0.E.C.D: Development Centre may-

we3)1 be very useful in this respect. Equally, in seeking a

deeper understanding.of the relationship between immigration and

the economy and society of'the,reception cOuntry the updeniab
)

-importance should be noted of the utilisation of a r-s-teills

approach as recommended by J.L. ReilffersThe-ePdrt by
-------

-D. MaillP . (page' 1) already-fepresents an attempt to' integrate,

the IEenomenoriof, immigration within the proOess of the funation-
,

ing of a gi.Ven economic system.

Maillatts aliproach
It' 4.%1

The study by Mail lat would appar- to have been. facilitated

by his being able to concentrate on 'a country like Switerlane..

which possesses. a reasonably satisfactory.statistical cover and'

where the problems of foreign manpower have been' fully debdted

Nevertheless', this advantage requires a supplementary effort

insofar as the very richness of the doaumentation obliged' the

rapporteur to undertake a fairly fine analysisof the .functiOn

ing of the Swiss labour market;., of the dynamics,of immigration

it.

.

and of the effects of poliaies. Switzerland is without 'doubt

:the 'country where the employment of foreigners hab.had the mos

obviOus,repercussiOns, On,the one hand, *migration has quickly

taken'on a. Structural aharacter'and,-on the other, as Maillat

notes, iMmigration policy has been practically. the sold.instrU-

-mentat th disposal of the Federal GovernMeht for direct inter

vention in-economic activity. It Must be recalled in thili

connection th4at Swit,periand dOes not possess the instruments of

a medium -term and conjunctural policy available, to .a greater r'

or lesser degree, to the'other countries. of Western Europe. It

e is through' the. adMission and more or less strictregulatioh.of

the immigration and employment of foreigners thatthe:Pederel

Authorities have.beenable to act indirectly On the labour



market and on wages' and to do without a conunctural policy.

Moreover since 1970 (that is to say since the adoption of ery_

itestricive meaoures, whidh resulted practically in putting a

stop to )new immigration) an' increasingly pressing need has been

felt to ive the Federal Government other means of intervention-

the egulation of growth (in accordance with 0.1.1.C.D, re-

commendations). Modifications in iMmigration policy and the

'70lume of entry flows.have been made inlresponse to the 'require-

ments ofconjunotural development witholit too'great a concern'

for longterm consequences. It, was only after 1963, when the

cost to t11 community .of the increasing flow and ever-growing

number of'.permanent settlements becaMe obvious, that the autho-

rities .(who were.moreoVer'gubjected to'strong:qolitical pressures);

,,began to.-modify their 'attitude.. The phenomenon of immigration,

;end matter, thus develops through a.,certain

number of -'phases linked::to short-term evolution of the econo
.

and the labour markdt.'' These are the phases whICMaillat

distinguishes and utilises as reference points, enabling him tc;

avoid traps of theorisatiOn and to prcviae us, with an inter-.
-1

pretation which adheres very olosely to the factS. Nevertheless

this study contains certain elements which would confirM the

iheses of 136hning relating to stages of maturity/in immigration.

This initiative permits an explp.hation of:'
0

). how, during'a period,froM rpughly .1 45 to 196a,

immigration-evolved to the point.Of rendring 'obsolete.-

"7
the basicidea whicho'had inspired he:first adMiSsions

",.

after the war, that is to say' that the employment 'of

forei,gn manpower ought to have a s rictly temporary

character.

.b) the reasons invoked for the adop one from.1963,onwards,

oof meabure6 limiting the admisSi n and the employment

,f foreigners. .

c) the different phases of these m asures and their scope.

d) the, difficuItiesin which the futhorities have found

themselves when faced with pressures in a contrary

sense.,.betWeen'which they had, to arbiti.ate. ,,::.

e) the effects of the trade -offu carried out.

f) the or'i'entation at present followed (assimilation p

:foreigners.Who live for long, periods ill, Switzerland,

and speciar.regimes fOr certain categories. which 'enabl
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a certain flexibility in_the labour market to be

RESULTS OF. THE RESEARCH

Imm4gratiOn.and employment - the roblem ofcom etition

COncern to avoid competition between national and foreign

manpower has been at the base of traditional measures'of.a

'regulatory nature designed:..

) to subordinate the employm nt of foreigners to the non-

availability of the appropiate manpower;.

b) to limit their utilisation to occupation,

employer or locality; and,

0)-to guarantee that the treatnibnt of foreigners as 1

concerns.conditions of remuneration and/or employment

would not be inferior to that of' national workers.

The degree of applicatiow0the. measTree' evoked under (a)
H(r

and (b) has varied from one ountrAto another with the develo

ment of employment, of the functioning of the adminiatrative .

.
Services, of the attitude of the unions, and of public 4inion.

It cannot be denied that in countries such as Switzerland, this

juridical framework served '.efficiently duringan 'initial period

to guide foreigners towards jobd in which shortages of national

manpower had been established. However, these measures were

generally concerted as a responSe to the need for an administra-I

tive control of 'an, immigration limited in volume and not gener-

'ally extending beyond the economic cycle. When the employment

of foreigners becomes massive'and takes on a structural

'character, these measures lose much of their effectiveness', the

more so as it is at that moment that the application of another

series of Standards interven-s dedagnod to assure mobility of

'employment (partial or. tot ) to the original immigrants.

is thus legitimate to wond competition phenomena in etoloy-

`ment between national workers and foreigners can reveal them-

selves. ! ,

13. Mhhing develdps this theme in paragraphs 59-73 of #lie

study. He excludes the contention that introduction of foreign

labour might be a cause /of unemployment for workers of the

country on the grounds that it is the response to a demand,

This would appear an inituitively correct statement when.it is
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placed 7 as Bdhhing does - at a global level in a context of

full employment. It would appear to be confirmed by factual

studies Carried out by 0.E.C.D. in, the pastAcf. paragraph 3

above). It can be accepted therefore without need of any

specific demonstration. The rapporteur believes however that

the presence ollforeign manpower on the labour market may cause

the competitive position of ceritain groups of native Workers to

deteriorate. He attempts to take this possible phenomenon into

account;,With the aid of three tables L7(a), 3(b); 3017, drawn

up on the basis ofothe conjectured el,astiities of substitution -

of D.:Collard. The first of re;e tables is at one and the

same time an illustration of the logical pattern followed by

the author and the qualitative representation of the numerical

results obtained by the two others.

14. In spite of the simplifications which Whning has found _it

necessary to apply (for example, division of workiers into the

three traditional broad categories, which now retain little

real significance, and utilisation of a somewhat global series

of German statistics), the ,results of this scheme may be con-

sidered acceptable enough providing they are not used-as an

absolute rule allowing no exceptions. At, the same time, there

will be retained as 4 Potential subject for further research,

the conclusion that the general body of foreign workers

whether skilled or not - would represent a very, competitive

element in relation to the unskilled national workers. This

question is important: it goes beyond the strict limit of

competition to raise the more general question of the optimal

allocation of foreign workers and of ihe reciprocal and com-
,

piementary relations which may bd established between immigration,

job structuAs and the behaviour of enterprises and labour.

Another question worthy of consideration concerns possible

competition betWeen different groups of foreigners.

Foreign .manpower and Mobility mechanisms

15. It has become almost commonplace to say that foreign man,

. .power, beSidee itS role as "a conjundtural..shock absorber"

introduces into the .economic system and.the:labour market 6

practically permanent element f flexibility, Which.the native

workers are no longer able to ensure.. The of the foreign

woepri would consist precisely in-hs'playing "this role and

compensating for"stagnent or declining mdbilAr on the patt of

the native manpower.' Wihning supports this thesis.in paragraph's
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64-67. ;He tries, moreover, to present in an Annex 'a numerical

illustrdtion of /the additional flexibility which immigration

grants to the system', thanks largely to the amount of external

turn ver, that,is to say to entries and quits by the foreign

Work fOrce on the labour market of the immigration country.

This rgument, may. be developed conoretely noting that'it is

preci ely this turnover which provides enterpriO4 with a

pract cally limitless availability of adequate manpower (parti-,

cular y the.young.in good physical conditiont It may. e ob-

served nevertheless that this mOdel is liable more r' less.

sharp modifications as the 'period of stay of aiqMportant

Prbportipn of the.miarants increases. Moreover, uantitative

and qualitative changes in the supply and demand, o crucial

political action, may, in the loak-term change certa n fund-

amenSal.idata and put the survival of this "industrial reserve

army" i jeopardy: This is a question worthy of 'specific

resear h which would take account, -interalia, of new trends

Amhich ay be discerned in the field of job restructurin)g.

16 he possibility of opposing the idevelopment of immigration

by active mobility policies for national ,manpower is rejected

by Brining asunrealistic, (paragraphs 68-73)."Conderning

. mmobility betwe\en occUpations and between sectors,.he repeats

his favourite argument, that it IS tilA Wage restraints (and. one
. . ;. .

may add models of life-style) characser istic df the economies

and societies of the Western countries, which impede any move-

ment towards, less well paid or eocially:undesirable jobs (and

encourage the abandonment of these jobs)., This-is the theme

shared by many observers a

the whole length of his st

particular comment.

17.. As concerns movement from inactivity to; active life (that

is to say participation in the labour market, by .so -c lied

secondary or special grouPs), the r.eporter utilise a pSycho-

soCiological argument which consists in saying t to in a

society enjoying a high standard ok4ivingtina tivity becomes

not only tolerable but also desirable 16441/nf onted by the

very limited attractions exercised by tliej,d1kr hich the

secondary workers might be able to fill. Witrid denying' the'

truth of this statement it may be observed that 't covers only

a part of the real situation. The seconda0 grow s (married

women, students, the'handicapped, and older workers differ

from the migrants not only in their motivation but al with

d expounded by Btihning throughout

dy.. It does not call for any
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regard to their occupational and personal qualities and

opportunities for using them., In other words, the jobs Which

these people can fill do not ia.sually coincide with the, jobs

filled by the migrants, at least froM the viewpoint of the

enterprises (whose choices are Aecisive in economies where

decision-making is decentraliSed) and the work organisation

which they adopt. There would not therefore be ahy.possible

subatitution between one group and the other. Proof of this

statement is .rather complicated (it would require,, interalia,

a comparison, between each sub-group of migrants and each sub--,

group of posaible secondary workers); it would nonetheless be

very useful if only to avoid certain arbitrary comparisons of

which. some studies are not wholly guiltless. It is. probably

necessary to dis- iiguish the case of parried women, who may in

theory be recovered by the labour market, from that of those

women, generally younger, who may be observed in increasing

numbers in-production jobs within certain industries. The

latter is a form of manpower*which in, principle may be regarded

as in competition with that of migrant masculine labour. This

increased participation on tho,part of women would represent

one of the principal characteristies oil the labour market of

the near future. In certain countries - for/example 'France

this. may lead to some reduction (at. least initially) of the

volume of foreign immigration flows. In'othercOuntries it

may lead. rather to a change in the composition of these flows.

18. Similar ob'servations may be made with rega7A. to the

existence of an alternative between immigration; and policies of

increased aid to geographical mobility and regional. development.

Here the napporteur solves the problem by a declaration which.

he makes,substantiaily in the following fOrm:' foireign manpower

does not slow down structural, change, indeed. - :on the contrary,

by the flexibility which it affords th$ labour market, it

mitigates the ne qtkve effects of all inds which-these same

changes Might have tor the native wor er. This theme is

perfectly in accord with, first, the.arguments'which Bbhning

develops in a more diffused manner in other parts of his report,

second, the general inclination of that document .'and third,

the idea that one should not base one's reasoning, at the risk

of falling into utopia on 'a model which pre-supposts total Ak

mobility; both\occupational and geographical, 'However, since,

in the event, the purpose is to make the most otjective,ljudge-

ment possible' about policies which might constitute alternatives

21
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/
to immigration, but 1111(ght also be complementary tO it, a -

certain number of precise questions might be formulated, if

only to verify the .loundness of this foundation. For example:\ .

a) if in cert in countries 'and given sets of circumstances

\ there is real alternative (either partial or total) ..

\ between migration and geographical-mobility, i.e. if

the for ign' work force and that part of the national

manpower theoretically:' interested in mobility enjoy

simil r opportunities for employment;

b) if

at

Pr

i itiatives in regional development (aimed. mainly ..

ecentralising and diversifying the apparatus of

ducticn or at assuring a betteribaiance between'

u ban and rural iiiilieux) may be taken in certain

ountries without having recourse to foreign labour,

just as much during the phase of infrastructure creation

as during the operational period proper.

It will be evident that a reply to these kinds of questions.'

ca inthe. last analysis-only be given by detailed specific

dies or, in the extreme case, national ones, but a simple

ndication of their existence may serve to open a fruitful

de1bate upon these little.. known subjects.

r

Relationshi between immi ration and.mobilit -

lessons to be drawn from Swiss experience
. ,

/ 19. The study by Maillat(notably chapters 1 and 3) zhow-

.clearly how the powerful mobility which was characteristic' of

/ the SWiss labour market until 1963 (that is to say before

/ - restrictive measures were adopted) would.ravely:have been

possible without immigration. Immigration put Switerland in
. 4

a situation comparable to that of countries with a limitless.

labour supply. Om the other hand, because of control over

entry and employment, the foreigners were not allotted to

branches or professions at random. Thus the native workers were

able to spread themselves .Without. much competition (aided by a

differential develot4nt in wages) over the total economY. This

provided quite a satisfactory allocation of the available man-
;

13ower, both national and foreign.

20. Although a great part of/the foreign manpower was subject

to. Continual renewal, it was not possible to, prevent an ever

greater nUmber..0 foreigriers (both active and non-active) from



.appearing in Switzerland, This provoked quite strong reaction

of a socio-political character accompanied by negative attitudes

as to the long.Lterm effects of employing foreigners. The

measures adopted from 1963 onwarde'to'respond to these reactions

ended up by aggravating the difficulties of the labour market,

on which.tensions increased. Besides their limitative Charaqter

these measures have the defects:

a) of not being selective;
\

b) of not constituting any encouragement to structural'

reform of the productive mechanisms and'of jobs.-

was that possible? and above

)of rendering change of job by foreigners even more

difficult and thus restraining mobility,

I

,21.' After undergoing changes ofvarying importance, the ystem

was radicallY transformed .from 1970 onwards. The main ''features

of the present scheme are: (1)

i) the aim of stabilising the number of active forlignfjts

holding annual permits and settlement permits a

too,bot, which means that new entries can only e in

exchange for'regietered departures (such as le CrinTthe

country and death, for example, but also, /illill be

noted, naturalisatiori).;

an important relaxation of the restrictions oncerning-

the mobility 'of workers on annual permit, p rmitting

them to change their employer/ after one yea' is. stay and

their canton or occupation after three yea s;

iii) allocation 6f newly admitted workers by c ntori and

responsibility by the same cantons for'th redistrib*on.

of labour amongst enterprises;

iv) an allotment of seasonaloworkers, the number 'of which

is fixed annually;

number of frontier workers which isiin theory unlimited

but which can b.e.subjected to indirect restrictions
i

through' r definitio4 of that category.' by the authorities

) For further details see "LtArrftes du Oofreil f4deral" du

//

23 II

6. juillet, 1973

z
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In spite.of the rigidity of fixing of an overall maximum,

the authorities thus have a range of instruments which should

enable them to refine their actions. 'Moreover, new relaxations

are foreseen, concerning, inter alia, the mobility of workers

on arinG,L permit. Nevertheless, the important thing at this

time is no\l, to predict they uture effect of the. Sum of these

measures (which to be effebtive must in any case be accompanied

by a general- structural policy and an active manpo*er policy

'applicable to native workers as well as to foreigners) ; it is

rather: to note that Swiss experience bias. .broUght into prbminence-

the,function which immigration can exercise within the field of

distributiV'e mobility and demonstrated the profoundly contra-

dictory aspect of measures which aim at the same time at limiting

the volume of foreign manpower and maintaining or even

accentuating - the obstacles to its mobility. The change of

attitude on the part of the Swiss authorities on the subject

of this i.obility is extremely significant.

22. In the absence of an active labour market policy and a

TorMulation, even though only indicative, of orders pf prioilty

within the economy, allocation of manpower in Switzerland has

occurred through machinery whose principal component parts have

begii,: according to. Maillat, elasticity in the labour-supply, an

increase in employment capacity, and change in-the range of

wages across industries. Given continual growth,. these elements.

-*.would have acted with perfectAnterdependence. In pal4ticular,

the fluidity.of the labour market (due to immigration and the

tendency towards mobility of /the native workers). would_ have

enabled enterprises to increase their employment capacity. As

the latter.diVelo-ped-,-the mobility of Swiss workers would/have

increased, 'and the distribution of manpower-would-have__ been

effected as a result, principally though not exclusively, of.

the development of a range of salaries across. industries.' By

using the .official statistics, Maillat is able to provide a

quite conlvincing proof of thishypothesis. He demonstrates for

example t substitutionrole played by foreigners in low Wage

industries and in the metal and machinery industry, (which is

not .a low wade industry but one whose work environment may well

be considered unsatisfactory by the workers Of the country) and

the progressive orientation of the Swiss themselves towards

high wage industries (which are precisely those where the

capacity for employment has increased the most) and towards

apparently more prestigious employment in the tertiary or near

24
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tertiary sectors., In this connection a declarti by'the

rapporteur (ppAragraph 3.2.3.) deserves-to be made. the subject

of debate: "immigration has played the role normally ascribed

to technical pPogress by facilitating' the passage of he Swiss

towards the tertiarylsector..., In normal conditiokl.s, move

ment towards.lhe tertiary sector is due to lack of 'jobs in the

secondary sector resulting from the recessive nature of tech-.

nical progresvT*employment. In Switzer/and it has been a

voluntary movement favoured by immigration which has stimulated

mobility..., -The development noted. in SwitZ-erland is somewhat
7

abnormal, for the employment structure of the.productive. ''

i

apparatls. ThiS explains why foreinipanpower has become. '.
(

structurally. necessary"..

.

The role'Af;;_the salary range

23, One qttestiOn which merits discussion in detail'is that of

the allocation role played by wages. Of course, it ids o be

examined within the special framework of this macro -.economic

research on the ,consequences of immigration, withOut entering

into the often 'artificial debate dividing the quantitivists

from those who favour an interpretation based largely 6 psycho-
.

sociolbgical elements. Especially in movement between jobs by.

workers, the role'of salary differentials would have been para-

mount in Switzerland (qualitatiVe elements, psychosopiological,

institutional -and ocCup /tional,'would tend moreover in the same

direction).. In conform ty 'with his analytical method, . Maillat

examines this question in dynamic terms, that is to say as a'

function of the eCono is and political situation (compare,

paragraph 3.2.4')

24. The results of his analysis can be summarised thus

1) During the eriod.1949 to 1959, factors allied to the

market (for ,exampl profits) prOduced within a group of

industries a rap 'd expansion of employment capacity and

naturally an ab ,ate- average rise in wagee. The important move-

ment of Swiss orkers-towards<this group-(group,I following

Maillatts cl. Sifi.cation)i nevlaT4heless prevented excessive

wage claims By recovering the skilled and semi-skilled man

power, enterprises likewise avoided excessive training costs or

recourseio the practice known as no 4- qualification". This

same moyement did nothinder the activity of the industries in

the other group (group II) who were able to replacetheir

losses in national manpower, and even increase their yolume of
/

z/

25 .



total magpower, by engaging foreign workers who were ready to

work at, the wage rates in force (and moreover generally confined

within these industries by legal onstraints and by the recruit.

ment policy of the enterfties in Group I). In conclusioA,

differential salary rises were prodUced according to which of

thee two categories of persons the industrial branch in

uestion was exploiting. The inter-industriai wage ,range

roadened; but; thanks toj this e)pundantsupply both of' Swiss

and of foreigners, the 196ur market experienced a remarkable

flexibility...

2) During the period 1959 to)1964, the increase in the

l
global d and led to increasing employment\ apadity in Swiss

/

j.ndu6tr as a whole. The industries of Grou II gradually, ,

lost `their national manpower'but as they could\not,afford to

lose it completely:and wishing equally to remain attractive to

foreign workers-they reacted by accelerating ,their wage rises.

The Swiss workers--showed a tendency to move towards the`-tertiary
, .

sector`. Policies aiming at increasing parq1 cipation in the

labour market by potential workers (the secOndary groups accord-

ing to Bbhningts terminology) were revealed as6iearly inSuffid,-

lent. The industries oOroup I did not therefore reach the

position of satisfying their manpower needs (for practical

purposes the numberiof Swiss workers increased only in the

printing trades and chemicals). Thus powerful tension on t4e

labour- -markt resulted, with the need to have recourse to new
I

immigratiOn less selective than in the pabt. Foreign Workers

were from then orjrearuited imtb all .b4arahes,-without however,

-the -prirciplev governing their mobility' being changed: It was

during this period that the phenomenon 'of self-feeding immigration

began to diake itself felt. Some,of the thinpower must; accord-

ing Maillat, have been withdrawn from the machinery of indus-

trial production in order to satisfy needs in 'infrastructure,

especially fOr housing, of the immigrants themselves, whose

families were arriving in greater numbers. It is probable that

in spite of the closure of the inter-industrial salary range,

due,to catching up by the industries ii Group II, an important

wage drift was produced within the enterprises. This is con-

firmed by the fact that enterprises concluded betweei themselves

agreements designed to combat poaching of labou3:. The period

is of special interest for study'of the relationship between

wages and manpower' mobility. It be noted finally that the

period is characterised by strong inflationary pressure; it was
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then that the Swiss began to speak of a causal link between.

.immigration and inflation. More recent '(and. more reliable)

analyses have put paid to this thesis: nevertheless it retains...--
.

a certain importance insofar as it represents one of the argu-

ments invoked in 1963 for the restraint of immigration.
,

3) The restrictions on the admission 9f foreigners adopted
.

in 1963 reinforced. the -tensions on the-t employment market and
e 4,1. ;,,,..,1 .

provoked a clos41; up of:,04`e*W400',range to the point where the
: . ..:(;6.,,.

Aispersion appeared weaker than in 1949. Nevertheless,'these
, . t,,,)- . . ,

tensions were mitigated in 'that, foreignei-s could still
replade Swiss wlio, left certain. branches. From, 1965 onwards

the new measure's', (which maintained the preceding embd-rgo on` an

increase in the total nwnbers of personnel by firm and intro'

duc-ed a special 'ceilin.g with regard t9 .foreign labour) reduced

the supply, of new manpower sharply. In these conditions wages

manifest a saw-tooth development: as soon as .rises take plaCe

in ' certain branches and the range .opens out,a re-adaptation .-- .

. .

'movement by the other branches is observed. The restilt 'of'''/'
this .process is :a 'general increase in, salaries which is higher

than befor.e. ,
25. As concerns the period since 1970,; Maillat cannot offer us

r

precise observations. He ""Confines himself 'to quoting. the
. ,

econ,m19 report' of 0 .E .C.D. in 1972 which' draws attention o . an

increased general mobility; . thus confirming the salut ry effect

of measures adopted 'to facilitate,, (within the framew rk cf the

so-called 'ngloba.,1" limitation) movement of the foreigners.

,

----Given the rigidity o the national maripower supply and dthe fact

that the foreign manpower has' from now on become a structural

element, the distributive mobility' of the labour force. will

depend especiallY, With,in,-6he near future, on the propensity

towards mobility of those foreign work'ers i(uh,6 'have been in

, Switzerland for more than one year (that is, to say of those

Who, according to the most recent regulations., will be legally

entitled to move around). 'This propensity will be affTcted

essentially by` wage levels. In the short-term 'one can 'thus

expect wage rises .o:f some importance. In the longer ter , the

movement of salaries and.manpower mobility will depend upon the

degree of change in the production apparatus. If this modifi-

cation -reduces manpower needs, mobility, according to_Maillat,

may undergo a braking effect and (competitive) rises in wages

may well be reduced.
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26, This is, nevertheless!, ayery complek development and it

will be difficult for it.to operate in the most effective /

.direction for -the system lierely by libepalisation of for4On

manpower movements. The interpretation 'of. this develOpment

brings back into play the more general question Of-fut,re

policies for growth, for structure and formanpower. In thiS

field, (compare similarly 4.1.) does not give us any

. true foiebabt. (He nevertheless discusses a. certain number o

assumptions in the part devoted to production ensembles - 4.3.

and the conclusion of the.study), He was probably nci; able.

to do so ,given that the reeponsible authorities ana,the enter-

.pries themselves seem to be still hesitating inTront of the

I

fundamenta choices.

Effect of Inigration on income distribution:an attem t at

inter retion by Bbhnin

27. The conceptio0s of Btihning.in the field of the dynamic of

wages (paragraphs 74 and 75) seem, ,at first sight, to be in-

spired much more by a sobio-structural interpretation than by

a purely factual bne. Nevertheless,. as Ile penetrates further

into the ,specific subject of .the ,relationship between immigration

and wage,growth (paragraphs 76 to 86) his reasoning becomes

more positiVe ana4A finishes by reaching conclusions not far

removed from thoseobtained by Maillat from an empirical exam-
,

ihaLion-and a different. approach

For B8hnind, salary differences between the three major

occupational classes (skilled, semi-skilled and unskilled

workers) wouldremain rigid for ppactical purposes, while inter;.

sectoral .differences would show a certain flexibility, This

would be the result of interplay between7the Unions on the one

,side, seeking to maintain .differences between occupations while

attempting at the same time to.improVe the position of their

members. at sector level, and the employers on the other side

finding it more normal.to accept /differential rises in various

industries. rather. than to provoke a general dibturbance of

established hierarchies. As a'borollary, Bbhning adds that th

high. Wages which characterise industries where profits are high

would occur independently of the labour demand concernin the

different occupations. floe also B.C. Roberts, General Report

on the 0.E,C,D. Wage' Determination Conference, provisional text,

July 19717

u.
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28., Within this framework, the employment of foreign workers

(even when spread throughout all sectors) Would have, practically

no braking effect on growth of, wages in the more dynamic

industries-(wherethe relationship'between.salary'development

and manpowerdemand,,,-uld be weak). On the contrary, the elimi.

nation of bottle-necke in low'salary industrSeS, made possible

*by'emigration, would have certain consequences at sector level

even though these may be limited globally. Here everything

depends, accp)rding to Bbhning, on the development of the labour

market: i the labour demand remains ,constant; the employment

of foreigners will have quite a strong braking effect on the Y'

tendency towards wage rises, but if the labour demand grows .\

more and more, this effect will tend to dissolve. When the

economy i9 turning .at full strength, Bbhning :concludes, it is

not bottlenecks which 'induce salary pressure but rather the

action of the Unions,.who attempt, to recover their position by

demanding a yet bigger slice of the bigger. cake. In the &Arse

of the third stage of maturity, when the consequences of
. ,

immigration seem to be ehowing themselves more ,clearly,; the

presence of foreigners enables stronger growth of the economy,

nobly because of what the immigrants produce, but also by

the additional demand for Consulter goods and social capital

which they express. At.micro-economic level, braking effects

on salary are visible but it is legitimate to wonder whether,

globally,, immigration does not- end up ,by producing a general
I

rise in remuneration which would not occur in its absence. The

reply'of'Bohning is affirmative; it could not beothe'rwise given

the premIses which he seems to'adopt,namely that immigration

produces higher 'profits which °mist nevertheless be divided ',

(even though unequally) between the enterprises and the working

class. Lit will be recalled that the majority of those econ6-

mists who have treated manpower immigration have attributed to

the employment of foreigners a depressive role on .monetary

salaries (cf. for Germany: T. Bain and. A. Pauga, in,KykloS, 4,

19?2, 4, pages 820 to 824). Cost inflation would be (thus
,..

countermanded by immigration. Zinally a translation of.the

Phillips:curve would.operate, ,in the sense of: an. attenuation )f.

the relationship between prices and rate of unemployment(work

in course at the UniVersity of Aix-Marseille,,directed by J.L.

.

France.) Bpining does not question t e validity of these ob.t

fleiffers, would te4'em .to confirm :this observation as conceals

servationse. fie thinks,, however, that this depressive role' will 4

29



only apply in the immediate future. in the long-term, immi-

gration will haye quite, the oppoaite effect ,

29. It will be noted that Bdhtingta theses:Can probably be

confirmed by the, .empirical Observations,of.Maillat on .Switzerland.

Bd1'ning likewise has:found cOnfirmation foritIn other countries.

(paragx'aph 84 of the report). Neveptheless,.this sum of case

studies' does not satisfy. him compAtely.,'For that reason he

bases his oonclusions to some extent on an argpment "a contrario",

that is to say by imagining, through a sort of exercise in in.

formal simulation, what would be the probable *development in

the absence of immigration (paragraphs 82 and 83) WithOut

immigration, tensi,ons.on the labour. market 'woullprobably have
.

led to wage rises so fftrong that employers .would have been

obliged to carry out labour savinginvestments to contain their

manpower needs. .This would in the longterm have checked the
R

growth of wages. In those jobS where this operation was not

possible, aalary rises would eventually have -caused knd pro-.

pagaie.d.such pronouhced inflation that severe r/strictive

measures would have become neasssery, having.cumulative.effects

on the economic system. The demand for labour would thus have

been reduced and,hence. the progressive rise in wages.

'30. ..Finally; Bohning arrives e.,t tho stage of pronouncing

jlldguments on the distribution of income (paragraph's 87 to 90)

similar to those expressed by observers who have Lackled the

problem without too great an ideological reserve or dootrinaire

alignment.

1) the'initial restraint imposed by immigration on wage

growth (that is to.1 say the desequilibrum, in terms of relative
-

profit', which national workers may suffer in comparison with

capital) is later-(no:tably the third stage of 'maturity) largely

compensated for by an increase in real income per had Produced

by immigration Din the absence of immigration the' initial ad-

vantages won by the workers will' be quickly eliminated ty an

increase in prices or'a' reduction in inveatment.- compare

paragraih

2))lowever,the additional prosperity,WhiChimmigration

renders possible is more profitable to capital than to labour

because'cif.the'unequal. distribution of revenue which is in.

herent in our.' type 'of society (paragraph 87)

3) the mobility of nationalyorkers tow,rds better,

remunerated or more prestigious jobs, .is at'the origin of

immigration. However, immigration by .reproducing itself
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sustains and multiplies this movement, In .other terms, the

effect. (immigration) is retroactive. on the cause (mobility) in

'a system of reciprocal relationship. It may thus be claime

that in .fact immigration, enables the individual rise of the

national workers without altering the social. structure.

4) by contributing to anincrease in enterprise. profi s,

immigration contributes equally to an enlargement 'of the f scale
take on these profits. On the other hand, immigrants are hem-

selves taxpayers. However, while they contribute. to taxe and

social security approximately in the same' proportions as be

nationsl population, immigrants receitie, acaording to Bnh ingf

much less.than.the average of social expenditUre per capi a.

LogicAlly 'his
.

phenomenon should produce, on the .whole, savour-

,able consequences for the national population. AltNoUgh he

presents an extremely interesting framework for refleCti'n (cf.

paragraph 88, footnotes nos, 84, 85, 879.88 and notably 118 et

"seq.). Biihning is not abld to give that detailed exams ation
. .

which the importance of the subject would require. frame--

work must. thus be widened at son ure stageof.speci is

research. The' latter Would enable' portant'lessons,to be

for

in,
it could

portion-

sycho-,

ructures

. discerned on policies relating to "reception structure

the immigrants, which practically everyone is in accor

saying are at the same time inadequate and costly. If

be effectively demonstrated.that immigrants receive pr

ately less.than' they give,many of the practical and

logical 'blocks .which oppose an improvement in these s

could be eliminated.

Is'immi ration a cause of inflation?

311. In,aSking the two rapporteurs t its question we ere aware

of the difficulty,of answering it and this fOr three reasons:

first, because the causes of modern inflation are im erfectly

known; secondly, because these causes have similar y an inter-

national component which escapes appreciation in te ms of the

national economy, and finally because immigration v ries in

volume and in role according to country and time an is able/

therefore to exercise only a variable effect on .eco omic' /

equilibrium r disequilibrium. It is a:question r they op/con-
,

ftonting 'the traditional,opinion 4 according to wh ch immigration
/ .

would put brake on 'inflation insofar as itwould assure the

fluidity OJ the labour market or the immigrants wokIld/retain.,

their spartan consumption habits - with a more re dept, thesis
. .



according to which the immigrants would, end up having a liimited.

,
effect on the restraint of salary costs gote the contrary

opinions quoted in paragraph 287 and express (notably when

accompanied by the r families) a by no means .negligible demand

for consumer goods nd equipment. reflected in prices and wages;

they would also hav particular a marginal productivity well

below that of the native people and of the capital invested in

labour saving devices. It will be' added that it is .a question

of confronting two opinions,. not in order to pronounce in

,favour, of one or the other but 'rather to dive some elements o\

reflection to those responsible for national policies when their

meet at 0.E.C.D:

32. Mining has provided us with a .good number of elements of

reflection. The analysis, which he carries out (paragraphs 91

to' 99) leads him .to conclude that, even at the third stage of

maturity LThe study is centred principally bn this stage7

immigration exercies a sure deflationary effect:

1) it would have practically no significant.consequenceb

in. inflationary terms for factor cost nie elemen.4 which enter

into .account here would be the continued- restraint on salaries

exercised by immigration and the wage pressures induced by the

immigrants. The. variable rate of external turnover (defined

throughout as the difference between rate of .entry and rate of

departUre) would act naturally on these two elements7..

2) it would maintain a noticeable deflationary effect on

the price of consumer goods and indirectly ontheprice of

investment goods,Whning bases his(Feasoning essentially on the

propensity to save, family composi;i0,' and the role played by

remittances (of which Ghe net deflationaryeffectis however

more 'limited thanmight be .imagined, giyen thepOssibilitk that

these remittances may turn back on the marketof the immigration

country in the form of consumer demand). Of course an essential

role would equally be played by the' Variablerate of external

turnover.

33. One would'have expOted an important specific .developMent
.

.

of this theme by. Maillat, since it1 is precisely in Switzerland.

that there has most frequently been invoked (notably to justify

thefirst restrictive measures)' adireOt causal link between

immigration and inflation (cf.jmragraph 244 above). On the

coitrary Maillat.(Chapter 44 'paragraph 2) tackles this subject

with a certain prudence and confines himself essentlaqy to. .

reiterating the. Opinions of Rossi and Thomas (Noi 41 of his .
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bibliography).. Without concealing other competing causes

(notably monetary .flows) these authors attribUte substantially

the acdeleration in inflation rates which Occurred'in Switzerland,

towards the end of the 50's to a cumulative process (or better

a revolving one): a vicious circle in,which, at a given moment,

the self-feeding process of immi ration' would have, plajed an

important role. In particular t e'),groqh in the popu4t;on

.(caused notably by the mmigratiorf,,al'i6t11 active and inactive

persons) would have brought in its train an increase in global

demand which/in turn'would have led to pressure on wages and

prices and thus a growing demand for manpower. This last would

have rendered a new.immigration necessary... and so on and so on.

Naturally in the coume ofsthis process immigration would have

had a restraining' effect on wages and thus exercised a. immediate

anti-inflationary role which would not, have been maniiest in

its absence.

34. The question then moves (as Rossi and Thomas do) rather in

the direction of productivity theory and, thence, towards' the ''

theory of the structure of the production apparatus (cf. Maillat)

a-I .f the ends and means of the economic system. ,At the end

o± :this attempt at dismantling and re-assembling other peoples'

thoughts, one may conclude with Mailla "that it is appropriate

to beware of too, direct a causal link between immigration and

inflation. Indeed, the migratory floW and its.volums are -only

a reflection of a long process which has influenced the

appa.ratus of production": (Chapter 4.2, last paragraph( but one).

The productive apparatus, and immigration

35. Growth in global demand would, according to, Maillat,,, have

shattered the manpower allocation system, thus dismantling the

implicit wages policy (a differentiated policy resulting from

immigration) which had func4oned throughout the150.1s. "It was

then'that the inadequacy of Cur produc tive units and rilW3't

probably of our scale of "prod\Action appeared..." (Chapter 4.2.

last "paragraph). Switzerland,is a borderline case, of course,

and one must beware of applying to other countries Maillatis

views on the relation between immigration and the productiVe

mechanisms (Chapter 4.3.). It is nonetheless true that thib

examination brings into focus relations and interdependencies

which may well reappear elsewhere (and which would not perhaps

be 'quite so clearly discernible elsewhere.) This examination

helps us, in short, to formulate a nucleus of general ideas
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;

without obliging us to elaborate a more or. less imaginary

model.

36. The determinant elements of the fundamental development

have been, on the one hand, the structure of the Swiss economy

(small and medium-pbaed enterprises) which is congenial to

"capital-saving" investment and to "generalised sub-contracting",

and on the other hand, the (growing) volume'and type of demand

to which 'Swiss production has responded (a demand with a large

international component). This type. of demand requires a high

degree of flexibility and tends to the avoidance of too great

an investment in. fixed capital. If in addition (a) the invest-

ment decisions were, probably'taken before, 1950 (that is to say

at a time where, at. least in Switzerland, the.future appeared

uncertain), (b) confronted with'an.unexpected growth in, the

economy the manpower supply (thanks to immigration) has been

abundant; the reasons .which led Swiss entrepreneurs' to maintain

,(during a practically uninterrupted sequence of 'favourable

economic conjuxictures) somewhat traditional productive mechanisms

and scales of produbtion will.easily be understood. Indeed the'

4.

combination appeared at the time natural, profitable and certain.

37. Maillat does not restrict himself to describing this

development. 'His examination is rich in observations of:a more

general importance. We Will retain some of thei:

1) immigration has been a ."considerable encouragement",to

the maintenance of the structure of the productive apparatus`,.

not only from the technical point of view, but also in the

sense of maintaining the type of ownershipcand the. method of

management. This point, adds Maillat, is imirtant, for

immigration 'has made it possible to avoid earlier recourse to

a modification of production scA es (which generally implies

structural chanoe).-

2) incentive to substitute capital for labour was weak.

in...Switzerland until 1963. It. is only after that date thtt. the

increase ix wages, which had become more marked; has caused

substitution movement. But the replacement of manpower by

capital within the framework of ........26=a'._uctive's.texistirsi

has only enabled a limited increase in productivity. This

increase is essentially due to tOchialcal progress and to

economies of scale, orthese are the two, elements which

permit simultaneous saving of the various factor costs. Now,

it was precisely these elements (which are moreover inter-

dependent) which were lacking the most\in the Swiss productive
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apparatus giverl.that'their introduction was retarded by:the

abundance ot manpowercOnsequent upon iMmigration., 'LEs Mai llat

recalls, a iss author, F. Schalle:z. expresses a Contrary
.

/

opi2,4lion.as Con erns notably the utilisation of technical progrel's.

This author base hib.thesis on two arguments: (6).it.iS only I.
. .

Possible to draw maxiMum advant from techticalprogress whe e

one can cont on a more numerous population, (b) Switzerland

is an under-populated country in relation to the present con-,' .

dition .and pcitential development. ofproducticin techniques,
.

"Ergo", concludes this author in substance, Switzerland needs:

more immigration. It is possible that Schaller's premise& Øn

particular those under (b17 are wrong. It is nevertheless .

possible that these t heses are n6t as contradictory as

would appear at first sight. Maillat speaks rather of the" past

and Schalfer.seems more concerned with the future. Maillat

' puts his -emphasis bn the enterprise and manpower aspect and

Schaller (if we have well underptood him) on the population and

economic-system aspect. It seems to us in particular that

Schalle,r,edhceives a more reasoned system ,able to profit from

techiiical Process through an increase in that element which is

most lacking, namely hUman resources (Schaller refers expressly

.toSauvy). Of course - it may be. added - reality .has ,proved

quite di2ferent, but this is because, in Switzerland immigration

has been inserted into a predetermined framework not, particularly

favourable towards innovation. It could not therefore contribute

to .a rationality which was non-existent either in peoples'

minds or in the course of events. It may well be, moreover,

that once reconversion on a bigger scale has been effected and

all the necessary te'ehnical progress incorporated, the Swiss

economy will need abundant new immigration (assuming t7lat

public opinion perMits it). In Germany, where a fresh start

was made. the abundance of manpower supply (ensured first by

refugees from the East and later by immigrants) seems rather

to have favoured eConomyof scale (as to technical progreSs,

the question remains to be seen). B8hning i(paragraph 102)

seems to have the German example in mind when he states that

"imported labour helps, to realize economies of scale, at least

in the short-run".

38. BUhning's contribution on the subject must now be examined

(paragraphs 100 to 117). Btihning does not deal Ilex professo"

with the role of technical progress and economies of scole.

As'oonoerns the latthl, he restricts himself to affirming'that
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immigration contributes to their realisation, at least in the

short-term (paragraph 102). H4.s contribution ' consists notably

in refutingthe thesis according to which immigration, by

holding back intensive employment of capital i.e capital

deepening, impedes thoSe elements Which determine real economic

growth \in the long-term. To this thesis, which he qualifies as

"deductive theory",. may be opposed empirical observations which

demonstrate the, existence :of 'productivity gains in immigration

countries. Bnningts arguments are, ba:Sed essentially on two

points: (a) the decisions of theentrepreneur (aimed through-

out at profit maximisation and in principle taking the labour

market situation, into, secondary account only) see paragraphs.

101 and 107; (b). flexibility in the supply and in the" means of

utilisation of manpower (made possible by inmigration, thus.

:ensuring great flexibility in the productive apparatus) .see.

parigraph.. 103, 108, 109 and 110. Immigration also assures ,

full utilisa4on of new installations, which are e&entually

labour saving (see paragraph 110). Through the increase in the

population and in income per head, immigration has (indirect)

consequences on the propensity to invest (paragraph 165). thereby

causing' indifferently operations of capital' widening .and Capital

deepening ( paragraph- ,106)'. In any case immigration enables the

full employment of available productive capital, which would

not be so in its absence (paragraphs 112 to 114)..

Demand on social capital

39. Immigrants express a demand on "social capital" (i.e. for

material social infrastructure and social services. in the

widest sense), but this' demand is altogether. less than that. of
9

'nationalnational population (Binning, paragraph 118). Immigrants`

also help to finance social resources, to a greater extent

proportionally than the national population (parairaphs 118

and 126 in particular). Is regards this point, Bnning refers

essentially to, the ftamework he 'gave when discussing the dis-

tribution of, income (paragrall 30.4 above). This chapter

could nevertheless re' resent an example of 'the type of problem

which might be examined ,in detail7 The rapporteur discusses

these matters with )Mference to stages of maturity, but excludes

the fourth stage. ,gee paragraph 9.6, above for this concept:7

During the first and.secOnd stages (paragraphs 119 and 120),

demand almost exclusively concerns housinge but immigrantsare

not responsible for an additional demand. It is naturally in
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the third stage that the picture ch nges appreciably, but in

different proportions according to/ he.different components of

demand.

1) The impact on housing .(pa agraph 021) is, according to

Wihning, more,apparent than real ince the typeOf replaceMent

which takes place on this market is similar to that observed on

the labour.market, i.e. foreigne s occupy the districts and

accommodation abandoked by the local population. This assertion

,is no doubt interesting, but it May well be asked whether it,.

has the value of a general rul. If steps were taken to provide

decent housing for foreigners allowance should also be made forc-)

the repercussiais on the dema d for work. 10h.ning supports :his

statement by some very inter- sting comments 133) K. Jones and
,

A.D. Smith (footnote 'No. .142 but the situatton referred to is

typically British.

2) Immigration might ve some effects (a) on the rate of

mental disease .(but the pr. of is by no meanscevUain according

to NShning), (b) on the rte of other possible diseases not

detected when the migran j was. admitted (but these are more

oplikely to be individual uses) and (c) on the industrial

accident rate. Btihning admits the infiuenceoeimmigration on

the rise in the latter. However, this phenomenon mainly Occurs,

'during the first period of immigration and tends to.disappear

as soon aS adjustment/to work is complete. .0n the whole,

immigrants, who are Ignerally young and heait14-, make )a smaller

demand on the healt service. than_ the national average (paragraph

123)., As regards social security benefits in the strict sense,

actual demand by 4grants is overall less than that of nationals.

3) With regird to school and pre-school education (paragraph

124), Mlning thinks that the 'demand from immigrarts and nationals

should.balance out (leaving 'aside the saving made bythe country

of immigration ,as regards the schooling of adult immigrants).

Wihning expounds on this subject coherently but scimewhat too

briefly to permit a discussion based on,., definite data.

Mining's list is almost complete (for other items, see

paragraph. 129. However, we have noted that no thought, even

summary, has been given to adult vocational training. Btihnng

cannot be blamed far this omission since demand is very small

(immigraits do not appear to be motivated) and supply (although

apparent,ly greaiAr than demand) is also. small. In any event,

.serious 'examination of this subject is not within. the context

of the pX'Tsent research. .The interest (not only theoretical)
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of udying the alternative of "internalisation" or "external-
.

isation" of training costs (financing of migrants' training by i

the emplotyer or by the public authorities) should be noted.

41t Exal4nation of the alternative of cost internalisation"

or "externalisation" may also concern other components of the
1

.demand on social capital (for example, housing). This exam-

inaton requires that some attempt be made to interpret the

nature of the service given by migrant workers. Since firms

are the first to benefit from these workers, it is logical that

they should bear a good proportion of suchcosts.. However in

view of the benefits brought by this manpower to the community

at large in (terMsof.growth'and the labour market, it is quite

fair that there should be. public, participation,in.these costs..

This disincti-)n,has already been made empirically in a:few

countries, of immigration,` but it requires: trimming and further

thought, in the course of future research in the light of (a)

the more.and more pressing demand for 'receptionistruct9.res, (b)

the mierant's position as a taxpayer and (c) the concepts"adppted

in the country' of employment with regard to income transfer and

social services.

42. The external rotation variable also plays a decisive role

in the field of,' social capital in the sense that it lowers

theoretical demand (paragraph 125 and 126). Mining puts Mr-

:ward some estimated figures with regard to the effect of this

phenomenon on the,two major groups ofmigrants (with or without

their families and these figures are quite plausible but can

obviously vary from one country to ,rather. In any event,what

should be noted is thd comment that rotation, which mainly

, concerns unacCompanied immigrants, parly restores *the balance

of demand resulting from family immigration. Another interesting

comment concerns the exibility of the material infrastructure

(such flexibility being both objective and subjective). ,Lastly,

the examination of ti164 immigration-mobility of nationals

alternativ4'Will be noted (paragraph 127). In view of the

different requirements of foreigners and nationals, the latter

alternative is more expensive. This alternative is 'rather

theoretical; however, when it is remembered that it cannot be

subjected to proof by the facts (see paragraph .26 above).

CONCLUS,,ONS

45. The opinions of the two rapporteurs on present day

immigratio4 in Europe (litihning, paragraphs 129 to 138, Maillat
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Chapter 5) finally coincide in the statement that this .

phenOmenon has made the ecOnomies of the countries concerned

sufficiently flexible to meet the solicitations of demand.

smoothi.y. The result has been a high economic growth rate and

eventually a higher rise in real per capita incomes than without

immigration. According to Iftning, immigrants provide more

goods and services than they consume. 'He qualifies his favour

able opinion- when he state's that the benefits derive essentially

from .external rotation (paragraph 130) and that when immigration

becoMes permanentimmigrantal needs tend to be:inversely

proportional to their economic profitability"(paragraph 131..

However, the advantages tend generallY to exceed the disadvan-

tages (paragraphs 131 end 136). Maillat gho quotes

Reiffers; see,No: 39 in, his bibliographg agrees thatthe

calculations (generally too theoretical) of migrants' Cost.and

the traditional investment.' theygi:ve rise to cannot .change the-- 0
overall favourable balance: "these costs will be of very little

weight when opposed to the indirect advantages of immigration

permitting the rupture of the principal restraints acting upon

an economy in over-employment" and a Ociety whose principal'

aspiration is the increase of its general well-b4ng,

44. 'looking to the future, the conclusions of tOth rapporteurs

appear to be' similar in substance in spite of the. different

aims of theivr. -respective researches. Fr BUhning (paragraph

138), emPioyinent possibilities for migrants are far from ex-

hausted since the economies and societies of Western Europe

cannot very quickly change the features they have acquired in

the recent past. For Maillat the restrictions adopted in

Switzerland have created a situation whose only real alternative

is a fairly thorough review of the productive apparatus, invest-

ment decisions, economic policy targets and the representation

and behaviour standards of micro,units,. groups and institutions.

This is tantamount to saying that when a society has considerable

recourse to immigration'in order to feed its growth and.follow

the neo-capitalist patterns ofexpansion, consumption and social

progress, it can only put a..stop t:such immigration under pain

of being obliged to review its own essential aims.

'45. We could very well abide by these observations, es ecially

as a number of current phenomena which contribute towards

immigration. (declining interest fOr manual.work,' reduCtion in

the.duration of working life and working houra, complementary

,nature of highly,-skilled and 'unskilled jobs and of highly
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technological and more traditional industries) should continue
.

and even become more marked. However,. it would be'rather super-
.

ficial to do so and would indicate that we did not know how to

make prospective use of certain inforMation the rapporteurs

give us. .We would point out in this respect that Bbhning does

not merely refer to immigration and migrants butinearly always

qualifies these words by speaking of "multi-annual migration"

and "target workers". Furthermore, he concentrates his exam-

ination on the "third stage dfmaturity" and gives an essential

role to the external rotation variable. Heconcludes by re-,

!-ducing his positiVe balance in favour of immigration when he

refers to settled migrants, It is therefore feaSible to ask-

whether the extended residence (and settlement of a good number)

of migrants and their families, the4ageing of a considerable

proportion of these workers and the adoption on theit\behalf

.of more "effective and more comprehensive social measures will

not in future,weigh the balance.rater towards the .economic
,

. .

disadvantages and induce the Western EtrOpean countries to put:

a brake on. the entry of fbreign_workers.. It would. not in that,.

-event ,be only a matter. of stopping immigration by means of

regulations but of gradually creating alternatives for it,

',example (a) by reforming work organisation in firms and-certain

job structures, (b)'by.revaluing these jobs 14oM i4-e point of

view of "pay, social prestige and working,a0nditioni,:(c) by

encouraging more frequentrecourse to labotr-saving investment,,

(d) oy restoring "true prices ", i.e. by passing on to employers

a substantial proportion of the costs due .0 migrants' demand

on social capital (see paragraph 41 above),

ing the abandonment of certain lilies of prodAdtion, and encourages

ing- the export of capital with. a view toiareating jobs in the...

workers' countries of 'origin.. This type ofactinn would involve

changes in structure and in behaviour which should bebdrne in

mind before. taking any important decisions fdr. the future.

The findings of BOhnin and'Maillat could nevertheless be

used as A Starting point for thinking by those responsible for

defining' an Immigration policy, to enable them to appreciate

its effects better, to discuss them with the-soCial pArtners

and to inform Public opinion.

47. loran organisation like the 0.E.C.D., which seeks to

encourage co-Operation and development, this kind, of study

should not overlOk the.legitimatte interests'of the

of emigration; for, whom the problem also arises in terms of
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alternatives, with th qualification that their development

(alternative to emigration) implies by definition greater

partidipation by their economic and political paptners..
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INTRODUCTION: 'The ImaortjacsoLlsliuthe Right Question

"It would be ridiculous to attempt to show whether
the effects of immigration aryl a,'good thing' or a

'bad thing' a . . There ca be no pe mptory\conclu-

sion to a controversy in whijah there a e so many
factors and so many intermingled and cis flicting

interests. For whom are the effects g od or bad?

What are the effects good for? The 1 our market,

social relations, an improvement ,in the orkers'

ste.as? There is not 'a st .gle one of t e advantages
which has not its couaterpart in the form of a. 0=

disadvantage or a prejudice of some kind . . The

problem of immigration is either bdund up with or

leads to an involved controversy. M. Allefresde,

"Forms aid Kffects Feud= Immigration la the
Lyons Rime° ", Worklng Party on Migration,

MS/M/404/30S p.87i

1. International migration is one of the least explored areas of economic

theory and research. It was only when social and political forces questioned

the desirability of maqsivt migratory movements into Lurope's developed

countries during the 1960's that the economists' interest was kindled. But

instead of detaghed and realistic analyses from 'a non-involved economic view-

point, the ensuing diswissions reflected only too often the Lpsi.91 pro or ,
,

contra attitudes which tt,.. participants held on social or political grounds.

2. This paper is-a first attempt to rectify this itate.of affairs. This

is dope.pot by pitching a new formalised model against the others but by

leaving aside the most restrictive assumptiOns.and by broadening the perspec-

tive.to take into account the self-generatingdynamiCs oflimmigration.atreams.

The. xisting formalised models are highly unsatiafectory, and their sophisti-

eation cannot gloss overthe.limitatiOns ImpOsed.by assumptions_ generally.

selected to ''prove'.' point.. The fault here lies largely in 'the

insufficient diaaggregetion of. the labdur market: . Moreover, in subStituting

rigid deOuctive'reasoniag for close Observation of the fadtstmany models

suggest structural changes inoases wherehe imMigTation really'does no more than

influence the time-path of edonemic variablee; or they Ouggest tremendous .

quantitative changes where the immigration adds at most 1-2%to the, indigenous

labour ferce. Barring.vfiliktly.constellations,-a i2% increase in the laboUr

force is certain not to crate macro- economic effe6t6 greatly exceeding that

order of magnitude, though 'a constant addition Of this size can of course haiie

'a cumulative impact. A

3 Furthermore, evaluations* the economic effects
,
of Obour.immigration

often proceed as if there were to return migration audio net emigration by

national employees. .Lconomiceffects of labour im ort on the labour market

or the eccnom as a whole can .a relevant macro-economic frameWork be

See"also G. Schiller (1970),.. pp. 70-88 \

4'
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lus of immi rants over emit ants in
characteristics or if it is ossibleto in .down the

ersons
,differen-

tial/effects 'created
'For a ample, if during any one year the net emigration of ind genous workers
_atounted_to-50-400 -and -the-net-immigration of foreign-Wpfkers o e same
number.aneif theqndividual, familial, and occupational characteristics'
of both streams'were comParable,the'economic effect would be nil.. Onthe
Otherihand/, if tha.net emigration of those 50,000 indigenous workers was
composed/of "brain drain" ostegories with nucleit'families, and. ths,net

'immigration consisted of 'unskilled categories with eXtended'familiei;-the
economic .effects might nle quite, 4onsiderable, albeit. difficult to pin'down
exactly. It is as well`, to bdar in.mind that,all European countriesimport-
ing foreign! labour On4noticeable scale experienctsome degree of net ,

.emigration bytheirrindigenous populations._ For Eritain, Germany, the
'Netherlands, and SWitzerland the net loss of indigenout.Workers during the
Avstwar,period/Wasquite marked- - in the case of Britain .the loss of. ....
indigenous popOiation watso great that apart :from a few years at the end
of the.fiftiesan4 beginning.of-the sixties ite-overallbalance,of labour
migration was morn often thain-not in the negative or at leastin baiance.
This question assumes a cOnsiderabla significance if, as indicated, the

.

macro-economic -effect4-oflabOur import are:likely tobe.relatively small;.
. for thesmaller the net balance of migration, the smaller will be the amen'
-effects of foreign immigratiOn.'. In the continental labour importing,
countries the overall net balance was mainly positiVe during the 1960's 'and
may be estimit0 to have' averaged between 20% and 50%/ofthe'grosi, inflow of
non-seasonal;Workers. ).

,

/
. /

..

.4. The external balance acquires.awadditionalinternal:dimension if one
considers the decreasing birth,rates'and increatinglifeexpectancy. The
birth rate of some European populations hat recenily dropped belOw reprOduc

. 'tion leveli (in Sweden and Denmark in'1968 and G imany in 1969), and although
this, does not signify an immediate end ofthe n tural increase, it. could in
the long rudlead,to stagnatingor'decreasing pulations where tge eConoMib-,
ally .active have to bear an increasing burden/ok inactive people. The.
labour .market, however, is to some degree affectectby the.falling number of
births,immediately. . Lower.abeolute numbers/ of'birthsare in part caused by
retardations of demographic groWth which:146-some 20 years back.. These
earlier retardations mean. lower numbers of school-leavers. 0n.top of the
absolute decrease comes the relative fall of birth rates' occasioned bYlonger
.schooling and higher living standardsl.b th of which entail lower activity
rates. While, for example,-the "total opulation of the EEC increased on
average by 1% per annum during the per.' d 1968-1968, the population of 'work-
ing age (1S-64 yeari) increasedhon ave:age by 0.6%.and the economically
active. population by only 0.W7 Giv n. the technological 'constraints of our'
age:and the unabating demand for economicgrowth - Which has to finance the
increasing social burden of inactivity: 7 it _is. not difficult' tatee'why demo-

.

graphic factors are beginning to reinforce Whatin most European countries
was originally a pUrely economic cause of immigration.

b mi ration streams with differin characterittics.

2
Authentic figures for the Netherlands are given in 0entraal Planbureau
(1972), Annex 11/ -table 3.

3
Cf. H. Wander (1971).'

4
Ph: van Praag (1971), p.126.. See also W.R. Whning,(1972b), pp. 97-114.
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et, if we look at present .ay Europe, we f
ly no restrictions oonth= emigration and r
reedom of movement for orkers outside the

aVe,establialed an
economic needs, i.e.

of employers. T

oses a demand for the

upopean:countr es
largely or e elusively related: to
in the mi6m economic .decisio
inflow of f rei workers res
is given f al effect in th
engaged if national workers
permit r
which
Europ
empl
ove
al

euirements, borde
perhaps the' mos

to a regression sh wed that the variations in th
ees were to 96% xpl'ined by.the variations. n
the period 1957 968. France's more "open" imm

o strongly governed by the economy, so 'that the vo

igration.is cl eels,. in line with the state of the
ommonwealth situation under the "op

y sixties it was found that' the immi
xample, was predominantly determin d b

economy ,rather than any. external "push" factors. .

can be generalized %the volume of labourimport
of theiriedeiving country, more specifically by its q
demand'por labour., Under conditions of.eConOmic mi
factord assume no significance 'unless there is atip
"pull". . The foer is not suffilient in' itself,
necessary and sufficient factor. Variations in'ti

general rule that forei
are available and is.admin
controls, and "regularize

typical labour importing co

nd that while there.
turn of nationals,.

EEC and Nordic Labour
grat on system

needs .ai.expressed..

is means that Ea .

:',This relationship.

workers'are.not to be
stereg,throUgh work

ions"... For Germany,
ntry Of.contemporary
inflow of non-German

erman labour demand.
patio system is
ume Of-non-seasonal

i economy. '.Even

door ". policy of the '

ration of West Indian
thestate"of the British.
erpresent#day Europe it
s.determined by the "pull"
antitative and qualitative-.
ration Control, !!push".'

same time a'sPecific.
heteas the latter is a
je netionality'COmpCsition -

of!the .inflowlon .the other hand, are et:given level of. demand. more likely .

1
tb be related to prevailing. conditions in. the' different sending countries

.
.

Or the Britain-
fifties and ea
workers, for

5 From an economic point of view, Italians in Germany or Norwegians in Sweden,
are not foreign workers but the expression of a mere produCtive distribution
of labour within.a regional labour market.

.

c

6
Regularizations were preValent in trance during the 1960's. Switzerland

also experienced a high degree of "tourist" immigration before' it intervened-

. .n' the working of the labour market, cf. R. Braun 11970), p.77...,

7
W.R. (1970b).,

8

9
C. Peach (1965). I .

10
. \

There is.apparently one exception to this rule and that is what M.'Allefresde
,calls the "blind" immigration of Portuguede into Fr hce. See Allefresde.

004p.1911222LaW3Opt,paci. This exception, however, owes its existence as

much to permissiveness and.iakity,on the part of the French administration
as to Portuguese "pudh" factOrsi:

11 Which is best exemplified by the German Situation at 'e,be.beginning of the
seventiesi when 1 million Turks Were on the waiting list for employment .

--in Germany where almostthe same number of vacancies remained unfilled

month after month. .

,.

\

See e.g. G.
.

and S.-Castles (1971), J.R. McDonald ( 969), andithe annual
reports in gaelation(Paris)..
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(and other immigration countries) than to conditions in the receiving
country. "At varying levels of demand for labor, the receiving country's
selectivity becomes more important and. effects fluctuations in the shares
cddifferent nationalitiei which-are related to the stage in the develo

went of the sending countries. ' Ad'the skill level of a labour force

rimed in line-with the level of:development, and as:migration:streams
generally reflect the skill composition of the population at source, .,

'the receiving country is likekr to admit proportionately more immigrants
from developed countries duiing:per4ods of economic recessions because
low-skill jobs are not in demand."

:6. Oat are the goals the European countries hope to attain through'
labour import? - and ghat are the criteria, therefore, with which this ,

paper will have to be concerned? Surely, the economic'needs of a country
as defined by the'micrOreconomic decisions of employers.cahnot be-the
relevant criterion. Macro-economically hmarginalSocial productivity
overrides marginal' private productivity'. Given the focub of this paper
on the labour markets of,receiving countries, we shall.have to look first
of all at the effects of labour import on employment and lnemployment in
:these countries... As the labour market is .4 part-determinant of a' host /

'of Other factors contributing to a nation's ecOnomic deVelopment and well-

being; such as internal and external currency stability,A.ncome distribution,
and growth, the innuendo on these variables will also have to be. considered.
The politician's overall evaluation is likely t.extend to the economid
effects in the sending countries and-to take into account the non-economic
aspeots of labour 'import both in his own country and in.the field of 'inter-

nationa
conside
Social
.human g
informat
assigned

1' ^

relations - evaluations which may dwarf the economic effects
d here. The foer Deputy Director of the. OECD Manpower and

airs Directoratel

rm
postulated,furthermore that "knowledge of the

and disadvantages' must become an integral part of the fund of
equired for policy making so that appropriate weight may be

value systems other than aconomicin reaching final
decidions\respeating.national policies"..

,7 In order to Obtain political relevancy, the economist must also
answer the followingiiree questions-which a politician has to pose whe,

'faced j with a:dedision-miking situation'. Firstly,-itlabour import'iS
boneficial/detrimentaltoithe attainment of goals 44 B,C, what is its

effect on goals, Dr E,'Fi4-Are there impOrtant goal conflicts or trade-
offs? Secondly, if labour import is beneficial /detrimental to-A, etc"'
in a. given Co assumed sitUation4 how doesligleffect change over time in
an ,ongoing process of economic development? Thirdly, if.laboUr'import
is beneficial/detrimental±to A, etc., what is the most pIaudible and
likely effect on A, etc., of not importing labour? In-other-words, what. .

are the policy alternatives,and-whateffects are they likely to have?

Given the fact'that in contemporer
t

y Europe-coUntries.have resorted

to .the import of foreign labour at times of full employmenand rising .

'living standards, and have done so, for economic reasons, the temptation

is irresistable to cut'through the'Maze,of economic detailwith-the
apparently innocuous queition, "What effect has the import of labour on

I

11. WidA

12
W.R. Whning(1972b),.p.38.

13
See B. Thomas'(1968), p.298, in relationto international migration.

,

14
S. Barkin (1968), p.496.,



the living standards of the population here and nova!' Such a question'-

on what would by most people be considered the ultimate aim of economics -

seemingly abstracts'from goal conflicts (the first of our.aforementioned

points). Moreover, it looks at' an arbitrarily selected point of time

and disregards possible dynamic develOpments.which.may show up that point

of tim ,. 4.fd tiviscontext it would

invite the common mistake of equating the standard of living with all.
momentarily,consumable goods and services. By inferring. full employment

levels and full capacity utilization the argumentation would follow from

the assumption: additional foreign labour would require new capital .

investment, Which presupposes fCiiegone.consuMption on the part of the

Rational pOpulation, thereby reducing the amount of momentarily consumable,

goods and services in relative .if not absolute terms. As will be shown

later, such simplified assumptions hinder understanding.More than they

elp.' 'Finally, this kind of question conveniently 000S not ask what

happens if labour is not imported., for in that case the assumed capital

widening would presumably be replaced .by capital deepening which would

probably be even morelcostly in terms of foregone consumption and would

logically reduce momenterily'consumable.gOods and services even further.

9. However, "it Must be doUbted wither the standard of living defined'

as momentarily coniumable goods (and services) is a sensible yardstick

for judgirg economic policy. This yardstick suggests that the optimal

measure for. the maximisation of the standard of living,would be one which

minimises foregone consumption and, in turn, investment.. The aim of a

rational economic policy must be, however, to take care of the future by

'investments,which will be able to cover the growing needs over time through

..the expansion of production:"" Whether capital:widening or capital.'

'deepening-serves this end better in a given situation cannot be determined

a priori. Moreover,,the question of living standards must tiotbe seen

solely in relation to abstract income levels.. K. Jones and A.D. Smith

write: "Certainly it seems improbable that, as some have feared, immigra-

tion has restrained indigenous living standards below the level which, in

-its _absencethey_lnight_have .attained. Among other evidence which Points

to this conclusion, special mention should be made of thOse sections of

the study that indicate demands on the social services below those of the

indigenous population, and an impact on the housing market which-may well

have 'helped, 'marginally, to rain the standards at which the indigenous

population, on average,. lives ":

10.. One shoUld be aware of another pitfall in this context. The

"foregone consumption" argument is of course never applied in relation

to the growth of the indigenous population. One of its leading proponents

said: "In such cases it is unnecessary torefer to foregone consumption.

One does not visualize this as asacrifice or as questionable-, . ."''

When 'asked what difference there was 'from an econoMic point of 'view '!'etween

foregoing consumption for one's own.later advantage by investing in work

places for one's own children and by investing in work places for foreign

labour, the same author revealingly replied: "Economically tlitere is no

difference at all. It is, if you like a matter of emOtiop."" We are

15
U. Harms (1966), p.278; see also K. Kaiser (1971), p.102.

16 X. Jones and A.D. Smith (1970), p.161.

17
H.-J. RUstow (1965), p.633

19 H. -J. ROstow (1966), n.108 (discussion See also in this connection
R. 11 Nornhues 41970), pp143-7.

_ . 47
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not denying that it is legitimate to ask almaam what short term or
long-term effect labour import has on the national population or some
part of it. But it must be stressed that if the question is posed in'
economic terms, the egonomio reasoning must not be subject to social or
political prejudice.

1t---Irastly-,-soMe-of the broad assumptions underlying this'paper-
explanation. .First of all we speak of polyannual or target worker
migrhtion. This derives from the fact that in contemporary Europe most
migrants are considered and see themselves as people who, go abroad with the
intention of earning as much money as possible as quickly as possible in
order to return home. Seasonal and frohtier 'Workers as well as trainees
are analytically, not part of this category, though they are difficult to
disentangle empirically. Emigrants,in the traditional sense of the
word, i.e. people who go abroad with the intention of staying there at
least until the end of their active Weinare few and far between and may
be neglected for all practical purposile,/', 'Polyannual or target worker
migration is the most typical and numerous variety.todayl, but: we will
have to discover the.full reality,ef this widely 'mis-used concepti
Secondly, we speak, of post-industrial societies. This relates to the
development which characterizes European countries as economies with a
relatively small and declining agricultural sectoro'a large semi-automated
industrial sector which tends to decline in relatiVe importance as far as'.

manpower is concerned, and an equally large tertiary sector which
'expands it these terms. Thirdly, we speak of capitalist societies.
Apart from the truism that we are looicing at societies structured by the
private ownership of capital, "capitalist" as used here means no more
than that the relationship between demand and supply orithe labour market
is governed predominantly by narrowly ecohomic criteria' reinforced by
traditional norms of .proper reward, that is, a reward structure which
assigns the highest pecuniary and social rewards to the social elite and'
the lowest pecuniarY and,sociai reward to the unskilled mvual worker
regardless of the true social or historical.value of the work performed.
Similar structures can also be found in Eastern Europe's "socialist"

istherefore-not-surprising-that-there-are-pm4mitsr-=----:
of large-scale employMent of foreigners, for instance Of Poles and
Hungarians in the German Democratic Republic and of Egyptian bricklayers
in Czechoslovakia and Bulgaria. Still, we are only concerned here with
the typically Capitalist relationships in Western European countries.',

12. The conceptualisation in, the following section is conducted in
terms of "ideal'types" in order to facilitate understanding of the basic
determinants of the matter. ':The actual situation in different countries
may, of. course,' deviate to a greater or lesser extent from the'ideal-
t ical model. ,

.

19 A.N.E. xicaley (1971), p.48, comes dangerously near to this in "associating"
immigrition withpoll4tiOn without asking for cause and effect.

20 /
See/W.R. Bdhning (1972a), .01).182-7, and R. BraUn't197C4 130 79, 473 and
488. Incidentally, even the presumed settlement migration of coloured
Commonwealth citizens into Britain'is at root apolyannual migration,.
is the following letter.of-a West, Indian to Mr. E. Powell exemplifies....,

/"The majority of us, educated'and.illiterate alike, came to this; our'.-
,/ 'mother' country, with one aim in,view.and this to better. ourselves and

/ : then return homelI stress return homeW to-eNew.our peOpie thatwe
have achieved something by going away: Alas, I dare say the'Majortiy
of us, including myself, have been disillusioned and cannot even - .

though we're morking,every day 'find the fare to return home."
Quoted in The Tithes,. 18 November 1971...
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II CONCEPTUA FRAMEWORK: The Self - Feeding Process of-Payannnal

neatiorombow-te e to Post-Industrial Countriei with a.

Liberal Capitalist Structure 21

1M, When. Europe's industrialised countries made their transition from
industrial to post-indUstrial economies under the conditions of expanding

international trade after World War II and while being committed to full
employment policies, their working_elasses experienced a fast and sustained

increase in living standards. This increase was achieved with the tradi .

tional social job structure, that is, the structure developed during the

first stages of industrialisation with,socially undesirable and low-wage

jobs at the bottom. Under conditions of fallsmallow a noticeable

. increase in the standard of living has the following two effects.

14. Firstly, it induces a growing gap between the rising expectations
and qualifications that go with an increase in the standard of living and

better and longer schooling; on the one side, and the undesirability-of

certain jobs terms of status, physical hardship, and pecuniary reward,

on the. other. In effect, ntaTpecuniary considerations become indepen

ent determinants of occupational choice, i.e. independent of Waged paid,

and the school populati94 from which low-skilled workers are traditionally

drawn becomes depleted..
21 .

This concept was first developed W.R. B8hning (1972b), Ch.4; for.

further empirical evidence, see ibid.

22 L.E. Davis (1971), p.34 gives a pertinent examylei "A few years_ ago:

the Norwegian government decided to extend the school - leaving age of

children by one year . Very soon, Norway's important maritime
industry was seriously threatene&by'en inability to recruit new

workers. Before the school-leaving age was extended, about 80% of

the boys were willing to go to sea; afterwards, only 15% sought sea -

' wring careers. They wanted a different kind of:life because the

extra schooling'had had an impact on them". For (ermany cf.' V. Merx

(1969)1 p.98.

23
See the well documented. research in Amsterdam and Rotterdam by

P.J.A..ter Hoeven (1064), pp.23, 32-5, and P. van. Berkel (1968), p.123

et passim., A related development is the, attraction of low paid

'service work compared with Manual work, see e.g. Hofstee (1968),
p.100.' D. Maillat's report (1972a) is somewhat contradictory in

first relating,the'mobility of Swiss workers. to wage differentials

without,:it seems testing for other independent factors or spurious

correlations (p.11) And then stating that social position and standing

'also played a "decisive" part (p.16). Even in the notorious employ-

ment conditiond of the United States it has been found that workers

fare not only 'concerned with wages but with working conditions as

well", P.B. Doeringer and M.J. Piore (1971), p.80, see also ibid,

pp.86.8.

24 o
oee e.g. P. van terkel (1968), p.124.

Aiiiiikaratuirimakr414414inarmul.
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.15. Secondly, it-gives workers, especially young workers, the opportunity.
to leave' undesirable jobs.for socially more acceptable and:better paid jobs.
without fear of becoming more than temporarily unemployed. This may take
the.form of inter-firm mobility or, on labour _markets characterised.by
internal labour markets and ports of entry,`" of promotion_ytthin the firm.
When workers begin to drift into. job openings. which are more likely to
fulfil-their:asOirations in respect of status. and pay, there Opend up a
partial labour shortage in socially undesirable. pbs.

16..These first endemiC labour shortages.arecommonly.aCcredited to the
.

hitherto unknown strength and length oUthe economic boom and are generally
expected. to:disappear under more "normal"COnditions. However; thid view
overlooks the:fact that such endemic labour shortages hide a'strUctural
Maladjustment,of the labour:market. The .appearance of a perilZE04i.
shortage in socially undesirable jobs,in any one sector of the economy
Signals an impending general laboUr shortagelm all such jobs throughout.
the economy: there are low- status and lowpaid jobs everwher4;and the two
tend' to 'go:together!. ..

17. 'A postrindustrial capitalisteemiety facing the first instances of
endemic labour shortages has. two options open. to it. Firstly, it could
pursue a. strongly reformist manpower policy by adapting its social. ob

. structure to post-industrial requireinnts, i.e.to pay asocial or
historical wage for undesirable ipbs --conaidering the ftot that.Mar. 'mt
forces are partly. inapplicable to. the labour markee'anyway'ln that 'wage
structures. are. determined socio- politically by the 'structure of capitalist
societies and considering in 'particular.that'competitivelorc99. are,the-
more strongly diluted the higher the 'status and pay of a job. Secondly,
.it could fill thesejobs.with fOreign.workert admitted not'fordettlement
.but for the specifid ptOpose.of filling the supposedly temporary gaps on
the labour' market.,

.

18.
unemployment.and a considerable.drop, if 'not reversal,. in ihe'real growth

.'of the economy in order to stop the flight from socially undesirable jobs,
is politically not feasible. It would probably. not be very efficient
either.at times when' unemployment benefits are far above subsistence
levels and often not very different frOm the wages paid in, undesirable.
jobs. 'The idea of bringing productive.capital to, the workers in the

\ foreign countries is not a realistic alternative at this stage.. The
voriginal pockets of labour scarcity in domestic service, tourism, refuse
\,disposal, agriculture, mining, hospitals, and so on, are fixed,to their
given locations. As a matter of principle, the idea meets with a luke-
warm reception from both employersand the general public. Automation

The alternative:to the first option, namely, to permit large -scale}.

15
ef. P.B.;Doeringer and.M.J. Piore (1971) Incidentally, it is at the
,pOrts of entry,,Le. at the bottowof the internal labour markets,

.

where narrowly economic. criteria are Most effective Ind responsive
to markwtconditions.

26
The official:Outch study (CentragPlanbUreau (1970,A).41-2) realises
that this is'the only means to prevent further immigration into'the
Netherlands at this late stage of the kocess.

27
Or the further it is 'from 4 port 6i.entry, see BeaterirgradNIPItto 0974p,86
2t2t1 The' authors 'clearly. see the chain.of causation running'from
egogenousiy determined status to status determined wage levels.



is 'seen not to be a panac:i either: 'First of -all, many. of' the jobs .

involved are not amenable to thoroughgoing autOma0,*(hotel and catering
industry, for example)'. Als as we shall seelat4r,-the profitability of

autunating is more often than ot questionable,, at least in the/short.term,'

'Anctlastlat not least,. automat n - 'in induSrt4 in particular creates

Acolims=hig,

continuous skill structure. Sem skilled activities', however, are.the'

. .very activities from which thejndi enous populationlendsto withdraw
because they are boring and fruttratng, i.e. undesirable in personal

terms. . . . .
I

19, The alternative to the second opt on, i..esettiement immigra ion, is
pcaltically,indigestible:in nation state whichAretot countrieSo
immigration on non-economic grounds...

,

.

. .

.0) The first option, however, does not' co end itself to the political.

decision makers on socio,political grounds.. A drastic rearrangement-of .-

the social structure ofAobs:Illight. require., for example, td pay.a dustman

as much or more than an accountant or to give an agricultural labourer the
.same.statuS as a research assistant.-'. Needless to Say, our capitalist' : .

societies. are neither willing.nor abletodo this on the scale' required in'

view of the social consequences anticipated. (It was instructive to hear

the middle class Outtry-in April 1971 following British Leyland's decieion
to give lavatory attendants at the Longbridge wOrks.an annual salary of'-,,.: :

11,5000
., ,..

21. Employers hit by the initial labour shortages naturally seek redress

from their "governments. .They present their demands for importin foreign
labour tith a:tigh.degree of plausibility, given the capitalistjcontext in
which thy are made, avin-the "national interest"- orcertainlyas in the
interest of the governing party at the. next elections. Their profitability-

producti ty Situation' is' obviously too precarious to sustain.* rises,/

..-Sufficien to attract indigenodslabouri.which.means that sooner or lltei,

they will eve to go out of.business-With consequential drastic setbaTeRt.

to there ional and national ,economy:. :Foreign workers, however, would .,

. "'surely be prepared to do the jobs at the prevailinto.rage rates, and if and

: when.thOtagaries 'of the business cycle should hit the induStry.in.question,:

one wcuid incur fewsocial'irobleMs by dismissing them. . Thus, the ..

.

aniektgcedEg approach is born. -

. ...

22..
i.

'1/41overnments usually consent to the import of labour on broadly . .

economit'groundslong before full employment, levels are 'reached-ill-macro-,

economic quentitative.terms. :once the political decision has gone in. favour

of the foreign worker or,nNbigliktatatr approach, the self-feeding process-
., of migration 'from the.phosenlaboursurp s areas into the labour shortage

J000 cOMmencei
is incomparably more difficult to take such decision because -of the increased

ond it cannot be xcept by i.Political decision. It

Internal and additional international constraints - than' it woulthave-been to

adopt a strongly refornist.aanpewer policy when the first gaps in. the labour ..

market appeared. ,

)20.. 'There are two sides to this self-feeding process. One, as already
implied, relates to the structure 'of post-industrial, societies and the other
to the migratory process itself. 'These:w111 now be examined in turn.

28 "Industrial 4etrik characterized by monotony and social isolation (frequently

mechanical wirx such as light assembly work) is accorded a negative evalua-
tion by almost all workers", P. van Berkel (1968), p.130.
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(a) The Economics of Self-Feeding Migration

Tne import of workers from labour, surplus countries, which generally
means from less developed countries with a lowswage level, does not cure
the of structural.malidjustment, for it deals with the symptoms'but
not the source of th,-

:structure of.jobs (thoUg101ot necessarily the econot*'Structure of jobs)..
It mad even reinforce it in that at the outsetoastigma may become attached
to the jobs involved, which may,animate'some.indigenous workers to-leaves
'them - and when this process gatherS'Motentum all jobs of thiS kind may
attract an unfavourable image on social and ethnic ground's as well. A
further reinforcement is provided by institutionalised, discrimination;
foreign workers are, at least for the'first years, wider the control of
labour market authOrities which.seekptotie them to'thejobs,for which
theyiviere originally engaged. Prejeice and discrimination therefore
tend/to create non-competing groups.; In some countries this kind of
labou market 'control is exercised very strictly, but generally the
economic pressures-break it Awn to.some degree and,.as we shall see, the
concept of non-CompeT4n4 groups becoMes more or'less inapplicable.

Given these circumstances-it is not surprising that the. employment
of foreigneri.in originally isolated pockets of low-Wage industries_Soon.
spreads to socially undesirable jobs in other sectors of the economy.
Yesterday one saw a foreign cleaner in the hOtel and catering industry
or ;domestic service, tOmbrrOw one finds 'him in the large:and profitable
plants of manufacturing i2dudtry, where higherAgages are paid, right across
the -board irrespective of demand conditions for different grades Of

ThecomplEastkitla low-sicilled/loWfpaid and highly-skilled/
highly. -paid-jobscan be found to a greater or lesser extent in every
'sector ---of_the economy: And the desperate and willing target worker can
beeugaged on.any fob which does not require extensive vocational training
ors intensive use of the language of the receiviN country. .He_is "much
nearer, to the,econemit* ideal of:economic- man". than the.indigenous:.
workerwho finds-himself-less-constrainedAn-his-chbice-of-jobs.,--

26 The extent to which:this complementarity aspect of the selT4eeding
process contributes to the; growth of the foreign,work force should not
beunderestimatethilt is not. only domestic service and parts of the
hotel, and catering induMry which become'large-scale employers of
foreigners tnthis way. Probably the greater part of the .foreign
foundry workers, textilsiworkers, warehousemen, workers in pUblic services,
bbiciclayers, and so on; 'owe their immigration to the interdependence of
dirty,'heavy low-skilled and low -paid jobs with socially more desirable
jbbs.

B.O. Cohen and2P.41 Jenner (1968), p.55.

80.
Domestic tervtee-,:foes perhaps not belong, into this category of mialemen-

!
Lek jobs, bttai1 its other characteristics make it convenient to
include it here.

1
r See the exeinp1ifidatibtrOf the complementarity hypothesis for the.

German construction' industry' V. Merit (1969),-p.110 91.21a, and
from the same authozi (1412)p.33.11.1141.; also generally ibid.,
p.434 and concerning sedaot4l.'workerg, ibid., 0.124.

' ,
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27 While this aspect of the self-feeding process proceeds, employers

the.large manufacturing firms, who also feel the.draught.Of the .

general scarcity of laboUr accompanying 'full employment, begin to realise

that foreigners. are. as easily employable in mass production processes
as_in_auxiliand_ that in terms ofTaylorism there .is
little difference betweenemploying.local_peasants and foreign peasants.

In some cases a slight re-design of the production Process:may be called

for and skilled taeksare further subdivided,intosimple components which.:

can readily be tsUghicto.foreigners who have never before stood at an

assembly line acid whO'do not speak the language of the .host country.
Employers are also plagued by the realisatiOn that high frequermY
repetitivelobs andvsometimes, the shift work associated 'with modern
manufacturing processes are creating a'kind.mf.fatigue on the side of the

indigenous ''worker which economic incentives donot always overcome at times;

Of full employmentl.so that indigenous worker's begin to withdraw from these

highly paid jobs as well, in-smaller proPortions.lperhapsbut still notice-

ably. Thus, the economic. pressures towards greater productivity and
qUicket amortization ofequipment, which produce more job fragaentation

and continuous working, also produce the type of workplace for which,

target.workers are well sLated.-. .1t is generally the large firms

'manufacturing which.Start to hire fOreign!workets of all backgrounds and

levels of literau andteach them:in a week or two how to turn.a.tore-4 or

operate a.lever. ...Often the production process is already so fragsented:

that'no lurther.redesigning Is. required the car industry being an exaiple. -

In other cases employers may completely.redesivn their production process

to adjust it to the only kind of labour .availapie which.promisesprofit-.
-abilityc_Le.1mmigrant labour - tht3wool industry in the West Riding of

Yorkshire being-a specific'example. Here,7.7e.findthat the ReIlmutlitour

demand at thi bottom grades of semi -automated indUstries changes to a

greater or lesser extent towards the skills. (or lack of them) available.
s,

a This'does not necessarily mean.that the,overall structure of demand

changes9 the proportions between different' grades of skill. The:.

modern manufacturing procestconstantly creates new kinds, of highly skillid

tasks which cannot be broken.dOWn into simple components. It is into these'

jobs that the indigenous worker moves,.leaving behind the gaps at the latter

,skill levels for which foreigners are then sought. In individual industrie

or even in industry as a whole 94 might possibly find that Unskilled categ-''

ries increase didproportionately, butin this case one would probably find

, that hativeworkers have moved out of manual jobs or industry altogether

into higher status jobs in administration or'servicis.
=,

.,..,;........................................................................' '........'''"......""'"..'......"'"."..".'.."......MOW
t

32
.

.

figures on the length of vocational induction or training for foreign

workers in GerMany are given by U.Mehrltuder (1969), p.30 ff.. According,

to !'er sample of male workers still at the workplaceslor/ilhich they '.

Were originally engaged; 61%.of the construction workerS'from Italy,

Greece, Spain and Turkey, had received no vocational induction whatsoever.

In metal goods. this proportion amounted to 25%, and here 32% had received

up to one week's training, 12% up to'two weeks, and:27% four weeks and

over.' .

--33r--'''.-Cf. B.G. Cohen ar.,, P.J. Jenner (1968). .
A'similar development seems to

have taken place in the French wool industry according to A.,Gorgeu,

Les facteurs d'evolUtion de l'emploi dans l'industrie du textile ..

frangaise 19501969, The roneotypie, Paris 1971 (private communication

by Jeanne Singer -Kerel to OECD, 27.7.1972).

34
Cf. V. Merx (1972), p.32 et paslift.

a
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I
. ,

29 it should also be borne in mind that in Our post-industrial societies
it is semi - automation which predoMinates'and not full automation.. While
both types are labour saving,-thelormer.is certainly much less so than
:the latter.

. Moreover,ythe rate of decline of industrial jobs due to semi-
automation 'is likely to be overcompensated by the rate of withdrawal of
native workers as, well as bY the prevailing rate 'of increase in-final

.

demand for goods. Under'conditiond'of constant final demand the foreign
0 work force inlanufacturing industries may therefore steadily increase

while the labour. force as a whole slowly:declinea, With ificreasingde and
the 'former tren4' will accelerate and the latter will be halted or. revers

.

, .30 In manufacturing industries the complementarity of jobs and the adjust-
abilityof productimOrocesses-toincide to a very high,degree and the
resultir: conCentration'of fOreign workers in 'such jobs is,no,surprises
over. 20% of SWitzerland's foreign workers are employed. in Metal goods and
over 20% in other.manufacturing industries; over one third of the foreign
workeri 'in both the Netherlands and Germany are.emplbyed inletal goods, and
manufacturing industries as. a whole absorb about two thirds'Of the' foreign
wark.;force.in loth cOuntrieb. The complementarity of jobs on itsown, i.e..
without the additionallactor ofadiptable mass-production procesdes, comes
to the fore in the construction industry: one third of Luxembourg's foreign.
-.workers are.employed in construction and the proportion is astighas
_quarter for Switzerland and stoodat that leVel in Germany during the first
half of.the sixties but it has now fallen to one sixth.

. .

31.. it, couldqm.said'atthis stage that in economic terms there is nothing.,
directly'"self,feeding" about this process, and that It is the mere-availObility
of foreign labour whiCh makes its use.more widedpread'via the Ubiquitous:
coM0ementarity of jobs and the selective introduction into assembly-type
work.!, Once these possibilities are exhausted - assuming they can.: be exhausted

,

or rtin into exogenous limitations- there must come an end tolabour immigration.
Given 'a finite amount 'of demand for labourcen equivalent amount of labour
.impOrt\Will'aatisfyc.eit and no further foreign' workers are re uired. Howeve
this.argumentation-bWiWo.ks the fact that the consumer demand of foreign..
workers anc/ their Ocialcapitalrequirements create additional demand for
labour. .Nhile-we.Can leave the detailed examination ofthis.aspect of the
self - feeding process to later sections' of this:repOrt,'4 fewlfigures might
suggest the order 'of magnitude:of-the effective macro-economic ptisfaction
of labour demand. The Dutch' CentrOl FlanningOffice estimated that pn
annual addition of 'foreign workers in. the region of 1% of t1e total labour

35
The analysis has been taken a step fUrther by V. Merx (1972), p.17 et seq.,
who examined the extent to which foreign workers carried the expansion of°
manuaIemployment in various industrial sectors, carried both expansion
and replacement' in the same sector, or carried only replacement functions
in stagnating,or declining sectors. In this part of his analysis, however,
the notion of replacement is a formal one. For example, in sectors where
foreign employment increased 'while German employment also increased (or
where German employment declined while the sector as a whole still increased)
the Inier7grade replacement of Germans by foreigners is not caught by the
broad category "employees". It would be wrong, therefore,to imply that
no replaCement process has taken place there.

36
See Centraal Planbureau (1972), espe
W..R. 88hning (1970l), note 2 p.199,
excess demand of labour relative to
import was v.:4 small indeed.
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daily tables 7, 8 and 13. See also
who found that the satisfaction of
frictional demand through:10qur

L
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force would satisfy three fifths of this alabour shortage after one year
year (0,63%-cumulatively after five years) if all workers were single;

but far rom satisfying demand it would actually create.a further labour

shortag amounting to one quarter of the original. l shortage

after on year --t heugh-o n-ly -te-Gal eumu

workers were married with a family. size corresponding to the Dutch popula
tion and requiring a commensurate amount of public expenditure. If, as

we shall see later, the foreign labour'force tends,to approach the marital
composition of the non-migrant labour force, with a married portion of
60-70% and if.about' half of the married foreigners are sooner or later
joined by their families, one could estimate(the real impact of demand
eatisfaction on:the Dutch lines by equating twothirds of the labour force
addition of 1% with effects pertaining to single workers and one third
with effects pertaining to family immigration. This, would mean'ilstatic

terms that approximately one quarter of the original labour shortage would
be satisfied; or dynamic terms that the net addition to the total labour
force would haveito be.of the order of 4% in order to satisfy a labOur.

icarcityof the Order of 1%; or in terms of .nal demand that an autotio-

rous increase in the demand for goods and services (i.e. unrelated to the
immigration of workers and its repercussions) of the order of 0425% would

suffice to wire -out the Ofective'satisfactioniofolabour demand. This

does not mean' that labour import is detrimental in macro-economic terms,
it simply leans that the satisfaction ofexisting.demand through import

.
of labrur is largely illusory, i.e.' to 75% under the assumptions of the'

Dutch calculator!. If we may anticipate later findings in.this paper

, , which.show the a foreign work force of the assumed composition io indeed

/ ..macro-economic eneficial, especially, interns of comparative advantage,

one can easily see that the sum of the private and publiC.consumer effecta.

plus the.beneficial production effectS tendsto nullify the desired'satis
factioU of labour demand and that each foreign worker inducesodemand for

another one. \
In this sense economic migration is truly self=feeding until

interrupted by egogenous factors.

32. our reasoning maybe summarised as follows. The originally localised

import of labour - due to the structural causes and subject to the economic

dynamics indicated - quickly: extends to all sectors of the economy and turns

out to be a generalised need for blue-collar workers 4n unskilled and sbmi-

skilled,positions. The need is neither' as widespread ir comparable white-

collar positions, because indigenoWworkers are still entering them regard-/

less of unfavourable wages, nor is t" as easy to engage foreignercthere

because of their language and training limitations."' Neither the ongoing
,

process of automation nor the/real but presumably minute satisfaction of

labour demand effectively reduce the need for foreign workers.

xi.
A" Satisfactory statistics for the verification of this process are,not

available, especially as-regards its two-diminsionel aspect. .0ne must

therefore look at One 'dimension lat a time. .Table 1 provides someempirical

evidence for the social job structure-CompleMentarity hypothesis. It

reveals an increasir;i replacement. of German workers-by unskilled and'semi-

skilled foreigners. The male German blue-collar force declined by about

5% between 1961 (when'the social upgrading process had been under way for

a number of years) and 1968, while the Structure of male blue-Collar

37
Cf.' V. Merx (1972), p.I8 and S. Bullinger cam... p.87 et seq.

3 See also M. Allefresde's report (1969), p.51 et set. for rrendh
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employment only shoWed a drop, of about 3%. During the same period,
both the total and the German- white-collar and civil. service 'employment
increased by 5%, while the foreign proportion actually fell...More refined
statittics,would makethis.replacement process 'clearer.

op

.Tablels Thepocio-economic. omposition of employees over the age of 15 resident in
Germany in June 1961 and in Autumn 1968.

Blue-collar w.

of which (=100%
Skilled

Semi-sk.

-Unskilled

Apprentices

White-collar w.

Civil servants

MALES FEMALES

Total . German Foreign Total German Foreign

1

1961 1968 1961 1968 1961 1968 1961 1968 1961 1968 1961 1968

63.4, 60 62.8 58a 86.8 90 49.2 43
a) 49.0 41a 69,.6 86

57 60 . 22 6 6 4

32 31 47 48 35

12 9 38 48 46 162

6.5 6 6.6 6 2.g 2 7.7 7 7.8 7 5.4 -

22.0 26b) 22.3 27
b)

10.5 8 40.9 481)) 41.1 49
b)

24.9 12

8.0 9 8.3 9 0.0 0 2.2 3 2.2. '3 0.0 0

99.9 101b 100.0 160b) 160.0, 100 100.0 101b) 100.1 100a) 99.9 98

Aa...... rwm..11.60

Source: Statistisches

Amtliche Nachri chten;

EWG, SozIalstatistik;

.I-
Jahrbuch ftir die Bundesrepublik Deutschland;
Volks- and Berufsahlung vom 6. Juni 1961;'.
and own computations

a = decreasing absolute numbers

b = increasing absolute numbers (all foreign categories experienced an
absolute increase 'between 1961 and' 1968).

34. The following tables provide empirical support for the occupational

or industrial dimension of this process, i.e. for the spreading of foreign
employment from originally isolated pockets through the whole of the'

economy due to the ubiquitous existence of socially undesirable jobs and

the adaptation of labour demand under shortage conditions in manufacturing

industries in particular.\ Table 2a measures theprocess at source, as it
were, by examining the occupational composition of workers recruited by
official German agencies after the first inter-country recruitment agree-
ment had been concluded in 1956 - with Italy, in'order to satisfy a critical
labour shortage in Pavartan agriculture. The recruited new entrants are

.56
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Table 2a: The occupational distribution of foreign workers recruited for
Germany in Mediterranean countries .and of the total inflow of

foreign workers), 1956-1964

Agrico Miners
lab. & Quarm

Constr. Prod.-Proc. Othersa Total Number in

workers workers thousands

1956

1957

1958

1959

1960

1961

(61)'

1962

(62)

1963

(63)

1964

(64)

1956

1457

195,8

1959

1960

1961

(61).

1962

(62)

1963

(63)

1964

(64)

56.5% 15.6% 24.9%

42.4% 35.8% 17.5%

24.4% 26.F% 43.2%

10.4% 7.5Y 52.3%

3.7% 8.. 34.6%

3.1% 12.7% 35.9%

(2.3%) (8.3%) (28.0%)

2.4% 11.4% 17.1%

(1.8%) (6.9%) (23.3%)

2.3% 12.8% 1.3.9%

(1.9%) (7.5%) (23.4%)

1.6% 11.6% 20.0%

(1.5%) (7.2%) (22.3%)

Index 1961 = 100
b

1.9%

1.3%

2.9%

1.0%

.36.2%

32.1%

(43.3%)

34.2%

'(41.9%)

38.1%

(42.9%)

46.9%

(47.8 %)

1.2%

3.1%

2.9%

28.7%

16.9%

16.2%

(18.2%)

35.0%

(26.0%)

32.9%

(24.3%)

19.8%

(21.2%)01.*,
Mea00/6.4.00Vaa.

118

67

48

53

34.

100

(100)

14

13

9

48

100

(100)

2

7

23

69.

100

(100)

4776 89 .

(89) (93) (92)

84 32_

(89) (94) (87)

57 98 60,

(86) (112) (103)

100.1%. lo'
100.1% 8

100:0% 10.

99.9% 15

100.0% 112

100.0% 156

(100.1%) (323)

100.1% 156

(99.9%) (358)

100.0% 131

(100.0%) (338)

99.9% 169

(100.0%) (419)

0 0 .7

0 1 5

1 1 6

1 ,28 16

81 75 71

100 100 100

(100) (100) (100)

106 216 100

(107) (159) (111)

100 170 84

(103) (140) (104)

D8 132 .108

(143) (151) (129)

Source: Amtliche Nachrichten and supplement (ErfalETEA2tIrkbp

Excluding Berlin 19561962. The bracketed figures on the total

number of newly entering foreigners exclude frontier workers

a Service/workers and unskilled labourers not elsewhere classified

b # Index is based on the original absolute figures

57



fairly'representative for the total inflow of foreign workers. Over half -

the total number of admitted foreigners were recruited at'ths end of the
fifties compared with about two fifths in, later years. At any rate,
table 2a shows that most' foreigners Were 'originally engaged for agri-.

, Cultural work and only a minute proportion in either industritl.or
--...

service. work: Atter-Agriculture it was the building sector and'fhen
mining and quarrying which.firSt engaged'foreign.workers, and finally

. foreign employment found its way into manufacturing and services., The
'service figures are certainW inflated by a rather ltrganumber of un-
skilled labourers.who would. presumably have to be distributed,propor, '
tiOnately over all Sectors.

. ' . /
. . .

. .
.

35 Table 2b measures the process as a derivative by looking at the
,

occupational and industrial distribution. of employed foreigners in
'Germany. -The comparison is no.f.inValidated bythe. change of the
clastificaiion system, because the categories have been made comparable
as.far.as possible; becausethe dispersion of agricultural workers,-.
miners and ,quarrymeno and construction workers over other sectors than
their own is .very. small; and because the broad categories eliminalosome
.otthe possible,distortions. !Here the development is seemingly not 'as

dramatic during the early yeart; but this is due largely to the.exist.
.ence of a steck.of.foreigh 'workers, mainly ef-Dutchand Austrian frontier
workers, whp had been there long before labeUr shortages becaMe.acute
and partly .ur historical or

and
reasons.- -They. were predominant2y

employed in maWaCturing and services. When the deliberate engagement
of.forUgners:Ck,mmence4first agriculture,*then.construction and. mining
and quarrying.increased their share of the totallIbiie manufacturin4
temporarily lott its dominant' position until.the deliberate employment
of foreign Worker$ .Use.dpread 'into this sector atilpe.turn of the'denad0'.
Inter-inductAal in:unity ,11Ao played a role here. Ten years after,,
German had startectio ' , foreigners to work in, agriculture, the
foreign I ur force ti., :4.,k. -tpsed.by'themuch larger secondary
and terfierV.-ectors'.: rct:1. .... in agriculture were of course
stillneeded: 'ill, 1970 about tr.: ,! 1r, . noer Of foreigterswere recruited
for declining agricUlture as in' IT,:), i.e. -4,8004' and the absolute.number.

of. employed foreigners was still rising as the. indekahows; but while'in
1956 almost ell recruited foreiglierd had been destined-foragriCulture,
the share h d sunk to 2% in. 1970. .

39
For data on witzerland, see e.g. T. Keller (1963), p.351, and D. Maillat
(1972b), p.1 both of whom indicate the intra-induttrial replacement of
Swiss workers n low wage industries by foreigners. For Britain, see
K. Joni and like mith (1970),' pp.56 et se . and 73 et sue. Their
method of measurig minimises the real d fferentials and their surprise
at finding a scaling effect is partly determined by one-dimensional data
(industrial and occupational) and partly by looking, at a situation where

--foreign-employment-hi eady7spreadrAhrough-the-Kbele-ef-the-econo

40
R. Braun (1970), p.53 e \'seq., gives some interesting figures on the
inter-sectortl mobility 6 Italians in Switzerland. For example, 8.596
of hia sample first worked in agriculture but only 00% were employed
there at the time of the in erview.

41
In Switzerland a similar development Can be seen in domestic service
which was one of the original sectors of foreign employment. In 1950 and
in 1960, 30,000 foreigners were *king there with' a limited permit, and
25,000 in 1970. The latter year's figure would probably reach 30,000
if both foreigners subject to control and established foreigners with
unlimited residence permits could be accounted for.
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Table 2b: The occupational/industrial distribution of the foreign

workforce in Germany, 1956-61, 1966 and 1970'

Agric.

lab.

Miners Constr. Frod. -Froc,

& Quarrm. workers workers .

Service
workers

Total Number in
thousands

1956 5.9% 9.0% i 12.7% .. 42.6% 29.8% 100.0% 88

1957 7.5% 11.0% 12.2% 38.3% 30.9% 99.9% 105.

1958 8.7% 13.5% 14.3% 36,4% 30.1% 100.0% 123

1959 4.7% 10.5% 21.9% 38.7%: 24.3 %. 100.0% 163.

.
.

Agric, Ming. Constr. Manuf. Services

.

-----
1960 3.1% 7.8% 25.6% 45.2% 18.3% 100.0% 279

1961 1.9% 7.3% 23.3% 51.0% 16.5% 100.0% 549 ,

1966 1.1% 4.7%' 18.2% 59.7% 16.2% 99.9 %. 1,313

1970 0.9% 3.3% 16.7% 62.7% 16.4% 100.0% 1,949

. 'Index 1961 : 100
b

1

1956 50 20 9 13 ;29 16

1957 73 29 10 14 36' 19

1958 67 42 14 16 41 22

1959 74 43 28 23 44 30 Y

1960- 83 55 56 45 .57 51 .

1961 100 100 100 100 100 100

1966. 144 ,165 187 280 , 236 239'

1970 175 , .161 254, 436 r 353 3554441.0.,.1.
/

Source: Amtliche Nachrichten, and supplement (ErfahrUngsbericht)
Excluding Berlin 1956-1959

a :1: Mid -year' data .for' 1956-60; end of September data for 1961,

1966.and 1970

.

b =,Index is based on the original absolute 'figures

36 A similar picture Could be painted' for the re.i.atively small mining
and building sectors, and in order to take the structural development of

the economy into account table 2c shows the share of foreign workers in

the number of employees (i.e. excluding selfamployed and family workers)

in each sector. Data for the crucial early years and a more detailed

breakdown are unfortunately not .available, and the index minimises the

changes that occur. Nevertheless, this ,table indicates the strength of

the replacement effect still obtaining in agriculture and construction

over ten years after foreigners were first employed there. It also

indicates the pronounced spreading of foreign employment into industry

compared with services.
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Table 2c: The share of the foreign workforce in the total number of.
employees, by economic sector 1961, 1966 and 1970

Agric Ming.
& Quarrg.

Constr. Manuf. Services Total

1961

1966
.

1970.

1.8% 2.6%

4.2% 4.5%

6.4% 5.4%

3.3%

8.6%

12.6%6.../...mo.,...0.61.

2.6%

6.0%

8.7%

Index: percent point increase on Previous year

1966

1970

+2.4 +1.9

+2.2 +0.9,

+4.9

+4.9

+5.3

+4.0,

+1.2

+1.0

+3.14

+2.7

Source: V. Merx (1972), Appendix, table Al9
Total 'labour force data : annual average; foreign work force
data = at end of September each year.
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(b) The Sociology of Self - Feeding Migration

. 1 . .

37. The economic side of the self-feeding .process relates to the employment

effects of a foreign work force. The sociological side relates to the
individual and social causes of this development. . Specifically, it,relates
to the dynamics of the migratory process or what we call the "maturing" of
migration streams. This 'represents an autonomous factor Which. 4s not

directly related to the original reasons for importing labour.. its

momentum, can uphold the growth of the foreign workforce even when the,
purposive engagement of foreign workers has been curtailed politically or
ended temporarily,during.a recession.

.

38 Migration is in essence a socialprocess. A 'migrant decidei to

16«' one social cont-*xt fort another on the basis of a hierarchically,

ordered set.of values. In the case:of-economic migrants the'socio
economic deprivations at home are gene:Pally a sufficient,(thoUgh not*
necessary) condition of his out migration.' In'the case of!.. contempOrary'
target worker migration in Europetivis typically people from culturally

'distant backgrounds who set out to participate. temporarily, in a high wage
'industrialized.economy with the.intention of spending as little. of their
,earnings as possible in order to return hothe and start a new life with
sizeable. Savings... However, with the industrialized economy goes an .

urbanized consuMer society, and they.form a social.totality which the
migrant cannot escape.. Unknowingly he sets out to undergo what tends
to be a complete secondary socialisation at the age of 20.or 30. Some /

are unable to cope with the initially overpowering difficulties and'return..

home within a matter of weekapr'months. But most absorb at least super-
ficially some of the norms and values of the host society within'a year
or two', that is,Ithe norms and values of a consumer society. After about

one year's emplOyment most target workers realize that a short-term partici!.

pation in a high-wage economy dois not once and for all eliminate their
deprivations back home, however spartan their conduct in the country of

employment. So theydecide to extend their stay' abroad in the expectation
of really athassingsthe savings they haVe been hopinefor and then returning.

home. By this time, however, a polyannual migrant has become.subject to.
new deprivations,' namely those of thelower.working clads,in the receiving

country. Some of these'deprivations are entirely new in the sense that
he has never experienced them before .he came in contact with a consumer`.
society (e.g. the wish for such "indispensable".consumer goods as'tipe
recorders, record players,. cameras, TV's, etc., conjured' up by the news

media and advertising). Others are'simply the extension or transference
of deprivations he- experienced at home to his new environment (as-in 'the:

case of houSing and schooling).

39.
. The polyannual migrant, then, is constantly, torn between Wanting to'

vercome-hisAlew_deprivations-and_returning;_home to'a giocial_context_mhPrq

he must feel the old deprivations even More'deeply than when.he left. The

result is that again 'and again.he extends his stay abroad.,, or, he re-emigrates
repeatedly after returning home f r a short while. rinall this process

tends to induce the settlement of\4 significant proportion of, target
workers in tho receiving coutry: the migrant b COmeS4n'immigrant: the

migration atm Aatt:trest the difference etwee targ4t orkerTmigration

and settlement wigration becomes obsc <"1'

/1O.. Lookin g at this process in more detail, q e carte d '"erentiate

analytically between-four stages of aturity. ically these

stages refer to the development betty en erreceling cou try and one: send--

ing country, While this is 'difficu t enough to disent ngle empirically,
it is hopelessly intertwined for the foreign labour for e as a whole 'if

4 mgml.o..
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this comprises various nationalities whose immigration has commenced at
different points of time. Fortunately.neither.the first nor the second
stage usually extends over more,than one business cycle so that migration
stroams quickly reach .the crucial and much longer third stage.- The.sub-
sequent tapping of new labour sources .then becoMes comparatively unimpor-
tsnt relative to the dominance of the third stage in foreign
Work force. Bilateral. situations are possibly,reinfaced by the .d.0
called "'chain migration", i.e. where a. father is followed four or five
years later.by,his adult sons or former workmates *friends from :the

. Same viJilage and finally whole villages are'tbut transplanted into. the
.host country. However, chain migration, thoUghin many aspects resembling
the concept of maturity, is.basically related to small and tightly knit
communities. In the'increating atomization and anonyMity offtradi-
tional life styles, 'particularly in townt:and cities, it takes second
place to the nation -wide maturing of migration streams.

41. In the first stageaOung single workers, utually:male'(depending on
the social system at:origin and the type of labour demand at destination)
form the bulk of the initially very tmallnumber of migrants. Young and
single workers. tend to predominate-in the early phases. of migration because
they are less constrained in deciding' whether or not:to go abroad and how
long to stay there..' 114Se early migrants'cohe from the more developed
.areas of -the, sending country, i.e. the bigger towns with their more
extensive networks of interpal and international communication.. Here the
foreign employment" opportunities become known first and here the migrants'
reports are first relayed.' As the first small batch of migrants originates
from the more deVeloped.part of the sending country, it tends to comprise'
a considerably higher level of, skills and more industrial skills than the
noir-Migrant population as a whole. This tendency'is.reinforced by the
receiving country's desire to select only the most suitable workers ("creaming
off"'effect): As these first migrant's, come into a country which has only
just started to import labour,' their duration Of stay is likely to. be. very
short, partly because the migration has.not yet maturedand partly becaute
the first immigrants. ate likely to be employed in the most marginal positions.
The ratio of(temporarily Or permanently) returning. workers tO the size of
the foreign work.force is a fUnction of theinterrelatiOnship between the
state of labour demand in the receiving country and the original short-term..
.time span'envisagedby'thL migrants. It tendt to be very high,:.

42. In the second stage the'migration stream ages slightly.. Itt sex
composition remains basically unchanged.but:its composition in terms of,
marital status resembles more that. of the non - migrant population (except

that married workers are not accompanied by spouse and children),
Duration of stay increases slightly but perceptibly ,as both single and
married workers tend to extend' their stay; the 'rate of return decreases.
accordingly.

43. Looking at the second phase from the viewpoint of the sending 'country
one can discern the followingdevelopment. In letters and when-the first .

migrants return home, they talk in glowingtarms to 'friends and neighbours'
about their experience-- to do otherwise would imply that their.migration
was a failure - then,neWspapers and radios carry.reports, and mare and more
people in the area where the migration started. and.in neighbouring areas .

hear about the apparently. easy way. of.earning unheard of wages. : In the
area of'Original migration it is the hitherto' hesitant married worker who
now joins the stream: on his own and with the intention of returning ,home
to wife and children as soon as possible. (Being on average slightly older

than single workers this is iinMediately reflected in the !'ageing" of the
foreign work force.) In the new areas to which:the message has spread:it
is again the single worker' who predominates in what is for this new catchment
area the firtt phase.
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114. In the third stage the receiving country experiences a continuation
of the ageing of the migration stream and a change in the sex composition

in favour of the originally under-represented sex, as married, workers
send for their spouses. During this stage the hitherto stable ratio of

economically active to inactive immigrants begins to fall: not so mud:

because the wives or husbanda of married workers are inactive - they are
largely taking up employlent themselves - but because younger children
join their parents abroad. Duration of stay-increases7further, especially
for families, and the rat, of return decreases considerably.

45. During the third eta4e the married migrant who left the area of
original emigration during the second stage begins to realise that he has
acquired a new set of depri,,ations without losing the old one. Savings

accumulate at a much slower pace than expected. In the receiving country

he finds himself at the bottom of the socio-economic ladder in conditions
he would not have wished upon himself but which the circumstances force
himto accept. He also has the very human desire to be united again
with his family. Back home his wife is using up themoney he sends her
almost as quickly as it comes in for the basic necessities of life and
pobsiblY for paying back some old debt. To return home now after only

one yearor so would mean that his emigration was unsuccessful -'and was
, seen to be unsuccessful - in terms of his overridiu goal of earning a
suffif. ent amount of money to start his life anew. Thus, he ismost
likely, to come to that typically ldwer working class conclusion thatif
he wants. to improve his lot, he will have to send his wife: and older
children out to Work, which mains sending for them to come and work with
him in the receiving country. He might deceive himself and his family
that all he needs is more time and.more hands to earn the money while
cutting down on the living.costs of two separate households. Unwittingly,

however, he has taken a decisive step towards becoming a long-term settler'
in the receiving country, especially if his younger children go toschool
there and are fortunate enough to be able to profit from it. Thus, some
Oars after the migration commenced - and the speed of this development
depends of course on the intensity, of and the variations in the demand for
labour in the receiving country as well asthe social'and political

111 ......1.11
42

R. Braun (1970), p.482, found that 80% of'the Italians who came to
Switzerland,becauge of higher wages were disappointed by their actual

, earnings. .i
.

43
In Germany, for example, two thirds or more of the foreign wives who
are living with their husbands there are themselves economically
active-at-this-stage of maturity (which-is-twioe--the-proportion-of
the married German women). Cf. W.R. Btihning (1970a), p.18 et seq.

E. Zieris (19711 1130et seq. Incidentally, however hostile the
immigration regulations are towards family reunion, a determined
migrant will not be put off by them and will try to satisfy all the

provisos: legally if possible, illegally if necessary. Also, in

a liberal capitalist society the inhuman regulations hindering

family reunion are coming under increasing pressure from enlightened
national and international opinion as well as from employers, who
find that their foreign workers stay longer and are better workers -
that is, more profitable - when they are reunited with their

families.
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constraints in the sending country - there is a wive of family reunion from
the original catchmgnt area. Sooner or 144er the majority of married
migrants will be joined by their families.

46
During this third overall stage the areas fro which new migrants

were first drawn during thee second overall stage now experience their
second phase of maturing,A(.e. married workers leave rom there without
spouse, etc At the same.time the remaining areas o. the sending country
who.had' hitherto not participted in this migration st eam will be drawn
into its ambit As the message N.4.,Vg into these more backward and less
accessible parts of the country' For them the develo ment repeats
itself by starting with young sinale workers, and so on. This new and
additional part of the migration'atream depresses its ski 1 level further .

and changes its composition more towards the kind of occup tions prevalent
in the backward areas. But it can still be seen that the =kill level of
the' migrant. population is on balance.higher than that of th non-migrant
population.

Up.to the beginning of the third stage the migratory p ceSs is not
self-feeding in the sense that the inflow of migrants siera not related to
the original economic cause of the immigration. At about this stage,
which roughly coincides with the time when the economic side, of the self-

44
For empirical evidence on marital status and family reunion see for ,

Germany W.R. BBhning (1972b), table 4-3 p.65, and,for Switzerland R. Braun
.(1970), pp.42-3 and 270-1.1 In both countries abOut two thirds of 'the
Italians were married. In Germany the latest figures point to a degree
of family reunion of over 60% with about half of the remainder desiring
future reunion'in the host country. 'Braun found in the slightly more
matured stream in mid -1964 that 85% of the families were together and
over two_fifths of the remainder desirous of future reunion in Switzerland.
Braun (1970), pp.791 et seq., 473 table x/14,and ..488 table x/19, provides

figures.on :the extension of the originally short-term time 'horizon of
Italians. His questions also discovered that half the Italians had
no fixed time horizon when they-left their home country. The increas-
ing duration of stay.for Germany is summarised in W.R. BBhning (197Th),
table 4- 4.p.67, and the same table gives data-on "ageing", the changing
sex composition, and the rate of return. For French data see Ministere
du Travail, de l'Emploi et de la Population (1971). There' is also a
wealth of circumstantial evidence in the reports for the OECD Working
,Party on Migration, especially in the reports by M. Roux.and 1. Baucic
'6h Yugoslavia, by S. Reinans on Sweden and by M. Allefresde on Finnish
migration to Sweden.

. 45
For German data see W.R. E5hning (1972a), table 6 p.194 and table 7 p.195.
Whether or not the' migratlon stream nom any single country finally comes
to be dominated by the flows from the more baCkward areas depends on the
size of those areas relative to the intermediate and more developed areas.

46
The change in geographical origin is documented'. for Italians in
Switzerland in it Braun (1970), table II /4 p.34 (although hiS
explanation is somewhat questionable),'.
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;feeding process has worked its. way through the economy, te swollen number

of immigrants generates a significant consumer demand, especially in terms

of no-durables but increasingly in durables as well. Asthis.is a very

gradual process,and the net addition to total consumer demancrin any one

year is likely .40o be:relatively small, it shouldnot be eqUated with a

proportionate,widening.of consumer goods:capacity. In effect,' the net

Addition to consumer demand may be amaller'than the productiVity gains

in consumer industries. To take a hypothetical vample. if the nct

.
inflow of migrants amounts to 250,000 persons and if 5%,of:thembnY a !

'car during their first year of.immigration (a.second hand car probably \.

but assuming it were'anew car, or that all second hand cars need to

be replaced by neW cars), the output of cars Would.have to be raised by

0.5% if a production level of 2.5 Million.cars,Were assumed. Assuming

further that during any. subsequent year lb% of this stock of 250,000

migrants buy a car, the .additional-output required due to thia wave of \'

immigration. would be 1% p.a. (or less depending On whether 'the rate-of

growth 'of car-outpLt outstrips the rate of growth of 'immigrant car demand),

In other words, every.given stock of.migrants constantly adds a certain ,

amount of consumer demandto that of the indigenous population.' At a

stock of 2.5 million the immigrant-induced car output would be in the

region of 10% p.a. ,(ceterivatiliss). Whether, or not the output required]

to satisfy immigrant demand is comparatively small and metthrough.aapital

deepening, or large and metthroughcaPital wideningij.n: either case we .

.have direct or indirect employment effects both in. the consumer goods

industries (and therefore ikthe'Capital goods'indurtrieS as Well) and in

the distributive services,--0ver the years, thena.small and possibly

growing proportion of.the immigrant labour will.have to'be employed for

the production'Of goods and services for the immigrant population itSe
c).

48. Furthermore, during the third stage of maturity the increased

immigrant population exhibits significant infra-structural requirements.

in terms of holsing, schooling, social. care, administration, etc., especially

through the immigration of wives and.childreh and regardless Ofj/fiether or,

not they are themselves economically active. Again the additional demand

is comparatively small in a time perspective when related to the growing

demand of the indigenous population.and.may be met to some extent by.spare

capacity. or more intensive use of existing'capacity. But directly or

indirectly the proviSion of immigrant-indUced infrastructure will create

additional demand for labour which; in turn, means additional import of

labour. Whether or not the additional labour demand deriving from the

-consumer expenditure of immigrants is 'larger than that deriving from their

social capital requirements is an empirical, not a theoretical question.

It is likely, thoughv that most 'of the additional consumer demand is!met

out of.higher productivity and leads only to a small employment effect

relative to_the,additional infra-structural demand which-Mainly involves

capital in .the low-productivity/labour intensive sector.

494 Finally4inLthe fgelrthatate of maturity 'the increasing length of stay

and the high degree of family reunion lead to an enlargement Of the immigrant

population through the appearance:of ethnic employers, secular and religious

leaders, etc., either directly (immigration) or indirectly'(natural develop,.

ment of .the immigrant population). As the psychological comfort afforded

by.the company of their fellow countrymenjeads immigrant workers and.

.
families to settle'in groups and "colonies", there sloWly arises a demand

for ethnic shops,.schools, churches, etc. Each of these ethnic institu-

tions - even if they are formally integrated into the host society as'in

the.case of schooling - will subsequently be staffed predominantly by

ethnic workers. This entails additional immigration in terms of both

active and 'inactive persons, thereby reinforcing the consumer and social

capital. effects of the original immigration. The employment /labour import

effect is likely to be smaller than the one deriving'from the swelling of
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the immigrant population and from the reunion of families, but it is by
no means negligible. This development presupposes a pertain umber of
ethnic immigrants in a given area. The threshold for the major European
post-industrial societies seems to lie betWeen 100,000 and 200,000 ethnic
immigrants.

50.. The fourth stage, however, is subject to social unrest on the part
of the indigenous population and to politi?al intervention by the decision
makers and may therefore be abruptly curta led. Political intervention
going beyond the customary labour market control is generally absent
during the first two stages because the po iticians are secure in their
belief that the issues involved do not ari e - until they suddenly come
into the open during the third stage of ma urity.

51. It is worthwhile to 'consider briefly
the return movement of target workers deri
of maturity.' Sociologiel theory suggest
support this hypothesis, that migrants w
level,of education and/or occupation tend

more quickly, easily and successAaly. On
and rewards of a consumer society, they to

some of the implications for

ing from this four-stage model
al.d available statistics

th a higher pre-migration
o adjust to the hostsociety
e enmesned.in the demands
d to prolong their stay more

often ad more permanently than their less fortunate colleagues. One
can exp ct, therefore, a disproportionate umber of the more educated and
skilled migrants, especially from the developed parts of the sending
country, to settle in the receiving' country, regardless of whether they
were married prior to'migration.

52 A second independent variable of equal importance is marital status.
The married migrant who asks his wife and children to 4gin him in the
receiving country tends to become.a permanent settler. With his family
he is able to overcome further adjustment problems more easily and may be
able to climb the first rungs of the, socio-economic ladder. If his child
ren. manage to participate successfully in the receiving country's schools,
the stagnant economic and social climate in his place of origin beComes

11.61.1M

7

47
For Switzerland see R. Braun (1970),ppit82,.491 et paesim. and
H.M. Hagmann et al. (1971), p.93 91...sAgL. For .Germany, W.R. BtShning
(1972a).

48
early 1970Marplan (1970) surveyed Italians, Greeks, Spaniards,

Ju oslays and Turks in Germany. Of those who were staying without
thei family, 40% had been there for less...than one year, 42% for 2-5
years 's and 18% for over five years. Of those who had their families
with7thel, the figures were lb` 1% and!43% respectively. As regards
the envi aged further length of stay, 10% of those without family
wanted to stay one' year or longer, 42% 2-4 years or longer and 37% five
years or longer. On the side of those with families, the figures were
5%, 27% and 50% respectively. In France it was found that of all sale
migrant workers who had entered the country during the inter-census
period 1962 - 68,'41% had returned. A similar proportion (39%),charac-
terised the total group of married migrants, but here practically none
of the married men with wives had left France (0.6%) while 60% of the
married men who had left their wives at home did in fact return
(temporarily perhaps). For Switzerland see R. Braun (1970), p.60.
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less and less attractive relative to the growing prospe9ts in his new

.environment. The skilled married migrant, therefore, is the most certain

Jong-term stayer. On the other hand, migrants from the least developed
parts of the*sending country, especially if they are unmarried, tend to be
the least successful short-terM stayers. Overall, these factors manifest

themselves in the fact that the longer a migrant has stayed in the Rgceiving
country, the more likely he is to. stay even longer, and vice.versa.'

4
Ca. v ;--tierx4-s---fiverlaufsarialYse;11972 , p.156 trim, ItBraun-119701,
p.535 et passim, gives a more detailed and sociologically foutukd

. explanation, which finds the crucial break with the idea of temporary

immigration occuring after six years abroad. See a,.so B. Kayser (1972),

especially p.21.
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III ECONOMIC EFFECTS: Thebry_mdFractice

53. Having described the structural causes and the'dynamic development
of polyannual immigrations in post-industrial societies, we can now enquire
into the specific effects of this development on the macro- economic para-
meters without unduly restrictive or unreal assumptions. As the foreign
labour forces in the major receiving countries of Europe'are overwhelmingly
in the third'stage of maturity, even though not all individual migration
streams have reached that stage, we can concentrate on the effects per-
.taining to this stage and need only exemplify the effects pertaining to
the first two stages if necessary.

54., A few goneral remarks are in order here. Immigrant populations
are commonly characterised by higher activity rates than the native i)opula-
tion. Employment is the reason for immigration and wives and children
exhibit high labour force participation because of their subproletarian
situation. The,fact that a sizeable minority of the 1..,.,rried workers have

le `'t their dependants behind also pushes up'the activity rate. This means
that there me more producers relative to consumers than in the native
population.

55. Immigrant wqrkers are youhg and able-bodied. Some importing, countries

weed out up to 10$ of the prospective migrants on medical grounds. The
exigtlog extn.nal turnover helps to maintain 'this' favourable composition
despic, the natural ageing of the long7term stayers.

56. In their desire to earn money quickly, immigrants tend to be'keen on
overtime, thus permitting employers to cope with erratic demand conditions.
In some cases this prospect may not particularly delight the indigenous
worker whose hands are also required for overtime work (complementaritylof
'jobs) and who has grown less dependent on the bonus of overtime earnings.

.57. These personal factors, however, have as such no beneficial, or
detrimental macro-economic effects - in the, same sense as illiteracy or
lack of skills have as such no macro-economic effects. Foreign, workers

are put to work not because of their personal properties but because in
in the view of the employer they fill a work piece adequately 'for the
profitable maintenance of a production process. '

50
.See e.g. Landeshauptstadt Mlinchen (1972), pp.85-6, and K. Jones and

A. Smith (1970), p.31 et seq.

51'
As the Chairman of the Committee for Foreign Workers bf the Netherlands
Employers' Organisation expressed it: we- "would be In the red if we

d::.d not have those foreign;workere. J. Barentsz (1972), p.23..
Incidentally, at the micro-economic level it is not necessary that
ewxy work place on which a foreigner Is engaged shows a profit as long
as the complex of jobs contributing to a final product (or the balance
sheet)'remains profitable. See also P.B. Doeringer and N.J. Fiore

(1971), pp.89 -90,
//
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58. In this context it would be false and misleading to argue that the

mass- import of low-skilled workers depresses the skill level and/or the

prodwtivity potential'of a labour force and that this would be detrimental

economically. Firstly, the replacement of indigenous low-skilled workers.

by foreign low-Oilled workers does not, change the proportion of low-skilled

workers itself. Secondly, the argument mistakes cause for effect: it

is not the immigration which determines the relative proportions of skill

grades, but the latter Mach determine the volume of the former (at laast

until a country is well into the fourth stage .of maturity). The German-

Turkish example is relevant here (see above fn;11) as well as the Swiss

experience of the early sixties, when unskilled Southern Italians had to

be imported after more highly skilledliortherpers had become scarce and

when this caused a switch in investment policy towards capita. deepening.

Besides, employers have generally found that the work peiforunce of

foreign workers is as good as that of the indigenous worker. If the

micro-economic decisions of an employet as determined by market forces JP

a capitalist structure are the constitutive.elemer4 of our economic systems

and if he decides to employ a certain number of people in low-skilled jobs,

then it is an irrelevant and pious hope to argUe that he should employ ore

workers in skilled positioni.

52
Cf. above p.13-4. It is not surprising therefore that the structural

decline'cif-unkilledjobs-proeeeds-even-wIth-heavy-mskilled-Ammigration.
Fot German figures see Material .. . .. (1970)

53
Cf. E. Tuchtfeldi (1965), p.645/6

54
See e.g. S. Balke (1966), p.172, and B.G. Cohen and P.J. Jepner (1968),

p.I2.
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(a) Employment and Unemployment

59. The import r: abour presuppcses a deman for it.5
5

Labour import

cannot, therefor, .rise unemployment. But lhbour import may very well

worsen the comp.:. arrive situation for 'some sections of the indigenous work

force. "Competition" as understood here does pot ref4r to the artifact
of unemployment situations but to the totality, of active workers who are,
at least potentially, always jockeying for new posiotiens, even-if-they--

are not currently unemployed. In other words, co4etition is given a
substantive rather than a formal meaning. Were it otherwise, most of
the discussion could be dismissed as irrelevant under conditions of full

employment.
4

60. Moreover, the discussion cannot be spared by defining the foreign
and the native work force as non-competing groups with reference to either
sp.:do-economic or legal reasons. Socio-economically, the replacement of
indigenous by foreign workers in socially undesirable jobs can never be
complete, so that there will always be large sections of the ingyenous

work force in situation of direct competition (substitution).
Legally, the control of the foreign labour force affects only that portion

which due to its recent immigration is still subject to control. The

long-term stayers are: generally free to change jobs. But glen those

subject to control do exhibit a high degree of job mobility which the

authorities are either unable or unwilling to prevent completely - and
in many cases they have sound economic reasons on their side. That is to

say, while the concept of non-competing groups may be illuminative in various

instances on grounds of either social or institutional discrimination or both,
it is of insufficient explanatory power to be of general use. We estimate

that the' degree' of comeetition between national and foreign blue-collar
workers is somewhere in the middle of that obtaining between national workers

on the one side and national and foreign workers according to the non-

competing notion58 Table 3a attempts to give qualitative expression to

these estimates.

61. The subsequent tables try to quantify what proportion of the indigenous
bide-collar workers may be in a competitive situation relative to foreigners
under hypothetical dispersions of both work forces across the three main
skill grades and hypothetical shares of the foreign in the total work force.
The composition of both the foreign and the native forces approximates those
given for male workers in table 1 (above p.14). Table 3b shows, for example,
that with a foreign work force comprising 5% of the total, 2% of the total

will consist of unskilled foreigners. Table 3c indicates that another 9.5%

of the total will consist of unskilled indigenous workers. Table 3d

expresses the degree of direct competition suggested by the preceding tables

Aso

55
See above p.3.

r.>

Cf. table 1, above paa.

. 010.0.* 11.1.=.1.040.11.

57
Cf. ...00tnote 40 above and footnote 63 below. The 1968 survey of the

I3undesanstalt ftir, Arbait (AmtlicheNachrichten supplement. of 28 August

1970) found that the great majority of foreigners had already changed
jobs at a time when scarcely anybody was entitled to do so. without .

special permission.

58 This is a modified version of Collard's conjectured elasticities of
substitution, see D. Collard (1970), p.78.

0
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Table 3a: Degree of competition between foreign and indigenous blue-collar,

workers

(i) (ii)
,

(iii) (IV) (V)

(i) Immigrant labour

unskilled

(ii) Immigrant labour
semi -L killed

................_\

(iii) Immigrant labour
skilled

Very
High

.1

Very
High

ery
igh

High

.1

Low

----1

iiedium

.(iv) Indigenous labour
unskilled

(v) Indigt:nous labour
semi-skilled

(vi) Indigenous labour
skilled

Very /Very

High High

Medi High

Ver
-Low.

,

w
Lo

Very
High

Very

Medium

Table 3b: The relative weight o
the total blue-collar

......Noma

foreign-workers in the three grades of

force.

Assumed
Composition
of foreign
work force

' Weight in grades of blue-collar employment
under hypothetical shares in the total

total foreign share
5% 10% 20% 30%

(1) Immigrant labour
unskilled

(ii) Immigrant labour
semi-skilled

(iii) Immigrant labour
skilled

40%

40%

20%

Overall 100%



Table 3c: The relative weight of indigenous workers in the three grades
of the total blue-collar force given the share absorbed by
foreigners according to table 3b

Assumed
composition
of indigenous
work force

Weight in grades of blue-collar employment
under hypothetical foreign shares in the total

total foreign share
5% 10% 20% 30%

(iv) Indigenous labour
unskilled

(v) Indigenous labour
semi-skilled

(vi) Indigenous labour
skilled

10%

30%

6C%

9.5 9 8 7

28.5 27 24 21

57 54 48 42

Overall 100% 95 90 80 TO

(15 foreitio (.40:6 foreiqi. (+2O foreign. (+30$ foreign.
1000 10010 1000 1000

Table 3d: The rate of potential competition between the same grades of
foreign and national blue-collar workers given varying degrees
of foreign employment

Total foreign share

5% 10% 20% 30%

nationals
foreigners

Semi-skilled
nationals
----
foreigners

Skilled
nationals
foreigners

4.75 2.25 1 1

1 1 i 1.7

14.25 6.75 3 1.75
1 1 1 1

57 27 12 7

1 1 1 1

Overall
20 10 5 3.3
1 1 1 1

7.Z
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as a rate. Takin the sae example; t pre are almost five nationals to a/1/

single foreigner in a very highly comp titive situation ("very high"

according to table 3a). To this cou be added an equally large semi-

skilled foreign force plus a skilled/foreign force of half that size which

are in a very highly competitive sitilatior relative to unskilked nationals

(not shown in table 3d, but see tale 3a), so that it could be"aid that

every other national unskilled wo er is under very high competitive

li
pressure from the whole of the f eign work force (1.9 to 1). The indi-

genous semi-skilled are in a hi g y competitive situation with foreign

semi-skilled at the rate of fo teen to one; indirectly they also face-a

medium degree of competition om the sizeable unskilled e6reigu,force.

The indigenous skilled face 1 the more than a medium_degrdi of competi-

tion from skilled foreigners lat the r59,,of--fifty-sevento one. And so

---on.

62 When the economic tide turns from full employment to unemployment,

we are likely to find a juxtaposition between macro-economically desirable

effects and undesirable effects for indigenous groups subject to very high

or high competition. For example, where the institutional enforcement or

the practice of the "last hired - first fired" principle (which Would seem

to apply to a disproportionate number of immigrants) are not strong enough,

the employer may well decide to keep a hardworking and able-bodied foreign

worker in preference to a lax or di haed'indigenous worker. The socially

and physically handicapped are theretore the likely losers. Or the employer

may be able to hire an undemanding foreign worker who is happy to accept a

job at the given wage where an indigenous workerwould decline the offer in

the expectation that the economy will soon return to full employment and

that he will againind a job With appropriate status and pay. 'Such, it

seems, was the situation during the German recession of 1967.

63. In general a recession reduces the\inflow of foreign workers to a

trickle andincreases the usual return movement by a structural. component,

by many of the "first fired", and by a number of disappointed target worhrs

(dismayed by loss of overtime, by short time, or fearful of unemployment.

The structural component refers to the fact that unskilled and semi-skilled

jobs are of course hit harder by any recession than skilled or administra-

tive jobs. Even if the employer's dismissal policy were executed without

regard to nationality (and this seems to hold true in a great number of

cases) and unskilled and semi-skilled foreign and indigenous workers became

redundant in equal numbers, it would still involve a far greater proportion

of foreign than of iieous workers. The structural component alone

leads to a smaller degree of unemloentamIdienousiro2ters_ than
would be the case if labour had not been im orted. On the other hand,

even a severe recession does not put an end to the employment of unskilled

or semi-skilled workers. A considerable number, certainly the majority of

the jobs in which foreigners are engaged will therefore not be affected

by unemployment. In effect, a few foreigners may continue to be imported

for less affected sectors or for the replacement of returning foreigners

whose jobs are not sought after by the indigenoUe population. In a situa-

tion where disproportionate numbers of target workers become redundant, it

59 See also B. Kayser (1972), and V. Merx (1972), p.93 et sag..
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can generally be seen that many if not most of them leavgothe receiving
country, at least temporarily ("export of unemployment")

. Thus,,we
have the usual return movement plus the return movement of some of the
`unemployed plus the return movement of disappointed target workers -
together they most certainly turn the migration-balance and relieve the
competitive situation for indigenous workers. While the unemployment
rate of the decreased foreign force tends to be higher than that amongst
indigenous workers (and would be much higher if exported unemployment
were taken into account), Jnly a relatively small absolute number of
unemployed foreigners are now aqtdally competing with.the larger number
of indigenous unemployed for the available jobs in the host country.
The fact that a strong negative migration balance could possibly have
re-inforcing effects on the depth of the recession insofar as-returning
workers take their consumer expenditure with them, in contrast to the
remaining unemployed should not be overestimated: this effect can only
be very small indeed relative to the other faqtors influencing-the depth
of a recession.

64 While in aggregate terms the import of labour neither endangers
full employment nor increases unemployment, and while it lowers unemploy-
ment for the indigenous population as a whole but possibly worsen,' the
competitive situatiol, for marginal groups at times of unemployment, it
is its general labo..Ar market effect which reveals the greatest value of
labour import. By this we mean the greater elasticity or the introduc-
tion of the highly desirable and beneficial element of flexibility durinc
both the upswing and the downgying and in some regions, industries or
occupations, but not in others A growing economy requires mobility of

0*........1..........
00
This applies of course only to target worker migrations. Settlement
migrations are not usually affected by it. In the case of immigrants
from the New Commonwealth to Britain the situation is somewhat blurred.
On the one hand, this stream too is largely a target worker stream (cf.
footnote 20 above), but on the other hand immigrants were in the past
admitted for settlement and their behaviour quickly responded to this
situation. Moreover, the incidence of temporary and permanent return
migration is negatively related to the distance between the sending
and the receiving country. A Pakistani pondering return home from
Britaiin faces 'incomparably more difficulties than, say, an Italian in
France.

61
V. Merx (1972) undertook a detailed examination of four analytically
distinct types of flexibility derived from labour import: regional,
sectoral (industrial or occupational), conjunctural (i.e. short-term
economic), ani seasonal flexibility. Regionally, labour import made
good the decreasing regional mobility of the German worker (see e.g.
p.63-4) and the differential activity rates of the regions. Sectorally,
labOUr import enabled produltion levels to be maintained if Germans left
undesirable jobs, and it enabled _growth industries to expand faster than
with a closed labour market. /See also S. Bullinger et al. (1972),
p.100.7 ConjuncturallY, the imported labour showed a much higher
degree of reaction to changes than the indigenous work force (see e.g.
p.77, also the above text). Seasonally, the preceding three types fall
together in their special dependency on seasonal patterns (see p.124
et sea.) /See also Th. Keller (1963), p.3482

74



capital and labour. Higher living standards, however, induceilower
geographical mobility, especially through the acquisition of owner-occupied

homes. The continuing ageing of European populations also induces lower

mobility. Greater job specificity inhibits industrial or occupational

mobility. And whereas in the past the growth of the working population
represented a considerably mobility potential, the slow growing, stagnating
or even decreasing working populations of contemporary Europe do, not fulfil

this function to the same extent. If, therefore, both the historical
mobility rate deriving from inter-generational change and the actual mobility
rate deriving from the current socio-economic propensity to move decrease,
the economy is faced with mobility deficits or-,bottlenecks which are un-
likely to be made good by capital mobility alone.

65. The regulated import of labour provides an excellent means of relieving
bottlenecks, which commonly occur when the upswing proceeds under tight
labour market contions and which restrain the upswing and induce infla-
tionary pressure. :. Many regional and sectoral bottlenecks can be elimina-

ted through the engagement of foreigners; and general disequilibria can at

least be delayed, thereby providing the decision-maker with more breathing
space to get a grasp on the economic development.

66. During the downswing,work places become painlessly vacated by

the usual number of returning emigrants and by the additional return move-

ment of disappointed target workers. Employers may also
dismiss foreigners where socio-political considerations might have prevented
such a decision if the worker involved had been .a national. In other words,

the import of labour permits greater variations in employment patterns

during the downswing, too.

67. Directly and indirectly foreign workers thus contribute disproportion-
ately to the mobility degicit of the economy due to the external turnover of

the foreign work folcce. The Appendix attempts to give an indication of
the size of the Ootential employment changes that could be obtained from

41IP 62 See also S. Bullinger et al. (1972), p.363, and V. Merx (1972), p.161

et passim.. G.C. Schmid (1971) found a much greater elasticity in the
German labour market due to labour importiin his comparison with Britain.
For an analysis of the likely developmentlin the absence of labour immigra-

tion see V. Merx (1969), p.104 et seq., and (1972), p.41 et seq.

63
D. Collard's regression analysis for male New Commonwealth immigrants in

Britain showed that (exempting the transport sector) "8 per cent of any
occupational expansion or contraction has been met by immigrant labour,
a much higher percentage than the relative size of the immigrant force

would indicate". D. Collard- (1970), p.73. This 'is not to say that

immigrants necessarily have a higher degree of inter-firm job mobility
(internal turnover), or change their jobs excessively thereby causing

macrol-economic costs. The determinants of job mobility, such As age,
marital status, socio-economic status, housing, length of employment,
etc., do not lead to different degrees of job changing amongst comparable

groups of foreign and indigenous workers', see.W.R. B8hning (1970a), p.30,

and (1972a), pp.231-2. On the other hand, as long as immigrants have a

higher propensity to retur'i than the indigenous population to emigrate,
internal and external turnover taken togetherill characterise the
immigrant population as more mobile. For Switzerland see R. Braun (1970),

pp.53, 117, 143 et....passim,
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labour import in comparison with the changes deriving'from the inter-

generational replacement of nationals. It' can be seen that at realistic
levels of external turnover (defined as the sum of the rate of entry and

the rate of return) the flexibility potential of labour import is superior

to that of intergenerational change. It can also be seen that the crucial

variable here is the extent of external turnover, i.e. that the higher it
is (the higher the "rotion" of the foreign work force) the greater are
the'potential benefits.

68. However, "the argument that immigration adds, to mobility of the labor

supply can be turned inside out by. noting that obtaining high elasticity

with immigrant labor enables, a country to escape the necessity of makg
its domestic, labor more mobile - a task with which it should get on."

69. Kindleberger's admonition could be related to three aspects:. lack
of mobility between occupationsaor industries), between activity and

inactivity, or between regions. The first of these is simply inapplic-

able if one considers that it is not so much the lack of occupational or

.industrial mobility on the part of the indigenous population-but the
constraints of a capitalist wage structure in economies with high living

standards and full employment which prevent movements into socially
undesirable and low paid jobs (while inducing movementsway from them).

70. The second aspedt refers to the hypothesis that import of labour could

have an inhibiting effect on the employment of indigenous secondary workers,

i.e. on workers who move in and out of the labour force (not merely ;.in and

out of employment) according to the swings of the business cycle. However,

at our conventional levels of full employment such an effect should per

definitionem not obtain, certainly not during over-full employment. What

happens in Europe today is that for housewives, older people and other

groups of secondary workers employment has lost its necessity and become ar

option. When a society is assured of &generally high standard of living,

inactivity becomes tolerable end sometimes desirable relative to the low

pecuniary reward and the low non-pecuniary attraction of the jobs in which

secondary workers mainly find employment. For the most part contempOrary

European secondary workers are much further removed from the ideal-type

homo oeconomicus than the buik of the immigrants. In a slightly broader

sense one could ask whether more intensive utilization of the indigenous

64 See also V. Merx (1972), p.142, who comes to the same conclusion.

65
C.F. Kindleberger (1967), p.204.

66 Kindleberger's criticism could be enlarged by questioning whether
capital mobility is sufficient in the country of employment. And

since the. beginning of the third stage.theAuestion can also be posed

to what degree international capital mobility'is a valid alternative

for labour import into manufacturing industries.

67
This hypothesis has been specified for the United States by M.W. Reder

(1963), p.227, as follows: "Given the growth.rate of output, the effect

of increased immigration on labour supply will be partly offset by

reduced labour force participation of native secondary workers. There

will also be a reduced rate of increase in 'labour force effectiveness'

because of lessened native rural urban migration."

..
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employment potential could not obviate the need to import labour. One

usually thinks of women in general and married women in particular. But

quite apart from the question whether indigenous women would be prepared

to take up work in socially undesirable positions, the often forecasted

increase in female activity has not materialized and looks unlikely

despite decreasing family sizes, etc., and despite the slowly changing

image of working women and their low remuneration. Generally, the

propensity to work declines with increasing living standards:

71 The third aspect, i.e. the lack of geographical mobility calls in

question the premise on which regional policies in all European countries

rest , that is, the undesirability of depopulating certain areas on socio-

political grounds. Most European countries are pursuing policies of both

taking the workU the workers in economically weak areas and of taking the

workers to the jobs in strong areas. The problem is that the former does

not usually work very welhand the latter is at times rejected as too

costly on social grounds. In a more general.sanse one could say that

the import of labour mitigates the effects of structural change for the

indigenous working population. Without labour import these changes_ would

hit indigenous labour harder, faster, and more directlxo This does not

mean .that the structural change itself is slowed down.2'

72. Obviously it is unreal to evaluate the element of flexibility in the

framework of a model presupposing total industrial and geographical mobilOr

The reality of contemporary economic politics leads one to conclude that OS

avoidance of the.constraints of a tight labour force through import of labo

'
is highly desirable and beneficial for both the economy and the indigenous

worker.

73. One further aspect nedds to be mentioned, however. The fact that a

greater or lesser degree of the employment growth generally and in specific

occupations particularly is borne by the import of labour, does of course

create short-term and long-term dependencies on the-continued availability,

of foreign labour. With complementary jobs, a few workers in key positions

can upset the flow of work. Italian crane drivers staying at home between

Christmls and the New Year, with the Swiss people at work, are a case in

point. When some departments of individual firms or whole branches of

the economy are predominantly or exclusively staffed by foreigners - during

the mid-sixties more than half of Switzerland's employees in textiles,

clothing, and stone quarrying were foreigners - the question arises vaat

would happen if political developments suddenly made workers return. It

would be futile to attempt to give a general answer, but it is undeniable

68
D. Stephen (1971), p.130: "British governments had consciously or

/ unconsciously rejected internal migration (taking the workers to the

jobs) as too costly a way of filling the unfilled vacancies in the

Midlands and the South East. Commonwealth immigrants could be brought

in at a lower immediate social cost."

69 Though it may well mean that the tax payers' money is saved in smoothing

the friction of structural adjustment, cf. C. Rosenm8ller (1970), p.233.

70
Bundesamt . . . (1964), p.98.

71
Cf. E. Tuchtfeldt (1965), p.646; C. r8h1 (1967), p.l25; and

H. Salowsky (1971), p.60.
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that every receiving country runs the risk of 'erratic fluctuations

in its foreign labour supply which have co be, taken into account in an
overall evaluation of the effects of labour import. ' The degree to which
one might trade off short-term flexibility against long-term dependency
is essentially a matter of personal judgement. Unfortunately one cannot
have the short-term advantages of labour import without the longterm
disadvantage of dependency.
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(b) Wage Growth and Income Distribution

74. Economic theory postulates that an increase in the labour supply
relative to demand is followed by a relative if not absolute decrease in
the growth of wages. For this part of our analysis we have to shift the
focus from occupational status to industrial rank. Wage differentials
between the three skill grades of labour are almost completely fixed while
inter-industrial wage scales are more flexible although also displaying a
great degree of rigidity. The occupational status differential, which
assigns wage rates 10% or so higher for semi-skilled than for unskilled
workers and 10% or so higher for, skilled than for semi-skilled workers,
accommodates different demand pressures at each level without upsetting
the differential itself. This does not mean that there are no wage
movements between occupations, especially in countries where the trade
union system still betrays its craft origin and when the dispersion of
occupations over industries is small. 'But trade unions generally seek to
maintain intra-occupational differentials while improving their overall
position. Employers themselves have a much freer hand to award differeqt
pay rises in different industries than for different grades of the Same
occupation in any one industry. Inter-industrial wage spread foll8ws
the differing productivity-profitability situations, although the wage
spread tends to be smaller than the spread of productivity. High wages
are generally found right across the board of profitable industries,
irrespective of the differing demand conditions for various occupations.
Conversely, the same occupations are rewarded differentially in differing
industries, the more so the greater the dispersion of an occupation over
the whole of the economy (e.g. for storekeepers more so than for miners).

:usually
75. In pO-indUstrial societies, industries with high w"

cterised by fast growth, high profitability, a tendency to
levels are

cha$cterised
capital deepening and a below average proportion of undesirable jobs
shunned by the indigenous population. Opposite criteria pertain to low
wage sectors. The service sector, itself labour intensive, is more often
than not hampered by its inability to finance wage rises out of productivity
advances. It tends to induce inflationary pressure because its workers
are unwilling to fall behind the pay riues secured in manufacturing
industries. As most services, such as health services or public administra-
tion, cannot be provided at a profit there is a general tendency to keep
costs low, i.e. to keep wages low. Moreover, as the government is the
largest employer in this areatone oaten finds it attempting to induce lower
wage settlements for the economy as a whole through restraining wage rises
in service sectors. 'n manufacturing industries themselves it is the fast
growing and profitable branches which set the pace of wage rises and infla-
tion, 'largely because productivity gains are not passed on in lower Irices -
which could compensate for the inflationary pressure from the service sector -
but in higher money wages. Trade unions in slow growing and low paying
manufacturing industries strive to close the wage differentials opened up
by the wage leader:; thereby inducing inflationary pressure on the manufactur-
ing side, ,especially in industries sheltered from international competition,
such as textiles, clothing, stone quarrying, etc.

76 As regards the import of labour., we must first of all ask ourselves
whether the system of wage bargaining is likely to be influenced by the
import of labour and whether this leads to a general dampening effect on
wages. If this is not the case,we must enquire whether a disaggregated
analysis indicates any wage-dampening effects in the high wage or low wage
sector of industry. A direct influence on the service sector is so unlikely
as to be negligible on account of the disproportionately small number of
foreigners enterkg\this sector and because in the short run most service
wage levels are notidetermined by supply and demand conditions but by the

advances in industry4'
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77. Foreign workers are generally fitted into the existing pay scales.
It is well known that discriminatory practices do occur in the form of
outright discrimination, regrading of jobs and also through the very.
device which seeks to prevent differential remuneration, namely the
requirement to pay the "same wages for the same jobs". This employers

often interpret as meaning the "same rates for the same jobs" (it is
generally rates which figure in labour co tracts) and thereby deprive
newly entering foreigners of the amount of wage drift currently obtain-
ing. The latter situation, however, is usually corrected when the contrast
comes up for renegotiation after one year. Overa1117pe impact of discrimi-
nation on wage developments is minute and negligible. This'is in strong

contrast to the situation before World War I when trade unions were not
strong enough to repudiate discriminatory claims from thqr rank and file

or to keep employers to their obligation.

78. In a situation where foreign labour is continuously flowing into a country

where wage bargaining takes place at set intervals and where these intervals
vary little in relation to demand conditions, the direct influence from a

migration stream could theoretically only be felt after a time lag and even then

the net increase of.the labour supply would not dampen the wage growth proportion-
ately because of the downward stickiness of wage movements in post-industrial
societies.During the early phases of an upswing we commonly find that recent major
wage agreements enable employers to accumulate profits'Auickly due to a favour-

able wage cost/productivity situation. When local unemployed workers

become re-employed with a certain time lag, the' major trade unions still

tread carefully. When additional foreign workers appear on the labour
market with an even greater time lag than the unemployed and while the
upswing may already be near or past its-highest growth rate, the major
unions begin to seek to redress the social balance between profits and

wages. Clearly, the relatively small number of net migrants cannot but

play a minor role in this wage round. . (And it is difficult to seeit
playing a significant role at all if one bears in mind that.the relation-
ship between the increase of the labour supply and the relative/absolute
decrease in its price holds true only if the demand for labour during the
upswing is satisfied. In most European countries, however, large scale
labour import went hand in hand with excess demand, thus clearly not

satisfying this criterion.) Before the next wage round new foreigners

will continue to be engaged at the newly fixed wages while the growth of

the economy flattens off. In the more delicate situation of this round

01.114.11111.1111....11101

72 A comparison of foreign with national wages is of course likely to show
lower wages on the side of foreign workers because of the structural
determinants of their employment situation, i.e.'as ldw skilled workers.

73
The most widespread and serious form of wage discrimination occurs with
illegal immigrants and is particularly widespread in France, although
'regularizition" after some months' employment commonly rectifies the

worst excesses. Illegal immigrants are as much subject to the black-
mail of employers as to that of people who facilitate their entry into
the receiving country. But even where comparable wages are paid for ',

comparable work, the employer may still require extra duties without.._..
further pay which he would not do In the case of indigenous workers, see

M. Allefresde (1969), p.69. On the other hand, foreigners have also
been known to be overpaid - for instance, Britons in GermanY - but
this happens only in very rare and untypical cases, see K. Wiborg (1971).

80
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trade unions are under great pressure fro0 the'shop floor to secure at

least as high a wage rise as during the upswing and probably a higher one,

for the economy still looks as strong as ever while inflation eats into

earnings. Though one may now expect more frequent references by employers

to the continued availability of comparatively "cheap" foreign labour in,a

situation of rising labour costs, the dominant feature of this round of

negotiations is how to share out the spoils of the 'economic growth between

capital and,labour. The following wage round is likely to take' place

during the downswing. References to available foreign labour are now an

empty threat in a system where foreigners are supposed .to be engaged only

if local workers are not available. The downward stickiness of wages
(like the downward stickiness of .prices) depends on the strength, and

militancy of the trade unions (and also on the size and the financial

independence of employers) and the degree to which governments are willing

and able,to coerce or influence trade unions directly or through keeping

wage settlements in the service sector low. Again, the preceding net

immigration is a completely minor issue in the negotiations.

79 This is not to say that additional labour supply from abroad does

not influence wage levela at, all. It is very likely that some of the

bottlenecks developing during an upSOing would 4ause a much greater wage,

drift if the option of labour import had not been taken up 'in the past

and would not be taken up again, At the beginning of the upswing the

economy requires an instant response from the construction industry, for.

example.. Here local bottlenecks can 'easily be overcome through the ,

recruitment' of foreigners who need little training for the work. Other,

often"Smaller bottlenecks in more highly skilled positions can sometimes

be overcome through the employment of indigenous workers who have previously

left undesirable jobs and possibly undergone some form of retraining._

Import of labour from developing countries does not eliminate all bottle-
.

necks in all cases; and while it undoubtedly eliminates some important
,bottlenecks in the trend-setting high wage sectors, such as construction

and the car industry, this effect does not lead to a significant lowering

of wage growth in this sectorwhichoaues =indirect lowering of the total

industrial wage level. "Earnings-drift is undeniably associated in some

way with 'the general level of demand', but it is a gross oversimplifica-

tion, Ittspy221._.p____...reraidlyszeeciallit.exandinsectorsc:f the economy with

relatively high earnings, to suggest that it is related directlylr exclu-

sively to the inability of employers to obtain suitaole lAgoour"., On the

other hand, if we look at the slow growing low wage indultries such as

textiles, clothing and stone quarrying, we can see that developing bottle-

necks would forcelup wages there if they could not be overcome by labour

import. Foreign workers can be as easily engaged in textile jobs, etc.,

as on the construction site or the conveyor belt of the car industry. In

the absence of foreign workers higher wage rises in the low paying industries

would not necessarily lead to widespread bankruptcies or greater efforts at

capital deepening, because these sectors - like the construction industry -

are largely sheltered from interinatiOnal competition if not actually subsidised.

Their wages, however, bear a much more direct relationship to costs than in

the high wage sector. Labour import obviously is a convenient way out and

does prevent additional wage pressure over and above that which strives for

parity with the high wage branches (which is never a completely successful

enterprise anyway). With some of the steam taken out of the potential wage

pr ssure in the low wage sector, one would expect them to fall behind the

age

\\.e

a leaders, slowly but inexorably. Since most of these industries are'

r r ther labour intensive, one might also expect that the sum of the small

74
J. Marquand (1960), p.98 (our italics). See also Statistisches

Bundesamt (1964), and P. Lange.:(1967), p.109 for Germany.

81,
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but noticeable arresting sectoral effects lowers the overall industrial
wagelevel by a small but significant amount, which in turn opens us the
possibility, though not the certainty, that the wage pressure erlianTing
from the service sector might be a little less pronounced.

80. In other words, labour import does not exert a direct generallwage
dampening effect through any influence on the wage leaders, despite \the
fact that during the third stage of maturity a great proportion of the
newly entering foreigners find work in the high wage sector. Here, as
in most service sectors, wage rises bear only the most tenuous relationship
to differential demand pressure for various jobs. In the industrial low
wage sectors the relationship between supply dnd demand of labour is more
immediate and here it may be assumed that bottlenecks would force up wages
if they could not be relieved through large-scale labour import., Thia '-

sectoral dampening effect is likely .t make itself felt as a small
aggregate dampening effect. It wil arrest the wage drift rather than
the growth of wage rates and delay t e advent'of general disequilibria
and wage pressure rather than preve t them. The actual situation depends
largely on the state of the labour market. If the relief of wage pressure,
in low wage bottlenecks occurs at constant demand for labour, the dampening
effect is likely to be strong; f employers are demanding more workers

most of this, effect is-1 'rely to dissipate; when the economy is in
full swing it is not so much t e bottlenecks which induce wage pressure as
the belated efforts of the tr de unions to provide their members with a
proper slice of the growing cake.

81 Finally, it is worthwhile to consider briefly the changing scale of
the short run wage-dampening effect under different stages of maturity of
the migration stream. The first wave of single worker migration induces
practically no capital expenditure as workers are engaged on existing work
places vacated by the indigenous population. Social capital requirements
are disproportionately low with practically no demand for education and
social welfare and very little additional demand for housing. If single
workers are not actually housed in communal quarters provided by the employer,
they usually find a gap on the housing market, mostly in places vacated by
the indigenous population. Their consumer expenditure is low, too, their
remittances are high and the additional supply of goods due to their employ-
ment is scarcely affected by the additional demand they create. In other
words, they satisfy given labour demand, their wage-dampening effect is
not dissipated by induced demand and is therefore large and should be particu-
larly visible; in low wage industries. The following wave of married workers
migrating without dependants is already associated with the spreading of
foreign employment throughout the economy and occasional changes in demand
pattern, i.e. a larger proportion of this stream will be associated with new
capital investment although the greater proportion may still be destined for
existing work places. The swelling numbers also begin to make an impact on
social capital and consumer goods while remittances stay at their high level.
Overall these repercussions still seem neglible. The wage-dampening

ef6tt remains and is relatively large and most visible in low wage
manufacturing. During the third stage of maturity tne situation changes
considerably. The reunion of families will sooner or later induce some
pressure on social capital (how much we shall analyse in a later section).
Also, the completed spread through the economy is likely to lead to the
engagement of an even greater proportion of new entrants in new work places,
possibly e- of them (again we shall seek to answer this question in
more de on). Consumer expenditure soars absolutely and in rela-
tion tt . .r of economically active foreigners. Remittances begin
to tail Consequently the wage-dampening effect, though analytically
still there, may empirically be compensated by immigrant-induced labour
demand, which may spark off aew immigration, which will c'etn entail
further demand, and so on. At this stage the question arises whether

81Z
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the sectoral 4us general wage-dampening effect is progressively outweighed

by immigrantinduced demand pressure, i.e. whether after some years of
immigrant-induced lower wage growth we now have years of immigrant-
induced higtpr wage growth, possibly more than making good the earlier .

small loss.

82. The only valid way to establish whether and to what extent a sectoral
or general wage-dampening effect obtains would be to compare a hypothetical,

scenario without immigration with the actual. situation. This requires r

something more than a simple ceteris paribus analysis. It would have

take into account that in the absence of.immigration a tight labou56market
would be characterised by increased economic and social friction i or

conversely that extensive capital deepening would lower the growth rate

of wages. Friction, however, would lead to greater wage pressure not
/only in the low wage bottlenecks but would induce greater inflation all '

round and possibly lead to hurried governmental attempts at suppressio
which in turn might well lead to contractions, rising imports, and f ling

expotts. Workers in rapidly expanding sectors would probably it from 1

wage rises for a while uncil the low wage sector and service ould induce

generalized inflation. In our pressure group democraci marginal employe.s

would seek to secure, and obtain, subsidies. Emplo re generally might

become less willing to' bear the increased risks investment thereby

reducing the demand for labour and finally e :sting the wage growth.

There are too many unknown factors to ure, but anything except a static

short -term' view would seem to indicatethat in/-the,end the indi enous

workers wage packet would be smaller compared with'the -actual, ituation.

One should also bear in mind that the upgrading process of th indigenous

work force both in terms of skill grades and in terms of mov nts from

low wage to high wage industries, i.e. the original cause of the immigration,
does of course provide them on balance with higher wages th if they had

not been mobile.

8.3. Reverting to the actual situation, in our opinion it i likely that

the dynamic effects coming to the fore during the third stag of maturity

'over-compensate the initial retardation and thus lead to a h gher wage growth

....10.1==yma..Mm.

75 Various authors have come to different conclusions after using different

methods. For instance, A. Kruse (1966), p.429 et seq., and fullowing

him U. Viehrl8nder (1969), p.119, have deduced an initial' dampeniPg
effect 'possibly over-compensated by medium term additional pressure

and folloJed by a long-term dampening' effect. H. Salowsky (1971),

p.30 et sea., sees a negligible general dampening effect as the most,

likely development though he also notes a possibly pronounced dlinpening

effect for unskilled jobs. K.-H. Hornhues (1970), p.158 2.1_022n,
cannot find more than a minute dampening effect because he sees the
continuing excess demand for labour related to skilled jobs where

immigrants did not exert any marked influence. W.A. J8hr

and R. Huber (1968-69) claim an initial wage pressure effect. Their

results, however, follow directly from their assumptions. (For the

Swiss and German discussion concerning this problem, see ibid. (1969),

pp. 5-22.) See also V. Lutz (1963).

76 Cf. D. Hiss (1965), p.635 et seq., and D. Petersen (1970), p.4.
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than wou1,0Aave obtained if the economy had to develop without immigrants.
Figure 1 oescribes the alternatives in graphic form. It also suggests

that even during the third and subsequent stages the import of labourstill
has a very slight dampening effect, which is much smaller than during the

first two stages; If immigration were suddenly to come to a stop, tensions
on the labour market would rise, bottlenecks would appear in greater numbers,
and before long wage growth would be reduced through friction, etc. As
long as the immigration continues and as long as a marked external turnover
uppolds some of the effects characterising the first two stares of migration
the immiEnicacbriiinues to relieve bottlenecks and permits .smooth adapta-

.

tians in employment 12Lterns.. The only difference is that the continuing.
small dampening effect does not matter during the third stage in absolute
terms since the medium-term gain deilfing from migr,tion outweighs the short-
term loss and wages are now rising Faster than they would without imargration
at 2_111gLpr absolute level.

84.
Casual empiricism would suggest that the high rate of growth of real

wages (and the low level of inflation) in Germany and the Netherlands during
the si>1.iies, in Switzerland at the end of the fifties and in Britain in
1961-63 are partly attributable to their large scale labour import when
the favourable conditions of the first and second stage of maturity pre'vailed.
On the other hand, the interventions by the Swiss authorities since 1963
are probably in part to be blamed for th roaring inflation relative to the

growth of the economy. A closer look at the Swiss situation would seem to
give some empirical support to our reasoning, although the'maturing migra-
tions were of course never allowed bear out their characteristics when
the Swiss decided to curtail immigration. D. Maillat writes:

85. "From 1950 on immigrants nave been diregted into the less well paid
branches of the secondary sector, which entailed a certain stagnation of the

wage growth in thcle branches. During the following years the range of
wages widened, i.e. the difference between the high wage and the low wage
sector increased. The result was that Swiss workers . . who wanted to

improve their income left the low wage for the high wage ,ector where emploY-
ment continued to grow. These departures had no great influence on the
rise of wages in the low wage industries for which it was possible to engage
foreign workers. But the flexil-ility of the labour market could only last

as long as the mobility of the Swiss wokrers wassufficientto satisfy the
demand of the high wage branches_ From 1960 on tensions appeared on the

labour.market; these weve reinforced by the inflation which characterised
the Swiss economy at that time. As employment growth continued and because
the mobility of the Swiss was insufficient to satisfy the demand, it became
necessary to change the immigration policy by making it less selective:
foreign worke:'s became employed in all branches while the system of controls
over internal movements was maintained. Th4 policy gave the labour market
a certain flexibility, but this flexibility wds of a quite different nature
compared with the previous one. For, in consequence of the progressive
decline'of.the mobility of Swiss Workers, new worl, places in the whole of
manufacturing industries could practically be established only in view of
the availability of foreign lour. 1:'is new situation nen became the

77
For Switzerland, see Bundesamt . . . (1964'11

and.A.D. Smith (1970), p.155.

78
D. Maillat (197,a).

for Britain K. Jones

,..-te also U. Maillac (2,72b), p.12 et seq.
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cause of the narrowing of the inter-industrial wage range. In effect, low
wage branches were forced to improve their salaries because,.on the one hand,
they wanted to keep some part of their indigenous work force and, on the
other hand, remain sufficiently attractive to immigrants for whom they had
a great need. One notices that since 1959-60 the wage rises in the greater
number of low wage branches surpassed the average and that at the same time
the wage rises in high wage branches were weaker. The branches where rises
remained below average (clothing, food) continued to lose more Swiss workers.
In March 1963 the Federal Counci. restricted the entry of foreign workers.
As a result, the labour market became tight to such a degree that the wages
spread was smaller than in 1949 . . .".

86. The Swiss situation up to the end of the fifties is characterised by
the first two stages of maturity (though the large proportion of seasonal
and frontier workers introduces some distorting elements here). For this
period Maillat's description shows a pronounce -:d sectoral.effect withdut

saying anything about the existence of a sectc,mlly induced 'general dampen-
ing effect, which other authors have suggested. The general wage effect
should be visible in the growth of wages. Hourly rates in Swiss industries
rose by only 6 index points gstween 1957 and 1960, but by 15 index points
over the years 1960 to 1963, which were the first years of the third stage
of maturity for Switzerland. Kougly average earnings even climbed at an
annual rate of 7.4% during 1961 -63. On the other hand, the average annual
net inflow of foreign workers amounted to 1.1% of the totaldivilian labour
force during 1950-60 and to 3.2% curing the 1960-63 period.

87. With regard to the question of income distribution the preceding
analysis must not be taken to suggest that the over-compensation of the
initial wage retardation in the third stage of maturity would bring labour
a higlisr share of the national wealth than in the absence of labour immigra-
tion. The fact that the cake is growing faster than it would otherwise is
basically due to the profitability of production under conditions of labour
import - after all, this is the raison d'ete of the employment of foreigners.
But because the structural determinants of capitalist societies effect an

79
Bundesamt . . . (1964), p.94 et seq. Incidentally, a narrowing of the
wage spread does not necessarily prevent the absolute wage differential
from growing.

80
- OF'4CD, Main Economic Indicators, 1957-1966, (Paris, 1968).

81
OECD Economic Surveys, Switzerland (De-ember 1967), p.12.

82
Ibid., p.10 et seq.

83
Another approach (cf. S. Hollinger et al. (1972), p. 255 et se .)
is to assume that the skill level ora labour force is c ed through the
import of labour and that because low skilled workers receive lower wages
the share of labour in national income is depressed accordingly. We have
repeatedly stressed that essentially Lhere is a replacement process at work
which does not alter the relative skill proportions. Cf. above Part II
and especially P.27.
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unequal distribution of weal s, the employer profits mo'e from the import

of labour than the employee.

88 This does not mean, however, that the indigenous labour force clops
not reap a certain profit from the employment of foreigners in absolutb

terms. First of all, the smooth growth of the economy under labour '\

import compared with friction in a closed labour market ensures a higher
real growth of wages in per capita terms with the beginning of the third.

stage of maturity. Secondly, the social, upgrading of many indigenous

workers ensures that they earn relatively more than if they had remained
in their old work places. Thirdly, while immigrants contribute approxi -k

mately inlg same proportion to tax and social security as the indigenous
population, 86they certainly receive much less than the average per capita

.expenditure. Consequently, taxes on wages and profits and/or on consumer
good's need not be raised in proportion to the increase of the working popula-

tion or total population.
The most glaring example of this is the fact that the receiving country
imports labour which has been schooled and possibly trained at no cost to

84
As .s well recognised by the Dutch study referred to earlieo, Ceatraal

Planbureau (1972)*, p.38. See also G. Kade and G. Schiller (1972), p.27:

"Additional profits . . are retaified by employers (where they may,
eventually, be subject to taxes) wVilst additional burdens have to be

borne by society as a whole. This is also the reason why increased
social burdens do not react uponiihe growth in demand.'

85 \

As far as direct taxes are concerned, the over-representation of foreign i.N,

workers in low wage positions leads to a lower per capita tax contribution

relative to the national worker. This deficit tends to he compensated

by extensive overtime earnings: n relation to the population as A

whole this defi is more than ,-- .t- compensated by (a) the fact. th

PIPI
immigrants to to derive a. higher share of their incoiie from (high tax-

bearing) em oymeut than the indigenous population (where low tax-bearing
unearned income is more significant, cf. K. Jones and A.D. Smith (1970),

p.92), and (b) by their higher degree of economic activity. In Munich .,

it was calculated that for direct taxes the foreign contribution was lOW

below the German per capita employee level, but that in relation to the
population as a whole the foreign per capita level was 18% higher. See

Landeshauptstadt MOnchen (1972), pp.86-8. As far as indirect taxes,

which usually make up about half of a nation's receipts,arp concerned,
the relatively low paid foreigner probably contributes a sraller per
capita amount than his national counterpart. But this is by no means

a negligible contribution to a state's finances, see S. Bullinger et al.

(1972), pp.188 et sea. and p.390. In addition to the directly relevant

social capital outlays there is also "a large part of public expenditure

. . . of an 'overhead' variety which does not vary appreciably with

population, for example, expenditure for foreign aid, national defense,
agricultural assistance, servicing of public debts, etc. Therefore,

tax contributions from immigrants would reduce the tax burden of natives

on account of these very important items of public expenditure".

M.W. Reder (1963), p.224.

86
Cf. Chapter file below,
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itself - these infrastructural costs have been borne by the sending country.
87

And fourthly, in countries where current social security oenefits such as
old age pensions are paid for by the present working population (as opposed
to the insurance-type accumulation systems), the proportionate receipts
from foreigners are not matched by out-payments because immigrari popula-
tions are young and healthy. This permits higher nationahout-payments
and/or lower deductions than in the absence of immigration - an effect
from which both employers and employees profit according to their differen-
tial liabilities (though in the final analysis it is probably the employee
who profits most because employers tend to consider social security contri-
butions as part of the "real" wages they pay because these contributions
are part of their total labour costs).

89 In evaluating these various effects one cannot but draw the conclusion
that the net inequitable effect must be very small indeed.89 Even authors
who have used most unrealistic assumptions in this context have come to
the conclusion that "the effects on per capita real income and distribution
are less immediate and, certa4n . . . These longer run changes are likely
tV be small compared with the changes wrought by managerial and technologOal

78
----insofar as this enables the-receiving-country to keep taxes on wages I

and profits low relative to the sending countries, it strengthens its
competitive situation vis-a-vis those countries. The higher the

. external turnover, the more pronounced this effect.

88
H. Salowsky (1972), pp.16 and 22, calculated that in 1970 iGermany
foreign workers contributed 16% of the in- payments for cld age pensions
and received 0.5% of the out-payments." Moreover, about one third of
the out-payments was compensated by pensions paid to Germans formerly
employed abroad, see ibid, n.21 p.18. Another German calculation
reports that 'ithe pension system paid out,no more than 11% of the amount
to foreigners which they had contributed to it in 1965. During this
year the system woUld-havebeen in the red had it not been for the
contributions from foreign workexis . . Due to this additional
income of the pension system from foreigners it was not necessary to
raise the rate of contributions from 14% to 15% before the year 1968.
Otlerwise this measure would have been necessary much earlier".
U. MehrlAnder (1969), p.76. The draw-back to this momentary relief
is of course that it incurs long-term liabilities, that ice, the pensions
or part of them accruing to foreigners formerly employed in the receiving
country will have to be financed by the future working population. See

ibid., p.77 et seq., especially p.83, and Steinjan (1966), p.14 et seq.

89
E.J. Mishan and L. Needleman (1966a), (1966b) and (.968), and E.J. Mishan

(1970). Their model measures the impact of large scale net migration
(446,000 workers p.a. or 632,000 people including dependents over a 30

/' year period) associated with corresponding new capital investment in a
situation of given excess demand - a model which necessarily results in
additional inflation, higher imports and lower exports.
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innovation over time.
90 We suggest that, ceteris paribus, the wage growth

determinant of variations of the share of labour in national income comes

near to have compensated in the third stage of maturity the initial losses

relative to capithl and is likely to have overcompensated them in absolute

terms. That is, while the beneficial dynamics of labour import are Int

likely to restore completely the original situation, ceteris paribus,

because of the distributive norms of our societies, the open labour market

brings forth a higher real per capita growth than would be possible without

immigration. (In a closed labour market the initial increase in employee

compensation would be shortlived if, given increasing internal and external

demand for goods.and services,
employers were able to pass on their losses

in increased prices, thereby recovering profits; and in modern conditions

of "stagflation this would seem to he possible even without an increase

in final demand. If employers reacted to a decrease in their share of the

national wealth with reduced investment ,'this would quickly depress the

compensation of employe3sanda new balance -tight be foUnd at a lower level,

possibly with a lasting "brake' effect.) Figure 2 exPresses our reasoning

in graphic form.

90. Furthermore, even though in an aggregate model increasing return to

capital outstrip increasingreturns to labour, a consideration of the national

labour force...etIative to capital would suggest that it has not been negatively

affected- at all because considerable sections have moved into more highly

paid positions. .
Per capita the national worker is as well off in respect

of equity as without immigration (for his move into better paid jobs is

analytically independent of the availability of foreign labour, i.e. it

affects labour import but labour import does not affect his upgrading).

In terms f the abselute growth of per capita wages and the share of labour,

the national worker is likely to receive markedly more due to the

beneficial dynamics of labour import than without immigration. For once,

he can have his cake and eat it.

90

91

E.J. Mishan and L. Needleman (1968), p.282. Their quantitative results

are as follows: "For the standard case of'constant returns to s ale

(and) for an elasticity of factor substitution, o, of 0.5 this ifferen-

tial loss in real per capita income (in an open opposed to a closed,

labour market) runs at the rate of 1'9 per annum in ihe 30th year -

taking no account . . . of the terms.of trade effect . . . Fo

the increasing returns to scale case given by V equals 1.2 (and) for
a a of unity, however, the per capita income loss increases until the

20th year after which it starts to decline,while for a u of 0.5 the
loss grows to the 6th year, then declines steadily until the 15th year,

after which there appears a positive per capita income gain that reaches
close to i19 in the 30th year." Ibid., p.294. Adverse movement in the

termsof trade (built into the model) increase the differential loss

appreciably, while smaller net immigration reduces it proportionately.

See also E.J. Mishan (1970), p.165 et ses.

Ceteris paribus need not obtain, of course. With increasing wealth

governments are less constrained to adjust the tax system in favour

of labour than otherwise.
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Figure 2

SHARE OF CAPITAL AND LABOUR
IN GROWING NATIONAL INCOME UNDER IMMIGRATION

3'

1- V = Share of capital
A = Share of labour

2-2' = Share of capital

B = Share of labour

3-3' = Share of capital

C = Share of labour

when immigration commences

during first two stages Of migration

during third stage of migration

= Size of national income if there had been no migration

4-4' = Share of capital

= Share of labour
if there had been no migration or when migration stops



(c) Goods Price Inflation and the Balance of Payments

91 The preceding section suggests that white the initial wage-dampening

effect has a noticeable anti-inflationary t,ence, it is uncertain whether

the net effect of continuing slight dampening of wage growth in relation to
immigrant-induced wage pressure during the third stage o2maturity is
positive or negative in terms of factor trice inflation. The net result

can
.

only be very small either wayand will depend primarily on the degree
of external turnover. ror argument's sake the net effect of the third
stage of maturity on factor price- inflation may be-assumed to be zero.
However, this does not Mean that other anti-inflationary effects associated
with polyannual migrations have lost their force during this stage. These

relate to the deflationary impact of immigrants on internal consumer goods
prices directly and through the balance of payments.

92. Polyannual migrants are originally motivated by the desire to earn

and save as much'money as possible. The first wave of single migrants
does just that and 1. rge sums are remitted to their families. The

subsequent wave of arried migrants, who initially leave their families behind

may remit an even gher portion of their total savings while living at near

subsistence levels'in the receiving country. When dependants rejoin the
breadwinner the most pressing reason for a large part of the remittances
disappears and more

3
consigner expenditure will now be effected in the

receiving country. WhenWhen the individual family time and again extends
its stay and while it increasingly becomes adjusted to and enmeshed in
the receiving country's society, its consumer behaviour becomes progres-
sively indistinguishable from that of the indigenous population. Still,

the external turnover which feeds unadjustel single and married migrants
into the system and releases those who cannot or will not stay longer
assures that even after the first two stages of migr a tion the immigrant

population as a whole has a markedly higher savings r tio than the
indigenous population. In Switzerland, for instance, the savings ratio
stood ai. 60% in 1950 and 50% in 1955. Since that time it has decreased

to 30%.
94

External transfers amoented to 35% of the petal income of

foreigners in 1950, to 25% in 19G6 and to 18% in 1970. In Germany in

1970 external transfers in the region of 25% indiggted at least double the
savings ratio of the indigenous population, 12.*

92
M. Peston (1971), p.83, emphasizes the distinction ')etweenImmigration
as a possible cause of inflation and immigration as an effect of infla- .

Besides, immigrant-induced ag pressure is not ;imply the difference

between satisfied and ,generated demand. AL tle higher rate of wage
growth during maturity one is likely to have a relatively higher 'sate of
inflation than at the lower rate of growth which would occur in the

absence of immigration.

93 R. Braun (1970), p.260, found that 57% of the single b)lt only 19% of the
married Italians in a matured stream sent money to their parents in Italy.

See also ibid., p.255 et seq.

94
1,:__Tuchtfeldt (1965), p.645.

95
H. Salowsky (1971), p.'4 n.99.

96
Ibid., p.50. For Germany, see also R. Hentschel et al. (1968), p.10/11,

and U. Mehrl4nder (1969), p.135. For Britain, K. Jones and A.D. Smith

(1970), p.93..
sse/



o;
). Not only does the statistical average of single plus unaccompanied

plus foreign workers with dependants show a lower consumer expenditure
relative to the national average, but the lower dependency ratio of the
foreign population means tOlt it produces more and consumes less than

the indigenous population. The averagepnopensity to save and the
dependency ratio effect combine to exert a strondeflationary impact on
consumer goods prices and indirectly on capital goods prices as well.
Food and clothing, Which form the bulk of the expenditure of the unadjusted
and supposedly temporary migrant, possibly experience the smallest defla-
tionary effect; waves of demand for certain consumer durables from
adjusted migrants can lead to minute changes in the structure 'of imports
and production and some accelerator effects may even send ripples through
the capital goods industry; but overall the Bgt effect can only be a
marked reduction of pressure in final demand. This is highly desirable

in a generally inflationary situation. During a recession the net defla-
tionary effect pales into insignificance relative to the main determinants
of a recession.

r It could now be argued that a higher savings ratio on the side of
foreigners provides a proportionately greater amount of investment resources
(assuming no hoarding) and could thereby fuel the fires of inflation. But

the relationship between current account holdings and investment spending
is very tenuous indeed and whether greater investment iS desirable or not
in a given situation is not a question that can be answered by reference to
the availability of capital.

9:). Remittances have the advantage of withholding money from the consumer
market as dell as froM the banking system and putting it at the disposal
of the central bank. Whether or not the loss of foreign currency itself
is desirable depends age's on the given situation. When the trade balance
leaves the current account in sizeable surplus even after a reduction by
invisibles, countries are usually happy to see their balance of payments
brought nearer to equilibrium by remittances. Conversely, when a trade
deficit is just about rectified, by net invisible earnings, ae gross outflow
of foreign currency in terms of remittances is not welcome.

. However, "in evaluating the repittances,of foreign workers one should
always bear in mind. their close connection with other items of the balance
of payments. Without additional foreign workers . . . production would
doubtless be smaEar than is the ,-,ase now, exports would be smaller and
imports larger.' Looking at the import side first, the consequen':e
of the high savings ratio of immigrants is that the import content of their
current expe:Iditure is likely to be Lelow that of he indigenous population;
and as immigrants satisfy More demand than they create on consumer markets,
the import content of immigrant-induced capital e.spenditure in this sector

97
In 1969 foreign workers formed about 7% of the total German labour fonce.
The consumer demand during that year amounted to 3% of total private.

demand. See. H. Salowsky (1971), p.47.

98
If, as we assumed in our introductory example (p.23 ), the et addition

to total private consumer demand in a single year is abs rbed by produc-
tivity advances, the net inflow of foreign workers in consumer goods

industries has i corresponding deflationary impact on consumer goods

markets,

99
Allefresde (1969). p.32, pointed, out a simple remedy to this currency

drain, namely to encourage family migration and the reunion of separated

families.

100 Monatsber:.chte der Deutschen Pundesbank, No.6/1971, quoted in H, Salowsky



is also likely to be below average.
101

The postulated extra production
through labour import may of course serve to some degree as a substitute

for imports where imports are caused by supply shortages.

97. As far as exports are concerned, the mere fact that foreigsers

contribute to the growth 9f production means, ceteris Reyibus, that they

contribute to the growth (of exports - eithee. directly through employment in

the export sector or indirectly through the replacement-upgrading process.

More importantly, the import of labour causes a strong positive movement in

the terms of trade during the first two stages of maturity through its

dampening effect on both factor price and goods price inflation. This

does of course strengthen the competitive situation of the receiving

country. While the effect on factor price inflation may be assumed to

be neutral in the third stage of maturity, the deflationary effect on

goods price inflation remains significant, thus maintaining some of the

positive development-1.n the terms of trade.

98 Furthermore, in a disaggregated model one must accord most of the

dampening and deflationary effects to the secondary sector and most of

the immigant-induced wage pressure to their infrastructural requirements.

Manufacturing exports, therefore, continee to draw a disproportionate

benefit from the employment of foreigners in terms of export prices. The

greater adaptability of the receiving country's labour force - achieved

through bottleneck relief, better capacity utilization, overtime, and

shorter delivery times:- in conjunction with the general deflationary

impact on goods prices",enables the receiving couVy to respond more

effectively to changes in comparative advantage. From the viewpoint

of the labour sending country this means that it suffers under a permanelt

disadvantage whidih derives from its own emigration. In other words, the

beneficial effects of labour import under conditions of external turnover

widen the
0J
competitive gap between the sending country and the receiving

i
country. While

4
the latter is dependent on the former for its prosperity,

the former becomes ever more dependent on the latter for the export of its

101

11
E.J. Mishan and L. Needleman (1966b), p.36, and K. Jones and A.D. Smith

(1970), p.156, as; ume average per capita proportions. It is interest-

ing to note that ev,1 for countries associated with the traditional type

of family immigration such as Australia, there is no negative influence

on importS, cf. J. Kmenta (1966), and the critique in J.H Duloy (1967),

p.232.

102 In a closed labour market export prices would soon come under pressure

with negative repercussions for the balance of trade and the balance of

payments and possibly depressing effects on the economic development as

a whole.

103 These results contrast sternly with '-hose of Mishan and Needleman who

presuppose a one-way relationship between domestic output and exports:

". . .
there is no evidence that any of the increase in output (deriving

from immigrants) would bra exported.'' (1966b), p.37. They then go on

to say: ". . . we have assumed that the whole of the immigrants' output

is available for the home market. Should any proportion be exported,

the larger this is, the less adverse the immigrants' effect on the balance

of payments. But at the same time, the longer will it take for their

domestic supply to offset the domestic demand they generate". Ibid.,

p.43/4. On the other hind, even, Swiss authors not known for their

favourable disposition towaeds foreign workers have maintal.nad that the

desirable export effects, which they admitted, outweigh any undesirable

currency losses. See e.g. W. WittmAnn (1962), p.279, and Th. Keller

(190), pp. 348-9. See also fn. 87 above.
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labour surplus. Obviously the only way to alter this situation is to
bring the work to the wo.1<er.

OQ
lie In effect, remittances can be seen to be a. vehicle of this feedback
effect. "It is an old rule that currency which flows abroad has' the
tendency to return in the form of increased demand-for goods and services,"

104

Recent research has shown a negative relationship between the rate of growth
of remittances from Germany to Greece and the rate of growth of the trade
deficit between the two countries,'Le. increasing remittances paid for a
decreasing part of the growing trade deficit. "Here the function of .

remittances becomes clear. They not only satisfy the needs of the-popula-
tion which stayed at home, they also satisfy the demand for higher consumer
goods which have to be imported from abroad. Empirical surveys show that
in the beginning remittances serve to feed the families and to provide them
with the most necessary household goods. Afterwards they are used for
buying consumer durables, such as refrigerators, washing machines, radios,
furniture, etc., and only then for the acquisition of land, a house (and so
on)'. . . The picture of a foreign .corker who drives home during his
holiday in his own car is not a rarity any more. . . . Foreign vorkers
help to cover the existing trade deficit of their country of origin towards
their country of employment but they also contribute to the widening or at
best the maintenance of this

lob
deficit through their steadily growing demand

and that of their families."

104
S. Balke (1966), p.173/4. See also C. Rosenm8ller (1970), pp.2314 4.
K. Jones and A.D. Smith (1970) regarded their own estimate that half
the remittances would return as export demand as on the high side, see
p.157.

M. Nikolinakos (1971b), p.7878.



(d) Capital Deepening and Capital Widening - Productive Capital

100. Target workers are not in the possession of a significant amount of
personal capital at the moment of immigration that could be used to finance

additional productive assets. Indirectly, however, contemporary polyannual

migrations in. Europe seem to have attracted overseas investors. But assum-

ing that this was of no significance, how true is the traditional deduction
that labour import retards capital deepeV)gg and thereby inhibits the long

run determinant of real economic growth? "This raises a question in

which our ignorance is profound. The steady level of wages did not inhibit

rapid technological change in Britain in the period from 1815 to 1873, nor
did rising wages after the latter date prevent the slowing down of techno-
logical progress up to World War I. More currently . . . Britain has had

a. relatively slow rate of increase in productivity with a limited labor

force and rising wages, whereas Germany has been able to shift smoothly
from capital-widening to capital-deepening as called for by the classic.

mechanism. In France, technical changes seem to have been relatively

independent of the labor position. In Switzerland it may be true that the

availability of large numbers of foreign workers prior to 1964 slowed down
the movement toward automation ity) more capital intensive methods, but the

evidence is far from complete." The validity and reliability, of the

traditional deductive reasoning could also be questioned by reference to
the eh.pirical fact that in 'post-war EurOpe the .growth of the lngur force
has effected productiyity increases in the receiving countries and by

reference to the situation in the sending countries.where a superabundance
of labour ng cot hindered the setting up of the most modern capital-intensive

equipment. What accounts for this gap between theory and practice?

106
See e.g. U. Harms (1966), p.280: "The changes in the structure of
industries and firms which are necessary for, the long term growth of the

economy, especially the continuous substitution of labour by capital

which provides productivity advances, are economically not enforced to

the same degree with easy availability of foreign labour as with .a closed

labour market. The elimination of marginal firms and unprofitable produc-

tion processes is delayed. These delaying effects in the structural

change of the economy must doubtlessly be regarded as negative because

they hinder growth." In erfect, "an influx of additional labour does not

itself prevent the adoption of a labour-saving device: the influx must

be such as to cause a sufficient rise in the price of capital; Conversely,

no shortage of labour in such an economy will of itself encourage the

adoption of known cost reducing labour-saving devices." E.J. Mishan

and L. Needleman (1968), p.516 note 2. Ibid.: No casual observer of

the U.K. economy would find it hard to believe that some cost-reducing

labour-saving innovations are fairly readily available but which, either

for institutional reasons (peaceful labour-management relations) or

because of the force of inertia, are just not adopted."

107
C.P. Kindleberger (1967), p.203-4. For the Swiss situation see also

Bundesamt . . . (1964), p.101 et seq,

108 The U.N. Economic Commission for Europe 0.964), ch.II, n.18 p.13, found

that ';each 1 per cent increase in labour force is associated with an

additional 0.39% increase in labour productivity." H. Gierscn ctme to

a' smilar result for the 1950-1965 period in Germany, see V. Merx (1969),

p.34 et sea., and (1972), p.4. 1

109
Cf. G. Schiller (1971), p.182 .t sea.
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101. In the first place it is often riot appreciated that capital widening,
too,leads to productivity advances in the form of rationalisation of the

production process. Capital widening through the expansion-of existing
capacity or the ,setting up of ub firms implies that the most up-to-date

machinery, etc. , is installed. 'Employers, if they, invest, always

effect the most econe:mical solution for the productlin process, .regardless

of whether additional labo'r is available or not.'

102 . Secondly, labour imp
in the short run.

rt helps to realize economies of scale, at least

105. Thirdly, the addition
external turnover of the fo
productivity advances, espe

104. Increased capital deep
hand, would demand a higher
faster disappearance of marg

1 labour market flexibility deriving from the
eign.workforce makes itself felt in sii2ificant

ially in periods of slack employment.

ning.in a closed labour market, on the other
obility from the indigenous work force and a'
nal firms - when, as we have shown, it is the

socio-economically determined\ lack of geographic mobility of indigenous

workers and in particular theWr movement out of socially undesirable jobs
which causes the immigration in the first instance and when it is well
known that competitive problems are likely to be "''solved" by subsidies.

Marginal product..^s, incidental y, are by no means confined to the low

productivity sector, and any w ge pressure'relief they obtain through

labou ?port is only momentar and does, not chan, their structural situa-

tion. Increased capita deepening would presumably also entail greater

imports of capital goods. f the demand for capital goods could not be

satisfied quickly enough, this ightwell cause prices to rise and produc-

tion to stagnate. And lastly, sinde the third stage of maturity, i.e.
when foreigners are concentrated in THufacturing in general and therefore
in capital goods industries as w 11, the receiving country could late
literally not produce the requir d capital goods without immigrants.

110
Cf. A. Nydegger (1963), p.3126 A.N.E. Jolley (1971), p.56, also emphasises

that embodied technological p gress tends to be under-measured.

111
C. F8111 (1967), p.126. See a so the instructive chapter 6 in P.B.
Doeringer and Michael J. Picre (1971), where it is shown how menu acturing
industries introduce labour saying techniques without bothering a11out the

labour market zituat:3n except when manning new machinery appears as a

major hurdle.

112
V. Merx (1969), p.126, also atti ibute the flexibility element with

productivity gains. For empir.cal evidence see G.C. Schmid (1971).

113
Cf. K.-H. HOrnhues (197D), pp.86-8.

114

115 In Germany foreign workers are over-represented in capital goods indus-
tries compared with total manufacturing, see V. Merx (1972), Appendix

table 23.

Bundesamt . . (1964), p.105-6:

116 One could 'even speak of a, desirable effect of the employment of foreigners

on the trend towards capital deepening The relatively strong employment

. . . in the capital goods industry has surely contributed decisively to
the fadt that this industry was able to satisfy almst compl tely the

strong demand for new machinery during the last years.' S. Balke (1966),

p.173. See 3.10 M. Nikolinako- (1971a).
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105. What influence is immigration likely to have on the investment
decisir.is of employers? Private employers are baiically guided by trends

in mart et developments. Markets are largely influenced by per capita

income c,.::...ges and by the growth of the population itself. Matured

immigrations raise real per capita wages faster than in the absence of
immigration and net immigration'of course increases the pbpulation.
Therefore, labour immigration tends to increase the. propensity to invest.

117

106. Increased general propensity to invest does not/necessarily lead to

a differential propensity to capital widening or deepening, especially if

one bears in mind that macro -economically the net/addition to the labour

force amounts at most to 1-2% of the labour force/and to a Slightly lower
proportion in relation to the total population ,(and to an even lower propor-
tion in relation to final demand). What is, nationally a small and gradual

addition to a highly fluctuating.quantity may, however, be more pronounced
in various regions. and sectors.of the economy.

'Icy?. Yet to condemn any capital widening as being a priori detrithental,

I/
is to clamour for an abstract notio of profitability which has no counter-

part in the varied realities of e nomic life where industrialists always
choose the most cost reducing type of investment rellignt to their circum-
stances irreSpective of the labour market situation.

108. Moreover; the pure mo els of .economic theory abstract from a reality
where "the innovations might not have been made which enable one to make

the most desirable inves'ment . . . the supply of the necessary investment

goods and services is Laab1ie to be slow due to the conditions of persistent

heavy demand. and hence bottlenecks . . . e'en if the innovations have,been

made and the finance Js aVailable, a considerable time lag inevitably occurs
between the realizatpn that a project is feasible and its being brought

into operation. This time lag cannot just be discounted, for the system

has to keep going in the Meantime. In the long run clearly the answer 119

to be found in new techniques, but we live in the perpetual short-term."

109. Much of the theoretical reasoning seems to be guided by tl7fe picture

of corporate giants like IBM or General Motors which can afford to trade
off short-term against long-term profitability. By/othe vast majority of
private employers does not fall into this category, and smaller employers

117 Cf. K. Jones and A.D. Smith (1970), p.125,'and V. Merx (1969), p.24.

118
Cf. above p.52.

119
P. Jenner (1966), p.114/5. See also the similar reasoning based on

extensive interviews in Bundesamt . . (1964), p.104 (where the

intriguing idea was put forward that temporary abstention from immed-
iate introduction of new technology might enable one to skip inter-
mediary steps of the technological development, i.e. to save capital).
D. aillat (1972b), p.21, also stresses the inhibiting effects of time

lags.

120 D. Maillat (1972b), p.21, emphasizes the small size and family owner-

ship of many Swiss businesses.



and their financiers are reluctant to incur delays arising from the intro-
duction of caphil intensive processes, especially under conditions of
rising demand.

110. Lastly, the traditional deductive approach does not even consider that
new capital investment may be induced by the availability of immigrant labour.
New equipment is often too expensive to be worked only a standard working
week and it

14
alu4 st be employed as intensively as nnIsible thus necessitating

shift work. While indigenous labour's reluctance to take up shift work
could in many cases only be overcome at a cost which would maki25he under-
taking uneconomic, this does not hold true for target workers. Therefore,
"a rise in wage rates, especially fox shift work, would have had an inhibit-
ing effect on the rate of new cqital investment and it would have been
cheaper to use older machinery!'

111. In summary it could be said that if in the short-term situation the
most economical type of investment is effected regardless of labour market
pressure, if economies of scale are realized, if productivity advances are
gained through increased labour market flexibility, if there is a greater
propensity to invest but not necessarily a differential propensity to
widen or deepen, and if the short-run constraints of the situation inhibit
the introduction of labour-saving techniques - then it is presumptuous to
translate this into a permanent retardation of real growth. The continuous
short-term productivity gains, which increase national wealth all the time,
outstrip the gains obtainable from a hypothet gal switch towards greater
capital deepening in a closed labour market. Even though one may find
instances where availability of foreign labour and a tendency to capital
widening are linked, sucn Ls in quarrying and construction for example
(and whether or not this matters in terms of international competitiveness),
the questions which have to be answered are whMer the benefits derived
from labour import outweigh the disadvantages, and secondly, whether
the competitive process is blunted by the availability of labour or by some
other factor such as the rapid expansion of final demand which enables firms
to shelter from the winds of economic change.

121
A leader of Dutch employers reiterated that "the replacement of manual
labour by more sophisticated machinery, because of the relatively lower
wages during that time did, in many cases, not show a reasonable pay-out
time." J. Barentsz (1972), p.22. American manufacturing industries
seem to be oharacterisec by a pay-out period of 2-3 years, see P.B.
Doeringer and M.J. Fiore (1971), n.12 p.125.

122
B.G. CoheL and P.J. Jenner (1968), p.54. See also above p.11.

123
Ibid. See also M. Peston (1969), p.644.

124
B.G. Cohen and P.J. Jenner (1968), p.55.

125
V. Merx (1969), p.70, also suggests that the gains outweigh the
productivity losses.

126
For the construction industry both the Swiss commission (Bundesamt
(1964), p.102-3), and W. Steinjan (1966), p.13, answer the question in
the affirmative.
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11" Given this overall evaluation what are the specific effects of labour
import on capital deepening/widening with respect to the self-feeding

migration stream in a disaggregated model? At the beginning we find that

foreigners are solely engaged on work places vacated by the indigenous

population. This is usually of little importance to manufacturing
industries because the initial demand for foreign labour generally origi-

nates in the agricultural or service sector or in construction. The re-

placement of indigenous workers in vacated work places means that immigrants

do not cause new in"estment expenditure in terms of productive capital,

whether or not there is general excess demand for labour. (One could

arrive at a different conclusion only by mistaking cause for effect. ) Alsg the

amount of resources set aside for the renewal of equipment (i.e. apart from

deepening or widening) will not differ simply because the nationality of

the worker has changed. These work places, moreover, have a generally

low capital endowment (i.e. cleaners, auxiliary workers, etc.,. The fact

that indigenous workers tend to move out of low paid/low productivity jobs

into high wage/high productivity jobs does in itself constitute a gain of

productivity.

113. So195r or later the manufacturing sector will be drawn into this

process. Here,too,indigenous workers begin to leave socially undesir-

able jobs and move either into high wage sectors or out of manufacturing

altogether. The same happens with school-leavers who begin to shun even

high wage and/or expanding industries in preference for the social status

of service employment. Consequently, the existing (highly productive!)

capital stock could not be used fully and growth potential of the economy

would have to be wasted if foreign workers could not be engaged instead.

Initially this process may hit the low wage manufacturing branches hardest -

and it may well lead to the first instances of immigrant-induced new invest-

ment on the pattern Cohen and Jenner described. Gradually it will affect

all branches, whether high wage or low wage, growing or declining in employ-

ment. Natural wastage, net out-movements to_the service sector and dis-

Esmlissalelylow numbers of indigenous new entrants cannot be recovered

by productivity under conditions of high demand and therefore require the

immigration oills,eimers. While the bulk of the immigration may still

be of the vacation-replacement type which does not entail new capital

expenditure, the rest becomes increasingly involved with the ongoing

expenditure of capital in manufacturing - not necessarily with capital

widening, but with acapital stock which is fast developing and which would

be underutilized if it failed to attract enough workers.

114. In the final stages of the self-feeding process the employment of

foreigners in vacated work places is accompanied by the employment of

foreigners in work places necessary for the satisfaction of immigrant-

induced demand. The latter certainly causes new capital expenditure,

though there is no a priori way of knowing the incidence of capital

widening vs. capital deepening. But what is equ....11y certain is that if

immigration were curtailed, the given highly productive capital stock

could not be worked economically, which would mean a corresponding loss of wealth.

Surely, it is putting the cart before the horse under these conditions

127
Cf. above p.11 et seq.
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to speak of the capital requirements of immigrants.
128

Rather one should
speak of the labour requirements of capital.

115. In looking for empirical evidence one is first attracted by the
example of Switzerland where the problem has been most hotly disputed.
The OECD Economic Survey of 1967 states: "The years of a sharply accelera-
ted rise in employment (1961 to 1963) saw a significant fall of productivity
advances, and, conversely, the period of virtual stable labour input (1964-
1966) an even more pronounced upturn . . The repercussions of the ?ass
ample labour supply on productivity have been particularly important in the
industrial sector, which had most heavily drawn on foreign labour during
the early sixties . . . Given the virtually unchanged wage trend,
the accelerated rise in labour productivity has been associated with an
improvement of the cost position of the Swiss economy . . . While the
favourable repercussions of the new foreign labour regulations on labour
productivity and costs can hardly be disputed,it is by no means certain
whether the overall domestic output/demand balance has also been favourably
influenced . . . On the production side there is, however, little doubt
that, despite increased labour saving investments and the more economical
use of available manpower resources, the growth potential of the Swiss
economy has been reduced, notably after the initial benefits from the
adaptation period had been passed. On the demand side, the expansion of
total private consumption has been curbed because of the stabilization of
employment and the weaker growth of total population which should also
have produced a dampening effect on housing demand and certain types of
infra-structural and productive investments . . . It would be difficult
to explain the sharp weakening of the propensity to invest without
relating it somehow to the changed labour supply situation." Whether
this allows one to reason a contrario that it was the labour import which
led to an uneconomical use of labour resources is, in our opinion, a
different question. Manufacturin g. has from time to time undergone a
"shake -out'' of labour in situations where availability of labour, foreign
or otherwise, played no role. And in Switzerland the unchanged wage
growth after the curtailment of immigration would seem to indicate that
the mismanagement of labour resourceqlwas not primarily related to the
easy availability of foreign labour. What is indisputable, however,
is the fact that Switzerland's growth of wealth received a severelied
more than temporary setback, in absolute if not per capita terms.

128

..11.10....=.11.4-
Cf. E.J. Mishan and L. Needleman (1966a),(1966b), and H.-J. RUstow (1965),
(1966), who assume that all immigrants require capital expenditure and
that all of this will be new investment. The calculations by Mishan
and Needleman lead them to conclude, "if there is so much spare capacity
in the economy that less than one-tenth of immigrant capital needs has
to be met from new investment, then from the first year of the inflow
.there is primary excess small." (1966b) p.43. Our estimate would
put the cushion of spare capacity at about 50%. Shift work, for
example, is a form of spare capacity embodied in existing capital.
The correspondence between the regional distribution of spare capacity
and immigration is assured by the entry procedure and well reflected in
the concentration of immigrants in the industrial conurbations.

129
D. Maillat (1972b), p.22, reports that labour costs had not decreased
relative to capital during the period of unrestricted immigration,
1950-1963. In other words, labour import did not lessen the incentive
to substitute capital for labour.

130 Cf, ibid., p.3.
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1164 In the case of France131 the indigenous employees increased by 5.5%
in the secondary sector and by 21.0% in the service sector during the inter-
census period 1962-1968 (foreign employees = 28.8% and 23.2%, respectively).
During this period 468,000 new work places in the still expanding secondary
sector were filled by Frenchmen and 1,400,000 in the growing tertiary sector
(foreign workers = 195,000 and 61,000 respectively). Of the total of
256,000 toitiatual211922 filled with foreigners, 9,000 relate to
textiles and clothing, two sectors where overall employment declined while
foreign er.ployment still increased - the sort of situation which would.
suggest that in France, tis2 foreign immigration may well have induced new
capital investments here. Another 13,000 of the additional jobs were
in domestic services, where the total Pmployment figure for foreign and
French workers declined in absolute terms. Immigrants for those 256,000
new jobs could have been imported from abroad or have left the declining
branches of the secondary and tertiary sector (extractive industries,
metal production, public administration and domestic services). The net
increase of foreigners in the secondary and tertiary sector amounted to
231,000. 9,000 of these are attributable to the out-movement from the
primary sector, leaving 222,000 to derive from immigration and a maximum
of 34,000 from intra-sectoral shifts (256,000-222,000), always assuming
that the natural increase of the immigrant population, changes in labour
force participation and changes from seasonal or frontier statusA9
permanent status are negligible. During the period 1962-1967/8 France
admitteI 693,000 foreigners for the secondary and tertiary sector. As

figure., on net migration are not milable; we assume that half of these,
i.e. 347,000 were net immigrants. The other 347,000 entrants were
therefore engaged to replace returning foreigners on existing work places.
(If the average length of stay is 3 years, almost one fifth of the foreign
work force will have to be replaced every year assuming their work places
are not abolished or filled by indigenous labour.) Relating the flow
figures of 222,000 new jobs to the net inflow of 347,000 net immigrants
indicates that 64% of the net immigrants were placed on new work places
(36% on existing work places). Subtracting the domestic service jobs

(13,000) and new entrants (79,000), respectively, raises the proportion
slightly to 68% (assuming that no intra-sectoral movements from declining
industries into the additional domestic service jobs have taken place).
Conversely, if one takes into account the total immigration stream, i.e.
including foreigners newly entering the primary sector and the net out-
movement there of 9,000 workers, the percentage falls to 57%. Eliminating
domestic services here raises it again to 60%. Thus, in the French situa-
tion of still expanding industrial employment, at most two in three of the
net immigrants (or one in three of the gross migrants) are associated with
new capital expenditure - though there is no way of knowing whether this is

related to capital deepening or capital widening. The other third of the
net immigration is of the vacation-replacement type (while half the gross
inflow fills the gap left by returning foreigners). If the share of net

immigration in total immigration had been greater, the proportion of net

131
The following calculations are based on the "Dossier sur l'Immigration"
prepared by M. Vidal and M. Sallois for the 6th French Economic and
Social Plan, and on Annuaire stql2IITAA12Eualt.

132
Cf. footnote 33 above.

133
The census date and immigration periods are not completely congruent
but the bias is the same in 1962 and 1968 and should not result in
significant distortions.

134
A. de la Presle (1971), p.17, suggests that half of all immigrants to

France settle there.

101
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immigrants associated with capital expenditure would have been lower.
For instance, if all 693,000 new entrants had been net entriTgs, the ratio
of new jobs to new immigrants would have been_ottein three. These
quantities would need to be examined further with reference to such quest-
ions as how many of the new work places were in bottleneck situations and
how many have been associated with new machinery in order to evaluate fully
the contribution of immigrant labour to France's growth.

1 17. In the case of Germany, table 4 suggests that there is no consi$tent
relationship between net immigration and capital widening/deepening except
perhaps for the end of the sixties when speculative money deluged Germany.
The earlier peaks in demand for goods around 1959/60 and 1964N had also
induced a slightly greater tendency towards capital widening. Generally

.37
however, the whole period was characterised by increased capitalAntensityl
and a high and slightly increasing level of productivity growth, which
fully supports our reasoning.

Table 4: Investment intentions of German employers and net immigration of
foreign workers, 1956-1970.

Net

immigr.

of foreign
workers

Foreign
share of
increase

Manufacturing
(excl. constr.)

Capital goods
industry

Consumer goods
(excl. food).

in emp-
loyees

Deepen Widen Replace Deepen Widen Replace

II...*

Deepen Widen Replace

'000 % % % %
-----------

1956 11 4 44 35 21 42 38 20 52 22 26

1957 19 3 50 33 17 56 31 13 64 21 15

1958 28 10 54 28 18 56 31 11 66 14 20

1959 71 9 54 32 14 44 45 9 64 23 13

1960 14C 39 49 39 12 41 49 10 66 23 11

1961 149 67 50 40 10 42 49 9 65 25 10

1962 165 82 55 36 9 52 39 9 65 25 10

1963 106 53 54 35 11 58 31 11 66 22 12

1964 182 13 53 36 11 55 35 10 58 27 15

1965 190 83 47 40 13 41 40 19 60 33 7

1966 -15 (100) 51 37 12 47 41 12 56 31 13

1967 -198 (-29) 57 27 16 68 16 16 62 23 15

1968 201 134 49 25 16 50 34 16 50 33 17

1969 434 74 37 53 10 25 63 12 50 41 9

1970 400 78 34 55 11 22 66 12 37 53 10

Source: Ifo-Institut fUr Wirtschaftsforschung, and own computations.

135 The French experience of 38,500 net immigrants p.a. associated with capital
expenditure points towards an absorption of 0.1% of capacity, whereas
E.J. Mishan and L. Needleman (1966b), pp.40 and 43, assume the equivalent
of 1% of the existing capital stock.

136
See also K.-H. Hornhues (1970), p.138-9. His results for the 1960-65
period point to the prevalence of a vacation-replacement process, see ibid.

p.135. In aggregate terms this can also be deduced from the fact that
the total labour force worked as many working hours at the beginning of the
migration as after maturation, see H. Salowsky (1971), p.29.

137
Cf. K.-H. Hornhues (1970), p.137.

138
Cf. OECD "The Growth of Output" (1970), 2.252tm.
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(e) Social Capital Requirements

118. Net immigrants entail demands on social capital housing, health

and social welfare services, education and training, water and energy

supply, waste disposal, communications, leisure facilities, administrative

services, and so on. This is not to say, however, that net immigrants
"cause" demands on social resources - for they also contribute to\their

financing, and polyannual immigrant population ggactually tend to contri-

bute more than the average indigenous person. Moreover, because of

the personal characteristics of target workers they are likely to place

a proportionately lower demand on social capital. The net result is
that the receiving country's fiscal strength is enhanced enormously.
This can best be exemplified by reference to the various stages of

maturity.

119. In the first stage of a polyannual immigration stream, young, healthy
and predominantly single workers make scarcely any demands on social capital

except perhaps in the field of housing. Where employers have traditionally

looked after their workers, as in agriculture or domestic service, there

will be no immigrant-induced demand for housing whatsoever, and the same
holds true when employers generally are obliged to provide housing for

target workers (as is the case for officially recruited workers in France,

Germany, and the Netherlands).

120. In the second stage of maturity the swelling numbers of immigiets

are beginning to make themselves felt on the private housing market,

even in countries where employer-provided-accommodation is the norm.

Herelmore and more immigrants, especially those who want their familiesi41

to join them, leave employer-provided-accommodation for personal reans

or after changing jobs. Immigrants who are not subject to the official

procedure land of course straight on the private housing market. The

fact that unaccompanied married workers have joined the migration stream

does not alter the almost unnoticeable effects associated with single

worker migration. Both kinds of target workers are originally inclined

to live at near subsistence level in order to save money and neither

causes any significant repercussions in welfare services, etc. On the

housing market they filter through into areas where (a) there is a

certain amount of spare capacity and (b) where they perceive relatively

low monetary and social costs, which generally means that they filter

thro'igh to the decaying inner areas of cities and towns or to the out-

lying bidonvilles.

121. With the onset of the third stage of maturity the picture changes

noticeably. The foreign work force/is still growing and wives and

children and sometimes other dependants join the breadwinner. The impact

on the housing market is immediate, although in many cases the strain on

resources is more apparent than real and softened by the high absorptive

capacity of the existing stock. The impact is more apparent than real

because one finds on the housing market the same type of vacation-

replacement process as on the labour market. With the increasing

standard of living the native population tends to move out of the decaying

139
See footnote 85 above.

140 hey are usually barred from public housing on account of either

institutional discrimination or because waiting lists extend over a

longer period than their duration of immigration. As the latter

lengthensomore immigrants become eligible for public housing if

they are not discriminated against on grounds of nationality.

141
Cf. W.R. 138hning (1970a), p.32, for Germany.
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inner cities into the suburbs, laaving,behind the old and the infirm and
the spavftocapacity of which immigrants are-Jonly-too glad to avail them-
selves."'

122. Since the third stage all the consequential services - water, leisure,
waste disposal, communications and administration - come under additional
strain and often require additional labour input. But most important,
health and social welfare services as well as child care and educational
facilities are now affected and need to make room for immigrants. A
few sentences may exemplify the size of the problem.

123. Health and social welfare services first. The favourable age
structure of polyannual migration streams assures that few immigrants
need to be cared for in costly geriatric hospitals or other institutions
for old people. The other side of the coin is that a comparatively
strong demand on maternity services develops, although even here the
immigrant-induced demand may be below that of the indigenous work force
because of the large portion of married immigrants who leave their spouses
behind. Adjustment problems of (both internal and international) migrants
are sometimes said to raise the incidence of mental illnesses, but the
evidence is far from clear. Illnesses occuring in certain sending

142
K. Jones and A.D. Smith (1970) write in their detailed study of the
British situation : "The most relevant development in the housing
market was the settlement of New Commonwealth immigrants in the older
housing stock, near urban centres, vacated by indigenous residents
or earlier immigrant groups as they moved to more modern housing in
the suburbs. If no New Commonwealth immigrants had appeared to
occupy this old housing stock, one of two things would have happened :
either the indigenous population would have remained in these old
houses, or it could have behaved as it did and left. In the former
case, movement to the suburbs and the demand for new housing would
have been substantially lower, consequently indigenous residents
would not have enjoyed such a large improvement in their housing
standards, but there would have been less, potentially inflationary,
investment in housing. In the latter, the old housing stock would
have been scrapped, and an additional demand created for new houses.
Doubtless, in the absence of immigration, the actual reaction of the
indigenous population would have taken a middle course, implying
rather less new housing demand than in fact appeared - and, para-
doxically, a smaller all round improvement in housing conditions than
that which actually occurred - but a higher rate of slum clearance.
There are reasons, however, for supposing that the second of the two
alternatives would have been the more important, and that most of the
movement from slums to suburbs would have occurred in any case". (p.115)
"Government housing policy has been directed towards slum clearance
partly to improve housing standards by means of resettlement in
better accommodation and partly to liberate space which, being now
town centres, it is thought could be made to serve the economy more
fruitfully. This policy has been substantially retarded by the
arrival of new immigrants . . . The capital cost of the new arrivals
in terms of old, unwanted, bricks and mortar may well have been minimal;
but in terms of land usage, an opportunity-cost which seems to have
been generally overlooked, it may well have been substantial." (p.117)
And: "There is no evidence, however, that in setting their (housing)
targets the governments of the day were particularly influenced by the
number of new households expected to be formed, with or without account
being taken of immigration . . . In the past, therefore, the level of
immigration and its effect on the size of the population and new housew
hold formation can have had Little influence on the size of the housing
programme, which has been largely determined by political considerations
or by limited resources". (p.116)
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countries may not always be detected by medical checks upon entry, but
individual illnesses rarely acquire group proportions. In the receiving

country the initial unfamiliarity with industrial work affects the average

accident rates, but with increasing experience and given the favourable

age structure of immigrant workers the average incidenibof accidents is

not likely to be higher than among indigenous workers. In toto, then,

the preponderance of young and able-bodied immigrants assures that Pin

spite of special factors, immigrants' demands on health and welfare

services have been lower than the national average .14 It seems likely

that this effect will be a fairly long-laiting one." The same holds

true for social security benefits in the narrow sense. For example,

greater family size may entail relativelyigeater family allowances where

there is no institutional discrimination, but the fact u;,..* thqre are

always large numbers of married immigrants wholeave their children behind

more than compensates for this in average per capita terms. And even

though comparatively greater number3 of immigrant workers may receive

unemployment benefits during times of recession, provided there is no

institutional discrimination and assuming export of unemployment to be

negligible, the net contributions to retirement, widow and health pensions

more than redress the balance. "Benefits are some ten times as great for

the old as for the rest of the population . . . So for the whole immi-

grant population the average benefit per head in 1961 was only some 60

per cent of that for the total population,falling to 56 per cent in 1966.

In 1981 it would be some 62 per cent on the assumption of no further net

immigration; but, assuming immigration continues, the average benefit
146

would then still be only 56 per cent of that for the total population.

124 . With regard to child care and educational facilities the balance

IA more even - though only if one disregards the enormous savings accruing

to the receiving country through the immigration of people it did not have

to school. First generation immigrants from different ethnic backgrounds

and particularly their children require special teaching in the language

of the host country. Here greater family size magnifies the problems.

Similarly, the high degree of economic activity among target workers means

that foreign womenmayinducerelatively more demand for child care facilities

than indigenous women. On the other hand, the subproletarian existence

excludes immigrants from a proportioni49 participation in the highly
expensive sector of higher education. So, when K. Jones and A.D. Smith
conclude that outside the sector of higher education the overall cost of
education per head of the population was 7% higher for immigrIn families
in 1961 and 37% in 1966 than for indigenous British families, the

figures need to be scaled down drastically in order to arrive at a true

overall evaluation.

143
See U. Mehrlander (1969), p.54 et sea., and H. Salowsky (1972), p.30
et seq., also generally S. Bullinger et, al. (1972), p.209 et seq.

144
K. Jones and A.D. Smith (1970),
hospital usage in Britain.

p.101; see also Lid., p.118 for

145 Cf. U. Mehrlander (1969), p.85, and H. Salowsky (1972), p.45 eteata.,

for Germany.
146

K. J.,nes anal A.D. Smith (1970), pp.104-5.

147
Cf. W.R. B8hning (1972c), pp.23-4.

148
K. Jones and A.D. Smith (1970), p.103; but see also ibid., p.120.



125. The exact weight of the various factors does of course depend on
the composition of the immigration stream. As a rule of thumb we would
suggest that in the third stage of maturity two thirds of newly entering target

workers consist of married workers, at least half qtAliom will sooner
or later be joined by their spouses and children. R.But nine out of
ten of thise will finally turn into permanent settlers. Estimating
further that about one in ten of both single workers and unaccompanied
workers are likely to settle in the receiving country, gives a total
permanent immigration in the region of two fifths of the inflow.
While the external turnover certainly adds undemanding new migrants to the
foreign work force, the replacement of old migrants by new migrants ("rotation")
effectively by passes the united families. Rotation principally affects
single and unaccompanied workers!

126. Governments are well aware of the extremely favourable effects associated
with the first two stages of maturity. These are represented during the third
stage by the two groups of single and unaccompanied foreign workers. Normal
external turnover gives these two groups a combined weight of up to two thirds
of the foreign work force. Governments are apt to understate the extent of
the permanent settlement and of the immediate capital needs of immigrants
because, on the one hand, they are unwilling to admit that "rotation" tends to
be con fined to single and unaccompanied workers and, on the other hand, because
they are loath to take measures to improve the lot of the "foreigner" for fear
of arousing political hostility in the electorate. In their desire not to
forfeit the economic advantages of polyannual immigration, governments also
tend tc. rely tacitly on the high elasticity of the absorptive capacity of
infrastructure. (Infrastructure is generally designed 'or able to accommodate
future needs. You can, for instance, squeeze more people in a house or
school or hospital than originally designed - whereas you cannot squeeze
more people into a given work place.) The combination of objectively lower
requirements by immigrants in a situation of, high absorptive capacity of the

existing infrastructure and disinclination to incur the wrath of the elector-
ate means that governments are likely to spend very little of their additionfil
income on the people from whom they obtained it in disproportionate amounts.
Moreover g2y spending which is undertaken is likely to be spread over a number
of years. The receiving, country's finances are, therefore, greatly

A2omtataratcgstrethenedbconten4orkermiraticm. The more a country is
willing and able to enforce its original Konjunkturpuffer approach, the stronger
this favourable effect. Conversely, the more a country is inclined to

149

Cf. above p.21 -2, and W.R. Bbhning (1972), table 4-3 p.65.

150
Cf. above footnote 48.

151
See footnote 85 above for immigrant-derived income.

152
See also P.M. Karmel (1953), p.89, K. Jones and A.D. Smith (1970), p.107-8,
and D. Collard (1970), p.75. Mishan and Needleman, Rastow and others
generally proceed from the assumption that indigenous and foreign social
capital needs are the same and will all have to be met by new investment
within a year or two of arrival. In. German political circles it has
long been maintained that the infrastructural demands of foreigners are
below those of the indigenous population; see e.g. Deutscher Bundestag
(1967), p.4; W. Steinjan (1966), p.12; also U. Mehrlander (1969), p.I26;
C. RosenmBller (1970), p.233; and S. Bullinger e, t al. (1972), p.168.
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integrate its immigrant population
153

and to guide rather than follow electoral
opinion, the more of the favourable effect will dissipate in the field of
social capital.

127. The alternative scenario, however, of a closed labour market where
indigenous migrants have to satisfy the mobility requirements of the economy
is unlikely to appeal to the receiving country. This would tend to induce
much greater social capital outlays without a commensurate increase in
receipts, The indigenous worker is "likely to expect a far better standard
of social capitthand this is likely to be met much more swiftly than with
the immigrant."

128. Albeit that the effective requirements of the total immigrant population
are markedly lower in average per capita terms than those of the indigenous
population - even in the case of united families as long as their low depen-
dency ratio, their relative youth and health distiugu:_shes them favourably -
the repercussions are still extensive in terms of the absolute amount of
induced demand for labour. This is particularly noticeable because the
areas affeitsd - housing, education, administration, etc. - are highly labour
intensive. The Dutch study referred to earlier suggested that infra-
structure' services to immigrant families commensurate with those expended
for an average Dutch family would turn the desired satisfaction of labour
demand hp an additional demand in the region of one quarter of the original
demand. The fact that Western European governments do not measure up to
such exacting standards should not blind one to the fact that the immigrant-
indu-ed infrastructural repercussions make the satisfaction of labour demand
with family immigration a vain goal.

153
The problem poses itself more dramatically in certain local situations
than on a macro-economic scale because of the tendency of immigrant
populations to be concentrated in the decaying inner cities or outer
bidonvilles of the great conurbations.

154
P. Jenner (1966), p.166.

155
Cf. the study on immigrant-induced/satisfied demand of Swiss housing by
W. Schultheiss (1966).

156
Cf. Centraal Planbureau (1972), pp.23-5.
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IV CONCLUSION

129. On balance the receiving country draws a considerable benefit from the
employment of target workers. Only the most marginal groups of indigenous
workers would be negatively affected in the somewhat unlikely case of a
prolonged recession. Potentially, however, the dependence upon the con-
tinued availability of foreign labour constitutes an important disadvantage.

130. Essentially the benefits of labour import derive from its external
turnover. As far as the labour market and production are concerned this
imparts an element of flexibility which permits smoother adaptations to the
vagaries of the economic development. As far as social capital is concerned,
this assures that the effective requirements of immigrants remain below those
of comparable indigenous populations with consequential beneficial effects
on the state's finances. The higher the degree of external turnover and
the lower

15/
the degree of settlement, the more pronounced are the beneficial

effects.

131 Target worker migrations do,howover, mature into settlement immigrations.
In matured migrations the human and social needs of immigrants tend to be
correlated inversely with their economic profitability, although this need
not be the case for each single mesure.

132. Reviewing the issues discussed under narrowly economic criteria it can
be summarised, firstly, that while full employment or unemployment are not

subject to a beneficial or detrimental effect as such, the indigenous
work force undergoes an upgrading process which in average terms
leads to higher pay and lower unemployment, although the competi-
tive situation of marginal indigenous workers may be worsened
during times of recession.

133. Secondly, matured migrations play a small role relative to other determin-
ants of wage growth and income distribution. Basically this role
takes some of the steam out of the wage pressure and cost-push
inflation. The aggregate effect is probably compensated in
absolute terms by feedback effects in the third stage of maturity,
but effectively it is still at work because an end of immigration
would immediately send up wages and prices. This situation
permits a less inhibited and therefore faster growth of the economy
and wages. Before long real per capita wages will rise faster
than they would in the absence of immigration. On the other hand,
labour import is regressive in relative terms even under maturity,
although this effect can only be infinitesimal relative to other
determinants of income distribution. As in the case of wages,
this does not matter in absolute terms because the wealth to be
distributed has grown faster than it would without immigration.

134* Thirdly, the spreading of the foreign work force into consumer goods
industries in particular and manufacturing in general significantly
counters demand-push inflation, even where consumer goods employ-
ment does not fully reach average levels. This derives from the
immigrants' low dependency ratio and high savings ratio. In terms
of international competitiveness it induces a positive movement in the
terms of trade. But here, too, there are feedback effects through
remittances returning as consumer demand. The net deflationary

157
See also Appendix below.
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impact on the balance of payments by remittances is certainly
smaller than the gross outflow of currency and probably much

smaller than generally assumed. In the private sector, the
receiving country's export industries i.robably derive the great-

est benefit from labour import. For not only do they enjoy a

continuous comparative advantage but they are also provided

with greater markets. It would not be too far from the truth
to say that parts of the export sector import both raw material
and labour, export the finished product to the countries of
origin and keep the profits to themselves. It is here that

the export of capital as an alternative to labour import - in
effect, as an alternative to widening the gap between the "haves"

and the "have-nots" - appears intuitively imperative.

135* rourthly, the preceding conclusion is reinforced by an examination of
labour productivity under conditions of labour import compared
with the likely development in its absence. In short, labour

import enables greater productivity gains to be made than an

unrealistic switch to even more capital deepening. Equally

imvoetant is the fact that the structural causes of the immigra-
tion in the receiving country would entail an underutilization
of the highly productive capital in the industrial sector were
it not for the availability of target workers.

136. Fifthly, in average per capita terms the social capital requirements
of matured immigration streams tend to be markedly lower than
those of a corresponding indigenous population while the income
derived from immigrants tends to be higher.. Seen in conjunction
with the fact that immigrant needs are likely to be scaled down
by xenophobia and spread over a number of years in situations
of high elasticity of absorption in the existing capacity, this
enables the receiving country to amass greater means for the
distribution of wealth and the erection of new infrastructure
than would otherwise be the case.

137. In summar it could be said that polyannual migration streams with external
turnover permit a smooth running of the economy at high growth rates and
that they contribute more to the supply of goods and services than to their

demand. Consequently they bring about a greater growth of wealth in real

per capita terms.

138. A look into the future suggests that the potential for employment of

target workers is far from exhausted in contemporary post-industrial societies.

The secondary sector, which is still growing in some countries due to overall

population growth albeit that in relative terms it has reached its peak, is

unlikely to loose its unfavourable image relative to white-collar employment.
Thus, the whole of the manual work force in the whole of the secondary sector
is potentially an area of employment for foreigners and the absolute numbers
of foreign workers may grow there for many years to come. While the service

sector may approach a threshold of immigrant absorption in some countries

due to language problems and other social factors, the absolute number of

foreigners there will grow as long as white-collar employment itself grows.
Furthermore, second generation immigrants coming from settled foreign families

are not subject to t:,d same limitations as their parents and are therefore

likely to attempt to push into a wider area of service employment. Even

discounting this, it is clear that the economics of polyannual immigration

streams do not put an end to the further increase of foreign workers in the

foreseeable future.
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V APPENDIX

1 39. The additional flexibility imparted to the labour market and production
process by labour import can be assessed in a generalised way by comparing
the potential inter-aenerational flexibilit of the national labour force
with the 2otent al flexibility deriving from a fqrsimakaElmzullier
mying de rees of external turnover, whereby external turnover is defined
as the sum of the rate of entry and the rate of return.

140. For simplicity's sake a stationary national labour force is envisaged
with a constant degree of intra-generational mobility (i.e. occupational/
indastrial;regional mobility and movements in and out of the labour force).
A working life is counted as 40 years on average.

141. During one year this labour force could enjoy a maximum additional
mobility ("flexibility") of15% if all the jobs which are vacated by nationals
leaving thellabour market (Ile 2.5%) were abolished and if all newly entering

(40
nationals--=2.5%) were employed on new work places. This 5% flexibility
potential would decrease to 2.5% if only half of the vacated jobs were
abolished (and half of the new entrants were employed on the remaining
vacancies) or to 0.5% if only 10% of the vacated jobs were abolished (and
90% of the new entrants were employed on the remaining vacancies). In
other words, the maximum inter-lenerationallkxibility_potential of thenativelabourfcrcealisan4ith
the extent of flexibility which is notzealised.

142. This can be compared with the potential and the actual flexibility
effect deriving from a foreign work force of a given proportion of the total
work force under varying rates of external turnover. For example, if the
share of the foreign in the total work force were 5% and if with a return
rate of 50% and a rate of new entrants of 50% exactly half of the foreign
force were exchanged, the maximum flexibility potential accruing to the
labour force as a whole would amount to 5% p.a. if all the jobs which are
vacated by foreigners leaving the country of employment (50%, or 2.5% of
the total work force) were abolished and if all newly entering foreigners
(50%, or 2.5% of the total work force) were employed on new work places,
i.e. newly erected work places or work places previously filled by indigenous
workers who are undergoing some form of intra-generational mobility other
than withdrawal. The following tables (case a, b and c) illustrate this
potential effect for different sizes of the foreign work force and for
differing situations. Case a refers to a situation of complete exchange
under hypothetical rates of external turnover (as in the foregoing example).
Case b. shows the situation under a constant rate of return which might be
assumed to obtain in the third and fourth stage of maturity under normal
demand conditions. Case c refers to a situation of net immigration in
the region of 50% of gross immigration. With the foreign work force
standing at 10% of the total and a return rate of just over one fifth, the
maximum flexibility potential due to the import of labour is considerably
higher (6.5%) than the one deriving from inter-generational mobility of
the indigenous population (5%).

1415. For net immigration we can also introduce some more realist'c
assumptions on the degree to which vacated work places are abolished. Case
d is comparable to the above second alternative of actual inter-generational
flexibility in that only 10% of the vacated work places are abolished. The
table for case d shows that the realized flexibility decreases strongly

compared with cases a, b and c (the results for a, b and c are the same in
each column as only the composition of the external turnover has been varied
but not its extent). Finally, because of the specific structural determin-
ants of the employment of foreign workers we cannot attribute to the whole of
inflow which is not used for filling the gaps left by returning foreigners
a flexibility effect. Some part of it v:11 be directed to work places
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vacated by the indigenous populatioa. Case e assumes that one third of

the gross inflow or two thirds of the net inflow (given a rate ofaet
immigration of 50%) may be attributed with a flexibility effect. One

third of the net inflow therefore goes to filling places vacated by
indigenous workers (its flexibibility effect being nil if vacation is due

to withdrawal from the labour market). Under these assumptions and given

a foreign work force of 10% of the total, an external turnover of 35%
would effect exactly twice the flexibility of inter-generational mobility

under similar assumptions. Given the socio-demographic situation in
Europe's highly industrialised countries the real situation would seem
to lie swewhere between the cases d and e with perhaps a slightly lower
degree of net immigration (approx. 40%) and a rate of external turnover

in the region of 50%. While at a given rate of return a rising degree
of net immigration increases the extent of external turnover correspon-
dingly, the additional flexibility is reduced by the extent to which
returning foreigners have to be replaced.

oloymolasammodydro..............srmar.*

158
Cf. the French example above p.58-9.
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Case a: Potential additional flexibility of total work force deriving from stationary foreign work force

at varying rates of external turnover related to

varying weights of the foreign work force

Share of

foreigners

In total

employees

Category!
External turnover

l C2 20% 35% 50% 65% 802

enter

return

+5

.5

+10

-10

+17.5

.17.5

+25

-25

+32.5

-32.5

+40

.40

new +0.25 +0.5 40.88 +1.25 +1.63 +2.0

old -0.25 -0.5 -0.88 -1.25 -1.63 4.0
5% total 0.5% 1.02 1.75% 2.5% 3.252 4.02

new +0.5 +1.0 +1.75 +2.5 +3,25 +4.0

old -0.5 -1.0 -1.75 -2.5 -3.25 .4.0

10% total 1.0% 2.0% 3.5% 5.0% IA ILI

new +0.75 +1.5 +2.63 +3.75 44.89 46.0

old -0.75 .1.5 -2.63 -3.75 -4.89 -6.0

152 total 1.5% 3.0% 1211: la JIM RAI

new +1.5 +3.0 +5.25 +7,5 +9.75 +12.0

old -1,5 -3.0 -5.25 -7.5 -9,75 .12.0

302 total 3.0% LA AA 11 AA mi.

"External turnover" rate of entry plus rate of return, disregarding sign

Rate of entry ("enter") new entrants as % of average size of foreign work force

Rate of return ("return") returnees as % of average size of foreign work force

"New"

Case a

"Old"

Case a

"Total"

Single underlying

Work places not previously filled by foreigners (possibly newly formed

work places)

assumes that all faveign new entrants will be employed on "new"

work places

Work places vacated by returning foreigners

assumes that none of the work places vacated by foreigners will be

filled by new immigrants

Maximum flexibility potential, i.e. "new" plus "old", disregarding sign

Flexibility potential greater than that deriving from maximum Inter.

generational mobility.



Case b: Potential additional flexibility of total work face 4v11.1ng-froirstaving-foregnwork force with a constant

rate of return of 204 at varying rates of external 1.47nover related to voyIng weights of the foreign work

firce

Share of

foreigners

in total

employees

Category

.......

External turnover
..

10% 20% 354 50% 65% 80%

enter . - +15 +30 '445 460

return . .20 . «ZO H2O -20 .20

new - ems 40.75 +1.5 42.25 4.41

old - -1.0 -4.0 -1.0 -1.0 -1.0

54 total - 1.0% 1.75% 2.5% 3.254 4.0%

new . +1.5 +3.0 44.5 46.0

old . -2.0 .2.0 -2.0 -2.0 4.0
104 total - 2.0% 3.54 5.0% Lg Lg.

new - +2.25 +4.5 +6.75 49.0

old - -3.0 -3.0 -3.0 -3.0 -3.0

154 total - 3.04 Isla .2411. 16251 1282i.

new - +4.5 +9.0 +13.5 +18.0

old - -6.0 -6.0 -6.0 -6.0 .6.0

304 total - eisa .1941 iSOl lid 2491.

For explanation of categories, see case a

Case b differs from case a only insofar as the rate of return has been fixed arbitrarily

but plausibly at 20%. The rate of entry wtuld have to be at least as high as tho

rate of return before a complete exchange (to the degree Indicated by the fixed

return rate) could take place. If the rate of entry is below 20%, the migration -

balance is negative. If the rate of entry Is larger than 20%, net immigration

occurs.

113
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Case c; Potential additional flexibility of total work fora dArivfill frolvoastant net immigration of 50% of gross

immigration at varying rates of external turnover related.to varying weights of the foreign work force

Share of

foreigners

In total

employees

Category External turnover

---104 20% 35% 50% 65% 80%

enter 46.67 +13.33 +23.33 +33.33 +43.33 +53.33

return -3.33 -6.67 -11.67 ' -16.67 -21.67 -26.67

new 40.33 40.67 +1.17 44.67 42.17 +2.67

old -0.17 -0.33 -0.58 .0.83 -1.08 -1.33

55 total 0.5% 1.0% 1.75% 2.5% 3.25% 4.04

new 40.67 +1.33 +2.33 +3.33 +4.33 +5.33

old -0.33 -0.67 .1.17 .1.67 -2.1? .2.67

10% total 1.0% 2.0% 3.54 5.0% Id SAL
new +1.0 42.0 +3,50 45.0 46.5 48.0

old 4.5 -1.0 -1.75 -2.5 -3.25 .4.0

155 total 1.5% 3.0% la 11:51 SAL1/5. 1.421.

new 42.0 +4.0 44.0 +10.0 +13.0 +16.0

old -1.0 -2.0 -3.5 440 -6.5 -8.0

304 total 3.05 6 44 10 5% la 19 51
1114.91

For explanation of categories, see case a

Case c differs from the preceding ones insofar as there are always twice as many new

entrants as returnants, i.e. a rate of net immigration is fixed at 504 of the

gross inflow. The rate of external turnover is,therefore, Wes times as large

as the rate of return.
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Case d: Potential additional flexibility of total work 6erIving from constant net immigration of 50%,

where 90% of the work places vacated by returning foreigners have to be filled from the gross inflow,

at varying rates of external turnover related to vareng weights of the foreign work force

Share of

foreigners

in total

employees

Category ---7
10% 20%

External

35%

-----4

+23.33

-11.67

turnover

505

+33.33

-16.67

..........

65%

+43.33

-21.67

---....................

805

463.33

-26,67

- -
enter

return

T
46.67 +13.33

-3.33 -6.67

new 40,18 +0,37 +0.64 +0.92 44,2 44.47

old -0.02 -0,03 -0.06 4.08 -0.11 -0.13

5$ total 0.25
i

0.4% SOL JAL la. 1:11.

new +0.37 I +0.73 +1.28 +1,83 +2.38 4493

old -0.03 j -006 -0.12 -0.17 -0.22 -0.27

105 total 0,42 LA Id 111 ME la
new 40.55 44,1 44.93 42.75 44.17--+3.58

old -0.05 -0.1 -0.18 -0,25 -0.33 -0.4

15% total 44S. i I/ IAL 191. 11 111

new +1,1 +2,2 +3.85 +5,5- 4-8.844.15

old -0.1 -0.2 -0.35 -0.5 -0,65 -0.8

30% total JAL IA 111. 1611 IA ILA

"External turnover"/"enter"/"return" . see case a

"Old"

"New"

A flexibility effect is attributed only to 105 of the work

places vacated by returning foreigners, i.e. these are

not filled by foreigners.

9 A flexibility effect is attributed to 55% of the gross

Inflow, which is available for employment on "new"

work places. (For "new" cf. case a).

"Total" The actual overall flexibility effect Is In the region of

401; of the one calculated for cases a, b and c. (Cf. case a).

Single underlying Flexibility effect greater than for 10$ actual Inter-

generational mobility.

Double underlying Flexibility potential greater than for 502 actual inter

generational mobility.
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Case e: Potential additional flexibility of total work ferTg d3riving from constantmet-toll4oretierraf.10%,

where 90% of the work places vacated by returning foreigners have to be filled from the gross inflow

and ilimetwo thirds of the net inflow are directed to new work places,, at varying rates of external

turnover related to varying weights of the foreign work force

Share of

foreigners

in total

employees

Category External turnover

10% .20% 35% 50% 65% 804--

enter 46.67 +13.33 +23.33 +33.33 +43.33 +53.33

return -3.33 -6.67 -11.67 .16.67 -21.67 -26.67

new 40.12 40.25 +0.43 40.61 40.8

...

40.98

old -0.02 -0.03 -0.06 -0.08 -0.11 -0013

5% total 0.1% 0.3% 0.5% .9.j. SAL la
new 40.25 40.49 40.85 +1.22 44.59 +1.95

old -0.03 -0.06 -0.12 .17 -0.22 -0.27

104 total 0.3% 0,6% la 111 114. IAL

new 40.37 40.73 +1.29 +1.83 +2.39 +2.93

old -0.05 -0.1 -0.18 -0.25 -0.33 -0.4

15% total 0.4% IA ita :LA IA IJIL
...."--

+5.87new 40.73 44.47 42.57 41.67 44.77

old -0.1 -0.2 -0.35 -0.5 -0.65 -0.8

3O total SAL 111. 2ll JAL ILIA SOL
_ .

"External turnover"/"enter"/"return"

Single underlining

"Old"

"New"

"Total"

Double underlining

see case a

see case d

A flexibility effect is attributed to 66% of the

net inflow which is available for employment on

newly established work places

At the given rate of net immigration, the actual

overall flexibility effect is in the region of 28%

of the one calcdated for cases L, b and c

Flexibility effect greater than for 104 actual inter..

generational mobility

Flexibility effect greater than for 504 actual inter..

generational mobility
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Preliminar remarks

There are many assumptions concernin6 the effects of
immigration in host countries. Analysis usually covers the
advantages and disadvantages of immigration(1). We did not
wish to make an analysis of this type since we felt it would
be more interesting to try and fit the phenomenon of immi-
gration in with the process of the economic system's operation.
This highlights the structural effects and enables the migratory
phenomenon to be set in the context of economic growth(2).
shall lay particular emphasis during this study on the opera
tion of the Swiss labour market and on the trend of the employ-
ment structure and the productive apparatus. Rather than
endeavouring to define precise stages of development(3), we

<al

(1) A list of the various advantages and disadvantages from
the short-term economic standpoint may be found in the
article by W.A. JOhr and R. Huber, "Die konjunkturellen
Auswirkungen der Beanspruchung auslandischer Arbeitskr &ft ",
"Revue suisse dtkonomie politique et de statistique",
No. 4, 1968, pages 375 et seq.; see also the mimeographed
study by the Central Planning Office, "Economic effects
of the recruitment of foreign workers in the Netherlands",
The Hague, March 1972,

(2) In most analyses, the structural effects have been over-
looked in favour of the short-term economic effects.
But from the point of view of economic policy, it is the
former which we regard as being more important. See
J.L. Reiffers, "Le role de l'immigration des travailleurs
dans is croissance de is Upublique Morale d'Allemagne
de 168 a 1968 ", Aix-en-Provence, 1970. W.A. JOhr and
Huber, op.cit., have also analysed for Switzerland the
effect of immigration on secondary investment, which is
a way of setting the migratory phenomenon into the context
of economic growth phenomena.

(3) However, our study will be found to contain the various
stages described by W.R. 'Mining, "The economic effects
of the employment of foreign workers, with special
reference to the labour markets of Western Europe's
post-industrial countries", Centre for Research in the
Social Sciences, University of Kent at Canterbury,
Sept., 1972.



have preferre using as reference points the various stases in
the short-term economic trend, considering that long-term growth
underlies the short-term trend(1).

This approach seems realistic since it has often been
argued that its immigration policy had enabled Switzerland to
economise in the use of the normal instruments of counter-
cyclical and growth policies, but also because it was quite soou
observed that immigration was becoming increasingly structural
(permanent immigration)(2). In point of fact, immigration
policy (which is implicitly a labour market and wages policy)
has been practically the only instrument available to the
Government for direct intervention in economic life. Switzerla.:
had thus had a rather unique instrument of counter-cyclical
policy at its disposal up to 1)70, when immigration was stopped.
It has moreover been increasingly felt since then that the
Goverment ought to be given other means of intervention to
regulate growth.

(1) °Without disregarding the interest for the economic policy
authorities to have estimates of certain costs and benefits
of immigration (expenditure on housing, cost of vocational
training, repatriation of capital, consumer savings, etc.),
the economist should more especially consider the forms taken
by the growth of an economy which imports labour. Thus, it
is by no means absurd to Neel that even if it were proved
that immigration considerably increased the fixed costs of
the host economy, it might still be considered desirable
because of its effects on the development of the other com-
ponents of economic growth. 1:then at the time of the Now Deal
public works were carried out which were of no great intrinsic
value for reviving the American economy, there was no cost-
benefit study which would have undoubtedly dissuaded the
authorities from undertaking such operations. But we feel
that immigration raises a similar problem when the economy
concerned is approaching the barrier of full employment. fly
easing the labour market, it can pave the way for economies
in a too deflationary monetary policy, a restrictive budge-
tary policy and even, as C.P. Kindleberger points out, an
incomes policy." J.L. Reiffers, "Le role de ltimmigration
des travailleurs dans la croissance de la Republique F4d6ra1c
d'Allemagne de 1A8 l)68, Aix-en-Provence, 1970, p.51.

2) The concept of permanent immigration should not only be
understood on an individual level. As regards infrastructure:
for example, the permanence of the migratory flow is just as
important as the shorter or longer stay of the immigrant in
the host country.
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In spite of the interventionist nature of this Swiss
labour market policy, it has novev been seriously challenged,
at least as long as it remained a general policy. As its
main advantage was that it could act as a wages policy, it
was quite logically accepted without too much reticence by
the private sector, since it did not have the compulsive
character of so many other direct interventionist measures
which offend the principle of freedom to engage in trade and
industry. Besides, it is usually agreed that official inter-
vention on the labour market is justified in difficult situa-
tions, for example when cost inflation has to be stopped, so
that this attitude is not peculiar to Switzerland.

The changes in immigration policy, like the rate of
immigration, were determined by short-term economic trends and
little attention was paid to their long-term consequences,
although the latter are what matter in the end. Given the way
in which thc, Swiss economy functions, this was only to be
expected, since it is mainly the private sector which decides
the priority of requirements. Meanwhile, with the arrival
and permanent settlement of ever growing numbers of immigrants
in Switzerland, the cost of immigration to the community
gradually began to make itself felt, although its full extent
was not realised or recognised until after 1965(1). Once
aware of the fact, the authorities had of course to change
their attitude towards immigration since they were responsible
for meeting community needs. In addition to this, the Swiss
economy was becoming too dependent on this immigrant labour.
Thus, up to 1,..65, but more probably up to 170, Switzerland
aided its economic growth by ensuring that manpower was always
in plentiful supply(2), There were several reasons for this
policy:

(1) The inflow of foreign workers took place in a
micro-economic ;ontext and was accordingly regarded as a
factor of production. Horeover, this factor of production
was for long considered to be merely a standby reserve. It
may be claimed that foreign labour produced its main effect
at the level of supply, at least until 1,,60, insofar as it

(1) General considerations on this phenomenon will
in T.R. Bbhning, op.cit., pages 20 and 21.

(2) C.P. Kindleberger, Duropets Postwar Growth, The
Labour Supply, Harvard University Press, 1.)67.

1
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prevented the formation of bottlenecks(1). This state of
affairs might have continued if the structural effects resulting
from the permanence and continual rise in the migratory flow
had not produced their consequences, especially on demand. .Thus,
as soon as foreign labour became a significant factor in total
demand (especially for investment in social services and infra-
structure), what held good at micro-economic level no lon6er
did so at macro-economic level. The unforeseen or unacknow-
ledged effects of immigration made their appearance: the
intereats of the micro-units were therefore no longer in harmou
with a balanced national economy, either from the economic or
the sociological standpoint(2). In these circumstances, it
became imperative for the Government to intervene on the basis
of a different logic from that which had prevailed hitherto,
since is was other interests and even other pressures which had
now to De considered. This led the Swiss to revise their
immigration policy and hence their labour market policy and to
abandon their traditional immigration policy(3). The latter
has been practically stopped, although the regulations governing
the internal movement of aliens (geographical and occupational
mobility) have been considerably relaxed. However, the controls
on the use of foreign labour have been strengthened by the
establishment of "labour distribution boards" (in some cases,
a timid attempt at a structural policy).

(1) J.L. Reiffers, op.cit., page 182, concludes his analysis
as follows: "Short -term study has shown the essential
role played by foreign worker immigration in the adjustment
of labour supply to desired employment, defined:

overall, by behaviour on the markets for products and
on the currency market;

- at micro-economic level, by a certain ideal structure
of employment where entrepreneurs can reduce their cost
function to a minimum."

See also A. Rossi and K. Schiltknecht,:ollebernachfrage
and Lohnentwicklung in der Schweiz - Bine neue Hypothese",
Kyklos, Vol. XXV, 1972.

(2) This situation might have been avoided if a balance had
constantly been maintained between the satisfaction of
private needs and the satisfaction of community needs
(including housing). But this would have necessitated
instruments of economic policy which were not feasible
at that time.

(3) See V. Lutz, oManodopera straniera e livelli salariali
interni con particolare riferimento alla situazione
svizzere, Moneta e Credit°, 1)63, and D. Maillat,
"Structure des salaires et immigration", 1)68.
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(2) It should not be forgotten that Swiss immigration
policy was only made possible because of the unequal levels of
development in the various Buropean economies. This entailed
the displacement of labour towards the centres of capital
accumulation. In short, the polarisation effect has operated,
leaving very little scope for more evenly balanced development.
Furthermore, manpower movements have made very little contri-
bution towards the improved integration of the various labour
markets, which have each remained subject to their own parti-
cular regulations.

(3) The target of maintaining full employment at national
level only and achieving the highest growth rate as compared
with other countries has made such an immigration policy possi-
ble.

Being incapable of seriously considering methods of
-achieving a more balanced economic growth, the Luropean
Governments were reduced (or else submitted) to practising a
"free" market policy which favours certain growth points and
exaggerates asymmetrical development.

(4) Another factor is also important in order to under-
stand Swiss immigration policy. This was the attitude enter-
tained towards economic growth at the beginning of the 150s.
At the end of the war, it was realised that reconstruction
would keep the productive apparatus busy for some time, but
opi,Jons were very divided and very sceptical as to the pros-
pect of prolonged and permanent growth, and people therefore
continued to think in terms of business cycles. Immigration
policy was of course geared to this opinion and did not admit
any idea of a prolonged stay by immigrants in Switzerland.

People were inclined to think that the same attitude
was appropriate as in the second decade of the century. The
foreign worker could not acquire permanent status and must be
always ready to go back to his home country as soon as the
economy showed the least signs of slowing down(1). In these
conditions, his presence in the country could not harm Swiss
workers, nor would it make any lasting change in the infra-
structure.

11.111111111011.14111111101.1101014111111111111111111111111111.111111110VMMINWINOM

(1) The idea was therefore that the immigrant acted as a
"cyclical shock absorber". See Bbhning, op.cit., page
(Konjunkturpuffer approach).
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1. Growth trends and short-term economic fluctuations

Like all Western,countries, Switzerland's economic growth
was remarkable after the War, and especially after 1950(1). On
the basis of real GDP percentage annual variations, it will be
observed that economic activity fell appreciably in 1949

3.5 per cent) and then resumed its expansion in 1950 and 1951
(7.2 per cent and 8.1 per cent) owing in particular to the
Korean War. The end of that war entailed a sharp decline in 1952
since real GDP rose by a mere 0.6 per cent. In 1953, a fairly
steady period of growth began which only stopped in 1958. In
that year, real GNP fell (- 1.8 per cent). Then, in 1959, there
was a new phase of growth which up to 1961 was faster than before
and then average up to 1966. After a pause in 1967 (4. 1.0 per
cent), expansion resumed in 1966. But 1969 (4. 5.9 per cent) was
a culminating point since the growth rate then began to decline
(4.4 per cent in 1970, 4.0 per cent in 1971, 4.0 per cent in
1972).

Apart from the situation on the employment market,
which is of more particular interest for the present research,
the most striking features in this trend should be noted:

(1) During the 'fifties, and more especially in 1)60,
the Swiss economy was marked by a "pronounced growth in breadth
due to the rapid quantitative expansion in the labour and
capital factors, while the productivity of their employment
and the influence of technical progress were relatively
small"(2).

(2) Although the trend of industrial production (the
index has only existed since 1956) has developed on the whole
in the same way as real GNP, a substantial difference began
to be observed in the 'sixties. Thus, "the rate of variation
in industrial production rose from 6.0 to 10.2 per cent,
whereas GNP fell from 7.2 per cent to 5.6 per cent. This
demonstrates both the considerable weight of industry in
Switzerland and the cyclical influence of other branches

ONSIMINSIMIVINOMMIIIONIINVINININIMMIMMINt

(1) Bacot, "La surchauffe economique" (Economic overheating),
Lyons University thesis, 1970; F. Kneschaurek, "Perspec-
tives de l'evolution de lqconomie suisse jusqu'en l'an
2000" (Swiss economic prospects up to the year 2000),
Volume 2, St. Gallen, 1970.

(2) See Weber, "Etude pour une politique conjoncturelle en
Suisse", Lausanne thesis, 1:,71, page 11; A.A. Rossi
and R.L. Thomas, "Inflation in the Post-war Swiss Economy -
an Econometric Study of the Interaction between Immigration
and the Labour Market", Revue suisse dleconomie politique
et de statistique, 4, 1971, p. 763; 0.B.C.D., Switzerland,
Economic Surveys, 1L;67, page 11; J.C. Ardenti and
J.P. Reichenbach, "Estimation de la fonction de production
CLS pour la Suisse", Revue suisse d'aconomie politique et
de statistique, ISJo. 4, 1)72.
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such as building, where activity proceeds at a specific pace,
and to a smaller extent agriculture and tourism, which are
subject to the hazards of climate"(1).

(5) As regards prices, "the long-term trend was rising
but moderate for the period 1..;46-160. The annual geometrical
mean increase in Gil prices between 1.A. and 1)66 was about
2.5 per cent. However, the price rise became much sharper at
the turn of the 'sixties; during the period 1:346-1:)600 the
geometrical averk,e rate was 1.2 per cent; for the period
1960-196S, it increased almost fourfold and amounted to
4.*: per cent"(2). This rise became even steeper subsequently.

Up to 1,)60, "the annual variation in prices was con-
stantlzr lower in Switzerland than the average in the other
11;uropean countries, except in 1:63, when it was in the same
region; moreover, the extremes in Switzerland were as a
general rule one year later than those noted in 0.L.C.D.
hurope as a whole, which seems to indicate that the rising
prices in Switzerland were essentially 'imported'. After 1960,
on the contrary, the annual price variation was always higher
in Switzerland than that observed on average in the other
1uropean countries, except in 1;65, and had its own development
without any apparent connection with the latter. From being
imported before 11;60, the price rise appears thus to become
peculiarly Swiss after that date(5). The situation was there-
fore deflationary up to about 1)60.

(4) economic development in the 'fifties, but more
especially in the 'sixties, was mwrked by the increased impor-
tance of exports and investment.

This reminder of the salient points in the economic
trend between 1)50 and 1170 must not let it be forgotten that
a too general analysis does not give the details of the various
cyclical phases. This-was rioted by Jacot when he wrote: "We
have already observed several times that there was a sharp
cliange at the turn of the 'sixties in the trend of the main
representative variables in the short-term economic situation
in Switzerland when taken separately. This change during the
course of the economic cycle comes out still more clearly when
we consider the combined positions of these different variables".

Up to 1,,i56, economic growth was spread fairly evenly
over the time scale, thanks to recurring cyclical swings, but
after 1.,56/5 it was no longer so. "The kinds of business
cycle experienced in Switzerland after 1,1545.: were unlike
those which had recurred fairly regularly before then: during
the decade from to 1)6C, the economy suffered from latent

11111111111111111114.111111111111161111011AJIMIN, ANtlalIMSIONSIIIMMI

(1) Jacot, op.cit., p. 160.

(2) Jacot, op.cit., p. 104.

(3) Jacot, op.cit., p. 106.



overheating up to 1,61 and after 1)64, and from blatant over-
heatin6 from 1..)61 to 1,64. The new feature after 1,60 was that
price rises in Switzerland were distinctly steeper than the
average rises in O.L.C.D. countries, which meant that the Swiss
economy was exhibiting relative inflation for the first time
since the Second world '.:ar and perhaps for the first time in
its history"(1).

Thus, the pressure of demand was with few exceptions a
dominant feature of the period 1950-1970. It was also mainly
after 1:)60 that it was strongest and most constant(2). Owing
to the phenomena of recurrence and the flexibility of the labour
market, the surplus demand which made its appearance before 1J60
did not entail any substantial inflationary difference, but the
situation changed radically in the 'sixties. Up to 1)60, the
elasticity of total domestic supply was relatively great. When
we look for the cause of this elasticity, we note that the
supply of foreign labour is an important factor(3).

101100111111011111011.M.le

(1) Jacot, op.cit., page

(2) See aossi and R.L. Thomas, op.cit., pages 763 et seq.

(3) This has been observed by several authors. The best known
is of course C.P. Kindleberger in "Europe's Postwar Growth,
the role of Labour Supply". J.L. Reiffers, op.cit., page 35,
mentions that for Kindleberger immigration has two bene-
ficial effects:

- it enables the rate of wage increase to be lower than
productivity and also meets the conditions for the simul-
taneous achievement of both external and internal
equilibrium;

- it is responsible for an increase in (or at the very
least for preserving) the proportion of profits in
national income which entails a greater propensity to
save and thereby facilitates the growth of investment
unaccompanied by any unbalancing tensions on the market
for products.

On this latter point, the O.E.C.D. (Economic Surveys,
Switzerland, 1)72) observes that "between 1950 and 16:;,
the share of income from capital in Swiss GNP rose steadily
and fairly rapidly at a rate well above that of most other
0.L.C.D. countries for which a similar calculation can be
made" (page 4:,). And again: "the shift in factor avai1a-
bilities can also be expected to have an impact on factor
remunerations. Growing labour scarcity and rising capital-
labour ratios are likely to increase returns to labour
relative to those of capital. Despite literally full-
employment conditions over the last 20 years, this does not
seem to have happened in Switzerland" (page 40).
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Footnote continuer'
0.110.1.11.11101.46-~1.114. Aft NOvrlaN.M01,0101+. a

,eference should also be made here to F. Schaller's argu-
ments ("Le role de la wain -.d'oeuvre dtranor dans 116conomie
suisse" - The role of foreign labour in the Swiss economy -
Revue syndicate suisse, 5, 1)72, pages 145 et seq.) when he
writes: "havin& been untouched by any military action, our
country was in a position as early as the !fifties to take
advantage of the new technology to which the war had given
birth and which was further developed in the prosperous
period immediately following the war. The unemployment
expected when our army was completely demobilised did not
occur. Although no one was fully aware of it, we were faced
with a twofold trend with each branch moving at a very
different pace. On the one side, technology was changing
at a rate which exceeded anything imaginable during the
preceding period. On the other side, the population increase
which is essential for adopting advances in technical pro-
cesses was by the vary nature of things much slower than
would have been desirable. We were therefore threatened by
a profound disec.Luilibrium between the possibility of using
modern technology and the population figure which, having-
suddenly become too small, prevented the adoption of modern
methods of production.

"This left us a choice between two paths. The first con-
sisted in sacrificing the use of postwar technology and thus
renouncing high growth for ou cconomy and a fast rate of
increase in our national incoile this meant risking the
rapid elimination of international markets and laying our-
salves open to relative underdevelopment. The second path
obliged us to make up for the inadequate numbers of our
population by calling on foreign manpower." Thus, "as the
adoption of innovation is very expensive nowadays, it is
only economically justified by much more considerable pro-
duction than previously. A larger population is necessary
foe this production and the corresponding consumption."
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2. 2212ration of the labour market

2.1 Level of em to ment u to 1960

Prom 1959-60 onwards serious strains began to be felt on
the labour market, as the various indices show(1), but these
indices are only significant when related to the process of
geographical and occupational mobility, as we shall see later.
The fluidity which was a feature of the labour market between
1949-1958/59 was generally due to the geographical and occupa-,
tional mobility of Swiss manpower. But this mobility was often
only possible thanks to the immigration of foreign workers.

The consequence of this abundant undifferentiated supply of
labour was that Switzerland found itself in the '50s in a state
of virtual underemployment (unlimited labour supply). This is
important as the existence of margins of underemployment enables
any greater demand for goods and services to be reflected in
increased production and employment rather than rising prices.

This period warrants study as immigration was then much
smaller than after 1960 and it was at that time that the machinery
was introduced which was to govern the '60s and to give rise to
new problems.

Therefore it is not so much the general level of wages
which should be stressed but the fact that this supply of labour
prevented bottlenecks from forming and frequently enabled the
actual level of production to be brought nearer to the desired
level without too much delay(2), largely thanks to the mechanism
of geographical and occupational mobility. The influence of this
abundant labour supply was therefore mainly important for the
differential trend of wages as between industries, since it is
the latter which largely determines geographical and occupational
mobility.
.11.1.11.004.1www.W....4-....W.MUMismolmedMuMUJIMICAIWAW.MWMONNOPOLOWIMIUMMIN

(1) D. Maillat, "Structure des salaires et immigration" (Wage
structure and immigration), page 83, Rossi and Thomas,
op. cit., page 775.

(2) "A comparison of the variations in the surplus demand for
labour with the variations in the migratory balance of
foreign workers gives an idea of the short-term consequences
of such immigration. Should the immigration of foreign
workers rise with the surplus demand for labour, we would
then deduce that the effect of immigration has been partly
to make up the difference between the product desired and the
potential product with the available national labour supply.
In these circumstances, the immigration of foreign workers
has avoided any restrictive action on behaviour, which action
usually takes the form of a restrictive financial policy and
a deflationary monetary policy. In other words, instead of
having to achieve equilibrium by action at behavioural level,
this action is taken at input level." Reiffers, op. cit.
page 104.
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,eliminating the risk of competition). It may be noted in

worthy of attention. These are the effects on the capital/

mainly by the policy followed in allocating jobs to new immi-

policy criteria aimed (so runs the argument usually put forward)

less(1) (at least up to the '60s). Two other aspects deriving
from this abundant undifferentiated supply of labour are also

labour mix and the increased demand due to the rise in incomes
and the number of permanent immigrants. However, we shall first

grants. As opposed to practice in the second decade of the

passing that legal practice has perhaps only covered a de facto

creasee less with immigration than without immigration. but it
is also probable, on the other hand, that inflation has been

analyse the mechanism of geographical and occupational mobility.

foreign workers were not given jobs indiscriminately in just any

largely at protecting the interests of Swiss workers (i.e. at

2.2

occupational mobility (especially of Swiss workers) was set

century and to the logical dictates of a free labour market,

industry. They were given jobs in accordance with various

situation, but this is difficult to prove(2).

World War saw the end of this liberal policy of freedom of

quite free to follow any trade they wished. They were free to

establishment and Switzerland gradually evolved regulations for
controlling the entry and residence. of foreigners, one of the
objects being to avoid congestion on the labour market.

settle in the country and to work there as self- employed persons
or in the employ of others, But, as everywhere else, the First

(2) If Bbhningls arguments concerning the various stages were

(1) "Despite the exceptional pressure in the Swiss labour market,

wage-earnings and the cost of living were considerably below

however. He says that the legal regulations governing the

Large injections of foreign manpower into the Swiss labour

given the situation in the labour market." Rossi and Thomas,

too much competition with national labour. But this fence

those experienced by other Western European countries.

price and wage inflation. Consequently, the average rate of

the average annual percentage increases in the level of money

inflation is considerably below that which might be expected,

confirmed, they would constitute the beginnings of proof,

is of little effect under the pressure of events.

supply appear to have caused a damping down of the rate of

op. cit., page 761.

employment and geographical and occupational mobility of
immigrants are in fact merely a protective fence to prevent

Formationca:19azuzenups

The trend followed by the dynamic of geographical and

One can of course presume that average wages have in-

Up to the First World War, foreigners in Switzerland were

(a) The.wemises of this ally
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(b) granted

(1) Y911a.kalSYSAB2190.11§.1

The bulk of permits between 1924 and 1931 were granted to
seasonal workers, as well as to farm labour and domestic staff.

During the critical years, i.e. between 1931 and 1939,
account had to be taken of the reduction in employment capacity
caused by the non-renewal of expiring residence permits so as
to reserve the maximum number of jobs for Swiss workers. Since
1945, "the cantons are invited only to accept capable workers
and to subject the issue of a permit to the express condition
that the employment, as well as the working conditions and
remuneration, of Swiss workers are in no way compromised by the
recruitment of foreign labour"(1).

With the rise in economic growth, foreigners flocked into
Switzerland so that it was necessary to tighten up the controls,
in particular by making it more difficult to change jobs, the
idea always being that an orderly labour market must be main-
tained.

During the years immediately following the last war, "the
employment of foreign labour was distinctly temporary in nature.
This concept facilitated application of the employment policy
pursued by Switzerland, which could not be based on continuing
economic growth and an exceptionally high level of employment.
It was always necessary to ensure that the number of foreign
workers settling did not exceed the foreseeable requirements of
business returning to a normal level"(2).

It was for this reason that the OPIAMT asked the cantons in
in 1954 to keep the number of foreigners settling in Switzerland
at as low a figure as possible.

Howevcr, it became gradually necessary to bow to the
facts; although the foreign labour force was subject to con-
tinual renewal, an increasing number of foreigners had been
working in Switzerland for many years. The view that immigration
was merely temporary was very much given the lie, especially as
the immigrant was beginning to be allowed to settle his family
in Switzerland, a movement which was also gradually to grow.

In 1960, the OPIMT presented "new directives on the
admission of the members of foreign workers' families". Now
"the family's entry is authorised at the same time as its head
or, as appropriate, after a short probationary period where the
foreigner takes up an executive position or a highly specialised
job which is of particular importance for a firm's economic or

(1) OPIAMT, "Le Problbme de la main- d'oeuvre etrangre", Bern,
1964, page 78.

(2) OPIAMT, op. cit., page 80.
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technical activity. For all other workers, it is generally
possible to consider that after three years' continuous residence
in Switzerland their situation has been so consolidated that the
preliminary conditions on which authorisation of the family's
entry depends are fulfilled. In the case of skilled workers,
entry of the family may even be authorised before three years
have elapsed"(1).

However, 1960 and the following years were marked by
vigorous economic growth and a very tight employment market,
which encouraged more and more foreign workers to immigrate. In

order to reduce the danger of inflation, it was considered
necessary to keep their numbers down. As a first step, employers
were advised not to increase their total payroll (Swiss and
foreign) unduly. Then, in 1963, the Government took steps to

regulate the arrival of new immigrants. It was sensitive to the
political problems and the first steps taken were apparently
non-selective in that manpower restrictions were to affect all-

firms. This non-selective feature soon proved impracticable. In

the meantime, the measures taken did not improve mobility on the

labour market; moreover, they made no allowance whatever for
changes in the structure of employment.

Then, in March 1963, the Federal Council passed its first

Decree "in the light of the unduly large alien population and

excessive economic growth", which included the decision not to
grant or renew residence permits or permits to change jobs so

long as the firm's total payroll (Swiss and foreign) exceeded
by 2 per cent its maximum level in December 1962.

Thee measures to restrict the right of foreigners to

change their jabs further increased the strain on the labour
market since they impeded geographical and occupational mobility.

In 1964, the measures were still further tightened up.
"The new regulations stipulated that permits for foreign workers
to reside in Switzerland or change their jobs might only be
issued or renewed if the employer undertook in writing not to
increase his firm's total payroll (Swiss and foreign) beyond its
total size as at 1st March, 1964 or its average size for the year
1963. The Decree also aimed at reducing firms' payrolls by
stipulating that residence permits could only be issued to new
foreign workers taken on to replace outgoing workers if this did
not raise the total payroll to above 97 per cent of the reference
figure. But this regulation only applied to firms employing over
25 persons. Like the earlier Decree, the Federal Council Decree
of 21st February, 1964 did not apply to agricultural and forestry
undertakings, private households, hospitals, asylums and other
institutions. But all public enterprises were covered by these

(1) OFIAMT, op. cit., p. 83.
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measures, whereas in the previous year the Federal Railways, the
Swiss Post, Telephone and Telegraph administration and the con-
cessionary transport enterprises were exempt(1).

Under the Order of 9th October, 1964, the total payroll
was brought down from 97 per cent to 95 per cent,of the reference
figure. In addition, spontaneous immigration (pseudo-tourist)
was ended by making employment conditional on the guarantee of a
residence permit. This meant that workers could no longer enter
Switzerland by showing a promise of a job or an employment con-
tract.

(2) The 19..6 -1 67 twin- ceilin s stem

In 1965, it was realised that the arrangements for limiting
a firm's total payroll (Swiss and foreign) were ineffective in
keeping down the number of foreigners and a system was therefore
introduced for reducing the number of foreigners (required to
report to the police) employed per firm.

The regulations in force until then had limited each
firm's total payroll irrespective of the workers' nationality, so
that Swiss workers leaving a firm could be replaced by foreigners
provided the firm's total payroll did not exceed 95 per cent of-
the reference figure. In order to remedy this weakness, the new
Decreee of 1st March, 1965 set up a twin-ceiling system under
which:

1. the ban was maintained on increasing the payroll
per firm;

2. a ceiling was imposed on the number of foreign
staff per firm.

Firms were obliged to reduce the number of foreign workers
by 5 per cent (with reference to 1st March, 1963). In the
building and construction industry, the number of seasonal workers
was limited to 145,000.

On 1st March, 1966, a new Federal Council Decree was pub-
lished maintaining the twin-ceiling system, but modified as
follows:

1. employers were obliged to reduce the number of
foreign workers employed by S per cent of the
base figure (1st March, 1965) by 31st July, 1966,
and again by 2 per cent by 31st January, 1967,
i.e. by a total of 10 per cent;

2. the maximum number of workers allowed per firm was
fixed at the maximum number of workers per firm
as at 1st March, 1964, plus 4 per cent;

illi*Mr-4114011MOILII

(1) OFIAMT, op. cit., p.84.

1A..8
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3. frontier workers ceased to be counted as
foreign workers.

In 1967, further reductions were made and employers were
given up to the end of July 1967 to bring down the number of
foreigners employed in their firms by 12 per cent of the base
figure as at March 1965 (Federal Decree of 10th February, 1967).

The required reduction in seasonal workers was only
10 per cent of the base figure (5 per cent in hotels and cater-
ing). This concession was justified by the fact that seasonal
labour has a less noticeable effect on the degree of alien
penetration.

The permitted total payroll per firm was limited to the
number fixed in 1964 plus 10 per cent.

The quota for seasonal workers in building and con-
strucui:1L was now put at 125,000.

(3) Towards a lobal maracauW11111mItal

The twin-ceiling system proved an increasing drag on the
economy and was replaced by a global ceiling system for the
whole of Switzerland and by arrangements for improving the geo-
graphical and occupational mobility of foreign workers.

In 1968, it was decided that employers must reduce the
number of foreigners employed in their firms by 5 per cent, over
and above the cuts made in 1965, 1966 and 1967, so bringing the
total reduction to 17 per cent over the whole period from 1965
to 1968. But it should be noted that seasonal and frontier
workers were not counted as foreigners, nor were foreigners who
had lived continuously in Switzerland for at least seven years
(in 1969, five years).

The maximum figures for seasonal workers were fixed
separately for building and construction (115,000), hotels and
catering (21,000) and other industries (16,000).

Then in 1970(1) came the global ceiling system. Under
this system, the authorities were to determine the number of new
foreigners to be allowed into Switzerland (40,000), after which
this number would be divided up between the cantons, who would
themselves distribute the workers among the various firms (in
most cases, the cantons were to set up labour allocation com-
mittees).

OISOMMI14011101111111111111~dolftelie.ILSOMON.P..01.11041114111101111111..-3/ANOMPASIO

(1) The aim was to stabilize the number of foreigners engaging
in paid employment who had no annual residence or permanent
settlement permit at 600,000, i.e. the figure obtaining at
the end of December 1969. Frontier workers were not subject
to this restriction.
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As regards seasonal workers, the numbers allowed in were
kept at the 1968 level (112,000).

The regulations on changing jobs, occupations and cantons
were also amended so as to improve geographical and occupational
mobility among foreigners. This problem will be discussed in
the following chapters.

In 1971, the total number of new immigrants was reduced
to 20,000.

The results of these various measures in terms of size of
the foreign population are given in Table 1, which shows that
their numbers in 1972 were the same as in the years 1966-68, with
one important difference: the drop in the number of workers
engaged by the year and the rise in the number of seasonal and
frontier workers. Side by side with the drop in the number of
workers engaged by the year, the number of permanently settled
immigrants (those with over ten years' continuous residence in
Switzerland) increased. These two categories accounted in 1972
for some 600,000 people.

It should also be noted that every time an administrative
measure was taken, the problem was which classes of foreigner to
treat as alien. As a rule, seasonal and frontier workers and
permanently settled immigrants were left out when calculating the
number of foreign workers covered by the above Decrees. All
these difficulties are connected with the fact that the phenomenon
of alien penetration cannot be tackled simply by controlling the
entry of foreigners. This explains the growing tendency to adopt
a policy of assimilating long-term foreign residents in
Switzerland, so that the problem becomes how to reduce the threat
of too large a foreign population by according aliens Swiss
national status in one way or another.

All in all, the principles governing the admission of
foreign labour have evolved in the absence of any real analysis
of the trend of the employment structure and the aims defended
during the '50s. Yet it was already apparent since 1958/1959
that immigration was becoming increasingly permanent, or in other
words, structural(1). Various trade associations have of course
warned private industry and the Government from time to time of
the dangers inherent in such a policy; the attitude of these
associations has not been very systematic since it was usually
a matter of safeguarding micro-economic interests quite inde-
pendently of macro-economic considerations. This would probably
not have been the case if the target had been manpower planning
and certain growth targets, but our system did not in fact permit
the determination of priorities or orders of urgency. The con-
tribution of the various industries to GDP has never been
seriously considered. Yet a forward-looking attitude would have

(1) See }Mining, op, cit., pages 22/23.
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been conducive to a better policy for the allocation of foreign
manpower. It was only later that the necessity for this wa"
felt. Mr. Schaffner, an ex-Federal Counsellor, stated in
1970(1): "The economy will certainly be obliged to change its
structures and it is these indispensable changes Swiss farming
has already been confronted by this process for some time -
which will be the main features of our time and the decades to
come. As for our large industries and businesses with their
international intorosts, they will be still more obliged than in
the past to take on the risk of standing up beyond our frontiers
against the dangerous competition making its appearance on the
world front. As has in any event been the case so far, our pro-
duction programmes will have to be carefully examined and worked
out. In order to economise on staff, new forms of collaboration
will have to be found - and they will certainly be found, as is
already proved by many examples - which do not nonetheless bring
the independence of each firm to an end. In addition to the
necessary concentrations - which are not in any case the only
possible solution - it will be necessary to consider certain
forms of disengagement by dropping lines of production where out-
put is not as might be desired and by giving up certain kinds of
business. For instance, it is not especially advisable to con-
tinue producing large quantities of certain day-to-day products.
What we should do, on the contrary, is to concentrate on the
production of goods whose high quality we can really guarantee.
Our motto should be tmultum non multal. What is in fact impor-
tant for the future of businesses is neither their size nor their
turnover but the higher quality of their products which should
be produced as efficiently as possible. We should not therefore
let ourselves be dazzled by the slogan of increased production."

In short, this immigration policy conforming to purely
micro-economic aims has led to an impasse from which it is dif-
ficult to return as it is no easy matter to set priorities in
the absence of investment policy instruments in an economy where
requirements are always determined by the private sector.

In conclusion, the important factor is the structural
character assumed by immigration(2). This aspect emerges
clearly from the statistics on the average length of stay
(Table 2) and the rise in the number of immigrants not in gain-
ful employment(3).

(1) SDES, Revue des faits de la semaine, No. 48/1970.

(2) It is from this phenomenon of the permanence of immigration
and its impact on the structure of employment and production
that the necessity for overall action derives. See also
Bohning, op. cit., pages 23/24.

(3) cf. "Evolution et effectif de la population etrangbre
residant en Suisse en 1971 ". La Vie Economique, April 1972,
pages 192-206.
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(c) Non-vrazaAaa.aaaa(1)

The general principle governing the policy on admitting
foreign workers is full equality of treatment for foreign and
native workers with regard to pay and working conditions. It is
generally agreed that this principle "does not go counter to the
interests of local manpower and therefore preserves industrial
peace", besides preventing discrimination against foreign workers.

However, another principle also governs immigration
policy, namely that order must be maintained on the employment
market. This means that "in examining each application for a
residence permit, enquiries are usually made as to whether there
is not a Swiss worker on the employment market or a foreign
worker holding a permanent settlement permit who could do the
job applied for". For this reason, "the gainful employment which
the foreigner is allowed to take up is specified in the residence
permit"(2).

A distinction should therefore be made between two major
categories in the undifferentiated supply of manpower:

1. the supply of Swiss manpower, including foreign
workers who have been granted a permanent
settlement permit(3) ;

2. the supply of foreign manpower.

0111.111111111MIVAII11101.1111411114113101041M11110111111111,01111N1110111.111.1110

(1) Some caution should be exercised in interpreting this concept.
See Bbhning, page 28: "Labour import may very well worsen
the competitive situation for some sections of the indigenous
work force. Moreover, the discussion cannot be spared by
defining the foreign and the native work force as non-
competing groups with reference to either socio-economic or
legal reasons. Socio-economically, the replacement of
indigenous by foreign workers in socially undesirable jobs
can never be complete, so that there will always be large
sections of the indigenous work force in a situation of
direct competition (substitution). Legally, the control of
the foreign labour force affects only that portion which due
to its recent immigration is still subject to control. The
long-term stayers are generally free to change jobs."

(2) OFIAMT, op. cit., p.42.

(3) A permanent settlement permit puts the foreigner on the same
footing as Swiss citizens with regard to the exercise of paid
employment; it also enables him to work on his own account,
except in a few trades which are exclusively reserved for
Swiss nationals. It is granted for an unlimited period and
is unconditional.
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These two categories of labour do not have the same status
on the employment market. Although nationality as such does not
entail any discrimination as regards pay, this is not the case
as regards geographical and occupational mobility, since foreign
workers may not freely switch from one industry, firm or
occupation to another.

The residence permit indicates the gainful employment
which the foreigner may take up and is always for a limited
period; it rarely exceeds one year the first time it is granted.
In practice, the duration of the residence permit is determined
according to the purpose of residence and the situation on the
labour market.

The validity of the residence permit may be restricted to
the season or to nine months.

Within the limits of the residence permit he holds, the
foreign worker needs a special permit if he:

wishes to take another job in the same trade (change
of job);

- wishes to follow a trade other than the one he is
authorised to engage in (change of occupation);

- wishes to take an additional job on a fairly
regular basis for the same employer or another
employer;

- wishes to work as a self-employed person.

The restrictions on changing jobs or occupations are
reinforced by territorial restrictions, since residence permits
are only valid for the canton which issued them. Changes of
occupation are "strictly controlled in view of the danger that
foreigners in occupations which are short of manpower may switch
to other occupations and the labour shortage may keep increasing .

in the least sought after occupations"(1). This policy has often
prevented foreigners from improving their occupational situation
even though job changes have in practice been authorised. It

should be noted that change of occupation frequently involves a
change of industry and this is of particular concern to us in
the present study.

In addition to these legal restrictions, which in some
cases have not operated, there has been a practical restriction
which often proved more severe in that some industries have pre-
ferred to employ Swiss workers rather than foreigners (at least
until 1959/60).

11.14.41.1AW.A...W.W.Aumm,OWWwW.......O.J.,elIALVAMONIAMAJAWAIOW

(1) OPIAMT, opt cit., p.89.

lea. ....AILMAILAI.aM.A.11..11 /16111.11.11.11MMIUMIA!
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It was eventually realised that, since immigration had
come to stay, the policy adopted was not only helping to
immobilise foreign workers in certain industries but was also
enabling some inefficient and even marginal firms to survive by
continually supplying them with new workers who were employed
at the minimum prevailing wage rates. "That was why the
authorities began to think of allowing foreigners to circulate
freely although they were well aware of the consequences. With
the free circulation of manpower, a heavy exodus from the least
sought after occupations would have to be counted on towards
those which workers find much more attractive. When considered
as a final aim, such labour movements are desirable since they
will oblige inefficient industries and firms to adjust themselves
to economic development, to make the essential conversion or to
withdraw from business. But such structural changes cannot be
caused by the sudden complete abolition of the ban on changing
occupations without a permit. A certain lapse of time is
necessary for adjusting to the new conditions. It will therefore
only be possible to authorise the free change of occupation
gradually and to begin with after, say, TWO or three years'
residence in Switzerland.

"With a system where changes of job and occupation are
freely allowed, foreigners will in time succeed in the same way
as Swiss workers in finding the jobs in which they can give of
their best. They will leave jobs where wages are low and working
conditions bad. Efficient firms will have more labour at their
disposal and will be to develop. In the case of inefficient
firms, the process of elimination will be speeded up by the free
circulation of foreign manpower. The structural improvements
will enable the Swiss economy to increase its productivity and
this will at the same time raise the national income."(1)

As from 1966/67, the principles governing the geographical
and occupational mobility of foreigners were gradually relaxed.
Accordingly, in 1970, changes of job, occupation and canton were
made subject to the following regulations:

- workers engaged by the year are not allowed to change
their job during their first year of residence (or
during the season in the case of seasonal workers)
(no change);

- it is normally possible to change one's occupation
after three years' residence or after a season in
the case of seasonal workers (formerly eight years);

- changing one's canton together with a change of job
is not normally allowed before completing three
years' residence, and the same applies to seasonal
workers during the s(Jason.

0.1.1.40,101,01.1.0~40.444.14.0.04WM.atAWMINIMAMIAMODTM

(1) ()IMAM, op. cit., p.133.
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This means that, despite the brake on immigration, there
has been a real improvement in the geographical and occupational
mobility of foreign workers.

But these principles will probably be still further
relaxed, as stated by Mr. Gruebe].: "Our long-term policy with
regard to workers engaged by the year is to give them the possi-
bility of changing their job, occupation and canton after one
year's residence. It is already agreed today in many circles
that we must come to such a solution in time, both for economic
reasons and bearing humanitarian and political considerations in
mind. We are convinced that there can be no question of jeopar-
dising the free choice of job by Swiss workers. What is right
for Swiss workers cannot be wrong for foreigners, on the sole
condition, however, that such mobility will only be allowed when
a certain stability has been proved, i.e. after one year's
residence. This liberal solution is also necessary for economic
reasons so as to avoid distortions on the labour market. The
system of general stabilisation has as a corollary the greater
mobility of foreign manpower in Switzerland. We cannot and should
not base our structural and regional policy on the shortage of
labour. Other means should be used to this end where they are
judged necessary."(1).

0,11...1.4040.1WWMOOMOIMMONIMMOMMOIAMWAR0001

(1) Statement made at Lausanne on 15th September, 1971,
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3. Thedammics of mallzwer movcments

The immediate post-war years and the early fifties sew
the emergence of the factors which were to steer the trend of
migration and its consequences for the Swiss economy, especially
its productive apparatus.

TABLE 3

Re siden.I.S.aPultkal...Z0.9.0.11.214.19....911111A

Total
population

WOOMON/HIMPIIM

Swiss Foreign Foreign popu-
lation as a
of the total

1960 5,360,200 4,846,200 514,000 9.6

1961 5,5089400 4,889,800 618,600 11.2

1962 5,639,200 4,930,000 709,200 12.6

1963 5,749,200 4,969,500 779,700 13.6

1964 5,829,700 5,010,800 818,300 14.0

1965 5,883,700 5,046,600 837,100 14.2

1966 5,952,300 5,080,600 871,700 14.6

1967 6,031,400 5,112,300 919,100 15.2

1968 6,104,100 5,140,700 '963,400 15.8

1969 6,168,700 5,165,900 1,002,800 16.3

1970 6,204,800 5,191,100 1,013,700 16.3

Source: BFS, Selected population data 1960-1970, Working
document 72.02, Bern, 1972.

3.1 Distribution of.fortio manzwer.byindustr and occupation

The foreign population resident in Switzerland has
increased steadily since 1945 and now accounts for some 15 per
cent of the total population (Table 3).

The overall figures are intersting but it is also important
to analyse the trend of the distribution by skill and by industry.
The information available on skills is scanty. However, the
OFIAMT has published a survey on occupational trends among
workers newly arriving in Switzerland since 1959 (Table 4).
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Initial residence issued
c assifed occultion

...........
Category of permit

Total

1

Year
Seasonal
workers

Non-seasonal
workers

Frontier
workers

..

Skilled and semi-skilled workers

1959 70,866 74,447 30,519 175,832
1960 80,199 88,406 33,733 202,338
1961 94,835 104,014 36,491 235,340
1962 100,551 103,174 38,643 242,368
1963 990914 96,152 41,115 237,181
1964 107,354 91,312 39,744 238,410
1965 105,003 63,490 39,850 208,343
1966 90,331 59,906 42,308 192,545
1967 81,508 57,159 49,186, 187,853
1968 75,459 63,782 53,728 192,969

Unskilled workers

1959 59,191 27,038 11,765 97,994
1960 76,942 49,204 13,381 139,527
1961 100,726 71,936 14,543 187,205
1962 121,908 76,166 15,215 213,289
1963 124,541 68,364 14,904 207,809
1964 133,503 69,247 14,179 216,929
1965 110,719 41,171 14,927 166,817
1966 100,442 37,656 15,784 153,882
1967 94,247 33,442 18,358 146,047
1968 96,510 37,525 18,867 152,902

......nft.40.4

1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968

diMetaillismadOWNINIONNIONOUPW.M11014811Mmamp.m.14.4mAftrimmillualltAlm.A.MA11610s0411418.800.1*,400.11101111.401001.6.10...

Percentage of permits issued to
skilled and semi-skilled workers

54.5
51.0
48.0
45.2
44.5
44.6
48.7
47.3
46.4
43.9

73.4
64.2
59.1
57.5
58.4
56.9
60.7
61.4
63.1
63.0

0141.111...10.111~1~1146. MAK Wm*. A. ....fireuen.. An../.. Alb 410.0

Source: La Vie Economique, June 1969.
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72.2
71.6
71.5
71.7
73.4
73.7
72.7
72.8
72.8
74.0

64.2
59.2
55.7
53.2
53.3
52.4
55.5
55.6
56.3
55.8
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For the period 1959-1964, the rate of increase in the
number of initial residence permits issued to unskilled foreign
workers was greater (121 per cent) than for skilled and semi-
skilled workers (36 per cent). The result was a drop in the
proportion of skilled and semi-skilled workers among total
initial permits. But this trend was reversed when the restric-
tions came into force. The proportion of permits issued to
skilled and semi-skilled immigrants went up appreciably, rising
from 52 per cent in 1964 to 55 per cent in the following years.

This information says nothing about the occupational
advancement of foreigners already employed in Switzerland.

The trend of manpower distribution by industry is shown
in Tables 5, 6 and 7, which give a picture of the differential
trend by nationality and category of permit.

Generally speaking, it can be agreed that foreign workers
have been above all steered towards the lower-paid industries(1)
(which does not always mean the least attractive jobs: e.g.! the .

street-cleaning services are mainly manned by Swiss workers).
The steering of immigrants in this direction, combined with the
restrictions on their geographical and occupational mobility,
was to result in different patterns of mobility for the two
categories of manpower described above. The mechanism of this
will now be studied.

3.2 Mechanism.-1-2LaSifaaw...1
a lan

mobility

The following are the main factors which have set the
trend in the occupational pattern:

- the elasticity of the undifferentiated supply of
manpower due to immigration and the geographical
and occupational mobility of Swiss workers;

- the trend of employment capacity;

- the changes in the spread of wage rates across
industry which have induced shifts in distribution.

In the prevailing climate of economic growth, these three
factors have acted in concert, being closely inter-related. The
resulting fluidity of the labour market made it easy for entre-
preneurs to increase their employment capacity. As this capacity
increased, the geographical and occupational mobility of Swiss
workers began to operate and labour was distributed in accor-
dance with changes in wage rates throughout industry. (In view
of the statistical information available, we shall mainly
analyse the secondary sector.)

(1) rFIAMT, op. cit., page 89.
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,TAWJE

atelnIag1212tribution of Swiss Workers

1957 1959 1961 1963 1965 1967 1969 1971

1. Food, beverages
and tobacco 6.5 6.8 6.5 6.9 6.6 7.5 7.6 7.5

2. Textiles 9.8, 8.1 8.3 8.1 7.2 5.9 5.5 5.2

3. Clothing and
lined 8.0 7.6 6.7 6.2 5.8 4.1 4.9 4.4

4. Capital goods 1.3 1.4 1.6 - - - - -

5. Timber and
woodworking 6.2 6.3 6.1 5.6 5.6 5.1 4.9 5.1

6. Paper 2.9 3.0 2.9 2.9 2.8 2.5 2.4 2.3

7. Printing and
bookbinding 5.1 5.6 5.8 6.6 6.8 7.0 7.2 7.2

8. Leather and
rubber 1.1 1.1 0.9 1.7 1.7 1.8 2.0 2.1

9. Chemicals 5.2 5.7 6.1 5.0 6.7 7.7 8.3 8.9

10. Cement and cement
products, bricks an.
tiles, earthenware
and ceramics, etc. 2.9 3.0 2.8 2.9 3.0 2.7 2.6 2.6

11. Metals 11.7 11.9 12.0 13.3 13.1 13.2 13.2 13.3

12. Mechanical engi-
neering, process
plant, and pre-
cision instruments 28.6 27.9 28.2 27.9 28.0 31.1 30.8 31.8

13. Clocks, watches
and jewellery 11.7 10.6 11.1 11.9 11.8 10.8 10.0 9.4

14. Musical
instruments 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3. 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.1

Source: La Vie Economique, September factory survey.
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TABLE 6

Percent@ e distribution of foreign workers
hoding..2,re@Ance.stermit

1957 1959 1961 1963.1965 1967 1969 1971

1. Food, beverages
and tobacco 4.5 4.4 4.9 6,,2 6.4. 6.8. 6.6 6.9

2. Textiles 16.6 19.8 13.3 12.4 11.5 10.8 10.6 9.5

3. Clothing and
linen 16.6 17.7 15.1 14.7 14.9 14.9 13.5 12.1

4. Capital goods 0.7 0.8 1.3 - - - - -

5. Timber and
woodworking 5.9 5.6 6.6 5.8 5.4 4.9 4.5 4.4

6. Paper 1.6 1.7 2.1 2.5 2.5 2.4 2.3 2.3

7. Printing and 1

bookbinding 1.7 2.6 2.2 3.0 3.0 3.0 2.9 3.2

8. Leather and
rubber 1.3 '1.4 ;.4 2.2 2.4 2.3 2.4 2.5

9. Chemicals 1.4 1.4 1.7 2.2 2.6 3.4 4.3 3.6

10. Cement and cement
products, brinks
and tiles, earthen
ware and ceramics,
etc. 5.2 5.4. 5.1 5.1 5.0 4.7 4.5 4.5

11. Metals 14.5 13.3 15.0 14.6 14.7 14.3 14.7 14.7

12. Mechanical engi-
neering, process
plant, and pre-
cision instruments 27.0 27.2 26.6 25.7 25.0 26.1 26.9 26.9

13. Musical
instruments 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.0

§ource: La Vie Economique, September factory survey.
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TABLE

percentaasDistribution of Foreign Workers
oIlin.g.41TTTT67nenrnra77n erml

1957 1959 1961 1963 1965 1967 1969 1971

1. "ood, beverages
and tobacco 6.3 6.3 5.3 5.4 5.1 4.6 5.0 4.8

2. Textiles 14.0 13.4 12.3 10.8 9.6 7.9 7.2 7.4

3. Clothing and
linen 13.6 12.6 11.5 9.4 9.2 8.4 8.5 8.3

4. Capital goods 0.7 0.7 0.8 - - - - -

5. Timber and
woodworking 6.3 5.8 5.8 4.7 5.0 4.0 4.5 4.5

6. Paper 2.7 2.7 2.4. 2.4 2.3 2.2 2.0 2.2

7. Printing and
bookbinding 4.7 4.4 4.9 5.2 5.4 5.2 5.5 5.3

8. Leather and
rubber 1.5 1.4 1.3 1.8 1.9 1.8 2.1 2.4

9. Chemicals 4.6 4.7 4.8 4.5 4.7 5.0 5.3 5.0

10. Cement and cement
products, bricks
and tiles,earthen
ware and ceramics
etc. 3.8 4.0 3.8 3.8 3.4 3.1 2.9 3.0

11. Metals 11.2 10.6 11.9 13.2 13.5 13.8 13.8 14.7

12. Mechanical engi-
neering, process
plant, and preci-
sion instruments 21.7 25.3 27.2 31.2 34.4 37.4 35.8 35.9

13. Clocks, watches
and jewellery 8.1 7.1 7.1 6.7 4.3 5.9 6.6 6.4

14. Musical
instruments 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.1

Source: La Vie Economique, September factory survey.
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3.2.1 119112L112.1W.L.ILUMItat

Wage differences have to be considered from two angles(1):

(1) The factors which explain why there are wage diffe-
rences between industries. Why does a particular
industry pay higher or lower wages than another?
Briefly, this means explaining the rank of the
various industries according to their order of
importance. This order of importance is determined
by various factors, including: the level of skill
of its manpower, the industry's level of concentra-
tion, technical progress, labour productivity,
actual and expected profits, the proportion of costs
attributable to labour as compared with total costs,
the structure of the product market, the structure
of the labour market, the substitutability of the
factors of production, differences in geographical
location and the level of trade union membership.

(2) The factors which explain why wage differences between
industries increase or diminish over the course of
time. The fundamental element in these variations is
naturally the situation prevailing on the employment
market (tight or fluid). In a period of full employ-
ment, wage differences tend to be reduced, whereas
they widen when underemployment makes its appearance.

Manpower movements occur according to the greater or
lesser wage difference between industries. Such movements may
in fact be regarded as guided by relative wages. Wages are
certainly not the only factor taken into account when a worker
decides to change his job, but it may be assumed that if he does
so deliberately he is trying to improve his earnings. This has
been proved by various surveys(2).

The part played by interindustrial wage differences in
allocating manpower comes out clearly when we analyse the rela-
tionship between changes in these differences and the state of
the employment market as a whole.

IIINIMOMMINIMMO.faktioNNO11141041011

(1) D. Maillat, "Structure des salaires et immigration" (Wage
Structure and immigration), Dunod, 1968, and D. Maillat,
"Structure des salaires entre branches dlindustrie et
mobility de la main-d'oeuvre", (Wage structure between
industries and labour mobility), Revue 4conomiqueet
sociale, 3, 1970.

(2) M64 .O.D., "Wages and labour mobility", 1965, pages 63 and
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The mechanism whereby differences in wage levels cause
transfers of manpower is a complicated one. Briefly, it can
take two forms: workers may be induced to change their jobs
either by differential wage increases or by existing differences
in wage rates between one industry and another(1).

(1) On the first assumption, it is considered that a
relationship exists between the wage rise in one
or more particular industry' s and the labour move-
ment towards those industries. This is the "market
thesis" which assumes that wages, just like other
costs, are determined by variations in labour supply
and demand. For instance, in the short term, wages
increase in industries where the demand for labour is
rising because of the inelasticity of labour supply;
they fall relatively in industries where labour demand
drops or remains stationary because of the immobility
of the work force. Apart from the fact that it is
unrealistic to think that the interindustrial wage
spread responds mechanically to variations in employ-
ment, several researches have shown that variations
in labour demand are not always the cause of wage
movements. In other words, manpower movements occur
which in many cases do not necessitate a change in
the wage differential. Hence the second assumption.

(2) Under the second assumption (called the job vacancies
thesis) no relationship is found between differential
wage rises and manpower movements but between wage
levels and manpower movements. Under this assumption,
when wage differences between industries are too

great, even though the exact extent cannot be deter-
mined, workers leave the lower-paid industries for
the better-paid industries, on condition of course
that jobs are available in those industries. Insofar
as wages influence the mobility of workers, the
latter move from the lower-paid to the better-paid
industries when wage differences between industries
cross a certain threshold.

All in all, it is the latter assumption which best
explains events in Switzerland.

When the labour market becomes tight, shifts of manpower
arising from wage differences between industries lead to efforts
by the industries with the lowest wage rates to come into line.
Before the labour market becomes tight, the industries paying
low wages do nothing to change their position on the wage-rate
ladder as they are still able to hire workers at the rates they

offer. But as soon as difficulties appear on the labour market,
they have to take steps in order not to lose their workforce.

aum.4..u.rwariwaratostaimalleimama....

(1) 0.E.C.D., "Wages and labour mobility", op. cit.
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3.2.2 Trend9 in,waudifferences between industries in
"OrTiVEind

We have used the October wage and salary statistics
published by the OFIAMT, in which wages are taken as meaning the
average hourly earnings of blue-collar workers and salaries as
meaning the average monthly pay of white-collar workers.

In order to provide a common basics of comparison, twelve
of the seventeen industries covered by the statistics have been
taken, namely:

1. Cement and cement products, bricks and tiles,
earthenware and ceramics,.etc.

2. Food, beverages and tobacco

3. Chemicals

4. Clothing and capital goods

5. Printing trades

6. Metals and metalworking

7. Clocks, watches and jewellery

8. Textiles

9. Paper and leather

10. Craft trades and miscellaneous

A coefficient of variation has been used for measuring
the trend in wage and salary spreads.

(a) Trend ofnaupeadt

During the first period, from 1949 to 1957/1958, wage
spreads widened and reached their maximum span in 1958, after
which came a period of contraction lasting until 1964. In
1961/1962, the wage spread index rose above its starting value
recorded in 1949/1950, and from 1964 onwards the spread alterna-
tely widened and narrowed by small amounts.

In order to facilitate studying this trend, the different
industries have been classified according to their place on the
wage-rate ladder because an industry's place on this ladder is
a good indicator of its behaviour when faced by wage increases
arising from changes in the demand for labour. The different
wage levels attained by each industry are in fact a reflection
of their unequal rates of production increase and of their
respective stages of development. Obviously, a fully expanding
industry will find it easier to offer high wages than a declining
industry.
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Industries have been divided into two groups, as
follows:

- Group I: clocks and watches; printing trades;
chemicals; metals and metalworking

paper and leather; clothing, textiles,
food, cement and cement products, bricks
and tiles, earthenware and ceramics, etc;
timber and woodworking.

Group II:

By over-simplifying, Group I may be said to include the

"high-wage" industries and Group II the "low-wage" industries.

Up to 1958, wage differences kept widening because wage
increases'were greater in the Group I industries than in Group II,
but in 1959 the trend was reversed and from 1964 onwards the
differences widened and narrowed more or less alternately.

(b) Trend of salary_s_preads.

Salary spreads did not follow the same trend for male as
for female employees. For men, they widened slightly up to
1956/1957 and then narrowed, to become steady in 1964. For
women, the reverse happened and the spread narrowed up to 1959,
after which it widened.

But it should be noted that interindustry salary spreads
among white-collar workers keep within very narrow limits. It

should be remembered that this category of labour is relatively
homogeneous, especially as regards nationality, since few
foreigners have been given white-collar jobs. For this reason,
we shall only study the trend in the interindustry spread of
manual workers' wages.

The explanation may be found by comparing variations in
the wage spread with the situation on the employment market.
Insofar as wages induce workers to change their jobs, they will
tend to leave the less well-paid industries for the better-paid
industries when the difference in wages reaches a certain point
and provided employment capacity increases, i.e. that there is
a demand for labour.

There is no doubt that employment capacity in Switzerland
has grown rapidly under the combined effects of a strong overall
demand, an abundant supply of labour and an attractive relative
price for labour. The heavy demand for labour which has been

a feature of the Swiss economy stems from a rapid self-feeding
increase(1) in employment capacity and reflects a "labour-
intensive" trend. (Let us proceed on this assumption for the
moment and analyse it in more detail below.)

1) See Mining, op. cit., pp. 7 and 11.
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The changes in the structIAL'e of employment in the manu-
facturing industries have been determined by the movement of
Swiss workers (geographical and occupational mobility) and by
the ways in which foreign workers have been placed.

3.2.3 Orientation of eszzaltical and occu ational
mo 1.1/5:

(a) Orientation of immizmata

In the period preceding 1960, immigration was usually of
the demand-pull type and foreign workers only came in when there
was an actual demand for labour, i.e. when jobs had been created
and not filled by Swiss workers or had fallen vacant on the
departure of the latter (substitution immigration).

In placing immigrant workers, however, preference was
generally given to certain job categories over others, as we
explained when speaking of non-competing groups.

As regards manufacturing industry in Switzerland,
immigrants were directed mainly to the textiles, clothing and
metals and metalworking industries during the period between
1950 and 1960.

In 1950, 64.5 per cent of the foreigners working in manu-
facturing were employed in Group II industries, i.e. in "low-
wage" industries, and 24 per cent in metals and metalworking
alone, so that a mere 11 per cent of the foreign labour force
was working in the better-paid industries.

By 1960, the proportion of foreign workers in Group II
industries had fallen to no more than 52.5 per cent. The
shortfall as compared with 1950 had been taken up by metals and
metalworking, which now employed 39.5 per cent of all foreigners
in manufacturing industry. The remaining 7.5 per cent were
working in Group I industries.

By 1970, the percentage of foreigners in Group II indu-
stries had fallen below 50 per cent. Metals and metalworking
took 42 per cent and other Group I industries 15 per cent.

During this period, the percentage of foreigners in the
total work force of an industry was usually higher in the
Group II industries than in Group I. The trend followed by
this percentage gives a good idea of foreign penetration into
the various industries. The percentage in Group I was below
average (Table 10).

At the beginning of the period under study, the distri-
bution of foreign workers, apart from metals and metalworking,
tended to favour the Group II industries and it was also in
these industries that the percentage of foreign workers in the
total work force was highest. Subsequently, as employment
capacity increased, foreigners arriving were divided between
the Group II industries and metals and metalworking. By 1960,
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TABLE 10

Foss n e rs as...z.zrcenta e of total maapowes.

_____

1. Food, beverages
and tobacco

1957
0HIamo.

16

1959 1961 1963 1965 1967 1969 1971

15 25 36 38 32 32 32

2. Textiles 30 38 42 48 50 48 51 49

3. Clothing and
linen 34 37 50 58 62 65 59 60

4. Capital goods 13 13 27 - - - - -

5. Timber and
woodworking 20 19 32 38 38 34 34 34

6. Paper 14 14 25 34 36 34 35 35

7. Printing and
bookbinding 10 12 16 23 24 20 21 22

8. Leather and
rubber 23 24 40 45 46 40 40 39

9. Chemicals 8 8 13 23 22 20 24 26

10. Cement and cement

,

products, bricks
and tiles, earth-

. enware and cera- .

mice, etc. 30 31 44 51 51 47 48 47

11. Metals 24 22 35 40 42 37 38 38

12. Mechanical engi-
neering, process
plant, and preci-
sion instruments 20 19 30 36 37 32 34 34

13. Clocks, watches
and jewellery 7 5 14 20 23 23 27 28

14. Musical
instruments 16 17 30 36 37 24 24 23

Source: La Vie Economique, September factory survey.
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this latter industry alone employed 40 per cent of the foreign

workers in manufacturing. In short, Group I industries other

than metals and metalworking employed relatively few foreign

workers. Foreign penetration was therefore greater in Group II
industries since the ratio of foreigners to the total work

force was always above average.

The lowest percentage of foreign workers is thus to be

found in those industries where employment capacity has

increased most.

CO Orientation of Swiss workers

The most significant factor during this period is not so

much the increase in the number of foreign workers as the move-
ment of Swiss workers between the various manufacturing
industries and between sectors.

The Swiss transferred from the primary and secondary
sectors to the tertiary sector - with immigration speeding up
the process - and, within the secondary sector, from Group II

industries to Group I. Moreover, their geographical mobility
was high, which is in itself an indication of the mobility
between sectors and between industries.

(1) Mobilit of Swiss workers between sectors

As already mentioned, the geographical and occupational
mobility of foreign workers is restricted. The mobile workers

are the Swiss and foreigners with permanent settlement permits,

the behaviour of the latter being usually the same as for Swiss

workers.

By and large, the movement of Swiss workers has been away

from the primary sector and, to a lesser extent, the secondary

sector towards the tertiary sector (Table 11). Table 11 shows

that between 1960 and 1970 the Swiss active population employed

in the secondary sector fell and that the increased numbers in

this sector were attributable to immigrants(1).

The movement of Swiss workers into the tertiary sector

following the growth of employment capacity in that sector

cannot be explained entirely by economic considerations. Social

position and standing played a decisive part and there was also

11111111111111MIMEINIIIIMMIN1111111100

(1) Further details concerning the dynamics of the sector trend

will be found in a very interesting study presented by

C. Ouenoud (BFS) to the Population Group of the Societe

suisse de statistiques et dieconomie politique (November

1972). Longitudinal analysis shows that there was a nega-

tive balance between 1960 and 1970 for almost all the
50-60 age-group of the Swiss male population in the secondary

sector. This underlines the extent of the transfer of Swiss

active persons from the secondary to the tertiary sector.

In short, immigrants alone provided for the entire increase

in the secondary sector.
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a by no means negligible psychological factor, namely the secu-
rity of employment which workers in the tertiary sector usually
enjoy. It is often argued that wage differences are not a major
factor in attracting workers to the tertiary sector, but never-
theless the wage rates given in the October wages survey for
trades in the tertiary sector show that pay in that sector com-
pares favourably with pay in the secondary sector:

- the wages (hourly earnings) of workers in public
transport, electricity supply and commerce are higher
or comparable (commerce) with the highest wages paid
in manufacturing industry. The situation in private
transport is less satisfactory and wages here are
nearer the bottom rungs of the wage ladder;

both male and female white collar workers obtain higher
monthly salaries in electricity supply than those in
Group I industries and salaries comparable with the
latter in banking and insurance. Their pay is average
in public transport. It is lower than the Group II
industries in private transport and commerce.

It should also be noted that tertiary-type jobs are con-
tinually increasing in the secondary sector, especially in
industry, and that these jobs are usually held by Swiss workers.
Security of employment :1.3 also an important factor here as, in
the event of a recession, employers are more prone to pay off
workers employed directly on the production line.

Moreover, although a good many Swiss have moved into the
tertiary sector, it is equally certain that most new Swiss
workers entering the labour market for the first time have
avoided the secondary sector and taken work in the tertiary
sector or, more usually, jobs of a tertiary type. There are
even signs that the younger workers are.tending to stecn clear
of industrial occupations, so that we are faced with the
"tertiarisation" of Swiss labour. This trend must soon lead to
the aging of the Swiss active population structure in the
secondary sector.

This movement of Swiss labour towards the tertiary sector
has of course created a considerable need for labour in the
primary and secondary sectors. The vacuum left behind by the
departure of Swiss workers from the secondary sector has been so
great that its employment capacity has increased and, as we have
already seen, it was foreign workers who replaced the departing
Swiss.

In a sense, immigration has played the role which would
normally fall to technical progress in smoothing the way for
Swiss workers into the tertiary sector(1). However, under

111110111011111110.1111...MiliNiftliralatI

(1) Cu4noud notes in the above-mentioned study that entries to the
tertiary sector are spaced out to quite an advanced age,
which demonstrates the evident attraction of this sector for
all age-groups.
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normal circumstances, the movement to the tertiary sector is
due to the shortage of jobs in the secondary sector because of
the recessive nature of technical progress. In Switzerland,
the movement has been voluntary and facilitated by immigration,
which has stimulated geographical and occupational mobility.

Although movement from the secondary to the tertiary
sectors is a long-term process, the trend seen in Switzerland
is somewhat abnormal since the employment pattern of Swiss
labour has developed ahead of the pattern of production. This
explains why foreign labour has become a structural necessity
and marks the essential difference between the period from 1950
to 1960 and the period from 1910 to 1930.

In conclusion, it can be claimed that the prevailing
situation on the labour market has speeded up the normal trans
fer of Swiss labour from the primary and secondary sectors to
the tertiary sector.

(2) Mobility in manufacturin industu

The mobility of labour between sectors has repercussions
within the secondary sector, wiiere it is found that Swiss workers
are leaving the lower-paid industries for Group I industries,
unless they can find jobs in the tertiary sector.

In fact, we find that foreign penetration is accompanied
by falling numbers of Swiss workers in several industries and
that these numbers are falling despite the fact that employment
capacity is rising. The number of Swiss workers has thus gene-
rally dropped in Group II industries and risen in Group I
industries.

While the movement from the secondary to the tertiary
sector may be explained by pyscho-sociological rather than
economic factors, it seems that inside the secondary sector
economic factors assert themselves to the full, in particular
wage differences between industries, and that Swiss workers as a
whole have in fact taken advantage of the situation and left the
lower-paid for the higher-paid industries.

3.2.4 Effect, of the wa.m_gmread on the redistribution of
labour 11717.EnTac turing711767F7-

(a) Period 19491959.

Since the end of the war, and more especially from the
beginning of the fifties, every industry has taken on foreign
workers since they all need them for the jobs at the lower end
of the occupational ladder. We assume that Swiss worker move-
ments were few in number at that time. The small span of the
interindustrial wage spread offered little inducement to change
from one industry to another, especially as the employment
capacity of Group I industries was only just beginning to grow.
But soon the mechanism which has governed labour movements was
to make its appearance once and for all.
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Increasing employment capacity in all industries necessi-
tated the recruitment of more workers. But Swiss workers were
less and less interested in the Group II industries so that the
latter were finally no longer able to find the extra Swiss
workers required. Gradually, they even lost some of their
national labour force. However, this did not interfere with
their output as °.;r replaced their lost home labour and even
increased thei?- ,otal labour force by taking on foreign workers
who were prepared to work for the prevailing wage rates.

The abundant labour supply was responsible for wage rises
being lower in Group II industries than in Group I. The wage
spread between industries therefore broadened.

The broadening of the wage spread then induced Swiss
workers to leave Group II industries for Group I or the tertiary
sector. This inducement was still further strengthened by
psycholigical factors including a certain measure of xenophobia.

It was in fact very feasible for Swiss workers to leave
Group II indus+xies since Group I industries raised their employ-
ment capacity more quickly, both in absolute figures and per-
centagewise.

As Group I industries, apart from metalworking and engi-
neering, employ a smaller work force than Group II, they were
understandably able to satisfy their labour requirements by
mainly recruiting home labour.

These industries were able with a fairly broad wage
spread to raise the number of new jobs and were therefore in an
excellent position to attract Swiss workers wishing to earn more.
In fact, during this period, the best way of increasing one's
real income was to transfer to a Group I industry and Swiss
workers apparently did not overlook this factor. In addition
to direct wages, most Group I industries offer frequently sub-
stantial fringe benefits which are better than those offered
by Group II industries.

Thus, between 1949 and 1959, the job vacancy mechanism
seems to have had a preponderant effect on the geographical and
occupational mobility of Swiss workers. When the wage spread
became sufficiently broad, i.e. about 1952/1953, the departure
of Swiss workers from Group II industries gathered speed.
During this period, the wage spread was due mainly to the beha-
viour of the low-wage industries. The continual higher-than-
average wage increases in Group I industries were certainly not
attributable to the desire to increase the supply of home labour
but were rather due to other factors connected with the markets
for products (e.g. profits). Thus, there were no unusual wage
increases in Group I industries.

During this period, Group II industries were able to
employ "cheap" labour and could therefore keep their wage costs
within reasonable limits. This advantage certainly made up for
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those disadvantages due to the shortage of skills among the
foreign labour force and to the cost of on-the-job training for
future semi-skilled workers.

Group I industries, for their part, were able to recruit
Swiss workers at wages which were definitely higher than those
paid in Group II industries but did not exceed their possibi-
lities as the abundant labour supply prevented any excessive
claims being made. They were also able to capture semi-skilled
and skilled workers so that their training costs were not too
high and they had no need to have recourse to over-qualification.

Finally, the possibilities Swiss workers had of changing
from one industry to another in the context of the broadening
interindustrial wage spread was conducive to the maintenance of
"industrial peace" unaccompanied by any excessive wage charges
for employers.

In conclusion, during the period 1949-1959/1960, the
labour supply was very abundant thanks to immigration and the
geographical and occupational mobility of Swiss workers. This
factor entailed different wage increases according to which of
these categories firms obtained.

These different wage increases caused the interindustrial
wage spread to broaden and this, combined with the greater
employment capacity of Group I industries, was the cause of the
faster movement of Swiss labour to these industries. Foreign
manpower was relatively less mobile owing to the legal restric-
tions on its geographical and occupational mobility and to the
recruitment policy of Group I industries, which preferred to
take on home workers.

(b)ariod190-11601:j.6A

The fluidity of the labour market could only last as
long as the geographical and occupational mobility of Swiss
workers was sufficient to meet the demand from Group I industries.
Tightness began to appear on the employment market in 1960 and
was aggravated by the inflation which was a feature of the Swiss
economy at that time. It was also then that the results of the
increasingly permanent nature of immigration (result of the
self-feeding process) began to be felt. This,situation was to
give an ever greater impetus to Swiss economic growth and to
draw labour away from private industrial production. Increasing
requirements as regards infrastructure had to be met, and
especially housing for immigrants, who were tending more and
more to bring their families with them. Seasonal workers also
become pseudo-seasonal workers.

During this period, Swiss workers moved mainly towards
the tertiary sector.

Group II industries therefore gradually lost their home
labour force. About 1960, there were not very many more Swiss
workers who wished voluntarily to change to another industry,
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especially as Group II industries which could not allow all of
their home workers to go had to react.in order to keep some of
them. Some of these industries were therefore obliged to speed
up their rate of wage increase and to bring their terms into
line with those of Group I industries.

Efforts were of course made at that time to increase the
participation of potential national workers (older workers,
women, etc.), but these were not sufficient.

Working hours, for their part, fell on the whole, but
this reduction was largely tempered and even compensated for by
overtime.

Because of this reduction in geographical and occupa-
tional mobility and because of the small success met by policies
for increasing participation, the number of Swiss workers
increased in only the following two Group I industries during
this period: the printing trades and chemicals. Apart from
these exceptions, the number of Swiss workers fell in all other
industries, the reduction being particularly striking in Group II
industries.

The situation on the employment market was such that
firms signed mutual agreements that they would not "steal" each
others' labour force.

Because of a general increase in demands employment
capacity continued to grow, to such a point that the mobility
of Swiss workers was no longer sufficient to meet the demand for
labour. In these circumstances, it became necessary to amend
immigration policy and make it less selective(1). Foreign
workers were henceforth to be recruited by all industries,
although no change was made to the principles governing their

movements.

This policy introduced a certain measure of f),,dbility
into the labour market which was nonetheless very dii..erent from
the situation previously obtaining, since as a result of the
gradual reduction in the geographical and occupational mobility
of Swiss workers, the new labour supply was to consist practi-
cally entirely of foreign workers for all branches of manufactu-
ring industry. This new situation was to be the cause of the

narrowing of the interindustrial wage spread. Thus, the Group II
industries were obliged to raise their wages in order to attract
immigrants for whom their need was increasing more than ever.
The wage increases as from 1959-1960 in most Group II industries
were higher than average, while at the same time the increases
in Group I industries were slower. The industries where the
increases were lower than average (clothing, food) were those
which lost and would continue to lose most Swiss workers,

imismuoieliamordelsbasslarramme

(1) See V. Lutz "Manodopera straniera e livelli salariali
interni con particolare riferimento alla situazione
svizzera", Moneta e Credito, 64, 1963, pages 497-566.
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(0) aaousi,.....a6.4::=2/2.2.
On 1st March, 1963, the Federal Council restricted the

entry of foreign manpower, and as a result of this policy the
labour market became tight and the wage spread narrowed to less
than it had been in 1949. However, the tightness of the employ-
ment market was relaxed until 1964 since foreign workers could
always replace Swiss workers leaving certain industries.

As from 1965, the trend of the interindustrial wage
spread bears the mark of both imegration (twin-ceiling system)
and cyclical policy.

During the cyclical showdown in 1966.1967, the spread
tended to remain narrow or, to be more exact, it followed a
zigzag pattern. This trend well illustrates the expectations of
the various industries as regards changes in immigration policy
and more especially for a policy combining the internal libera-
lisation of foreign manpower, as well as their concern to keep
their Swiss labour force. Wage rises in the various industries
therefore followed quite a complex pattern. They no longer
obeyed the same logic as previously or, in other words, the
behaviour of industries within each group was no longer identical,
The different wage increases partly followed the trend of employ-
ment capacity.

On the whole, an adjustment procedure came into operation
whose purpose was to keep wage differences on an even keel.
Hence the zigzag trend of the wage spread: as soon as wages
increase in certain industries and the spread broadens, a
readjustment movement may be observed in other industries. This
results in a higher wage increase than previously(1).

It must in fact be noted that the "twin-ceiling" system
considerably reduced workers' possibilities of geographical and
occupational mobility, while at the same time the supply of new
labour was also reduced. In these circumstances, it is normal
that the wage spread should remain narrow since all employers
wish to keep their labour force; but it is also normal that
industries which need more labour should tend to raise their
wages.

The "twin-ceiling" system has restricted geographical and
occupational mobility, and even though a certain mobility has
been established under this system, it has not concerned a suffi-
cient number of workers to justify wage increases. But the new
system introduced in March 1970 should in theory permit greater

1.011011111110111W4111 111,11111111111WMUli

(1) See also the arguments by A.A. Rossi and K. Schiltknecht,
"Uebernachfrage and Lohnentwicklung in der Schweiz", op. cit.,
pages 247 and 252.
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geographical and occupational mobility(1). Thus, the "twin-
ceiling" system was abolished and the obstacles to the mobility
of foreign workers relaxed both as regards occupational mobility
(change of trade) and geographical mobility (movements from one
canton to another). In these circumstances, it is not impossible
that all Swiss wages will fan out again.

A number of points should be considered in order to assess
the trend of future geographical and occupational mobility and
the role of the wage spread in the reallocation of employment:

1. This mobility will mainly affect foreign workers. It
will depend on the number who have lived for three consecutive
years in Switzerland, and are therefore able to change their
job or canton, and also on the attraction of higher wages for
these workers.

2. The policy of the cantonal commissions responsible for
distributing the cantonal quotas can be decisive. If these
commissions allocate the new residence permits to dynamic firms,
the interindustrial wage spread will tend to remain narrow. If,
on the contrary, new foreign workers are steered to the lower-
paid industries, the spread will probably tend to broaden.

1) This was what In fact happened. Thus, in the annual survey
of the situation in Switzerland in 1972, the 0.2.0.D.
considers (pages 12 and 13) that interindustrial labour
shifts were on the increase. "On the basis of simple
indices attempting to quantify this phenomenon, there seems
to have been a faster degree of workers' mobility in both
1970 and (especially) in the first nine months of 1971 than
in 1968 or 1969. The same seems to have been the case if
total (and not just workers') employment is considered. As
for the direction of these shifts, it is less easy to be
precise. In 1970, the largest declines in workers' employ-
ment were all recorded in sectors ranking lowest in a scale
constructed on the basis of hourly wage earnings. Similar,
though less marked, falls have taken place in the first
half of 1971. Strong increases in employment, on the other
hand, are not uniformly to be found among high-wage sectors.
The chemical, printing and rubber industries, which rank
let, 2nd and 3rd respectively in terms of wages, attracted
workers, but so too did the construction sector, though
hourly earnings in this branch are relatively low. The
longer duration of the working week in building implies,
however, that in terms of weekly earnings its rank among
the twenty most important branches is perhaps 7th or 8th
(against 15th on the basis of hourly earnings)".
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3. Inspfar as there has been some liberalisation of the
geographical and occupational mobility of foreign manpower, wage
movements and interindustrial mobility will probably depend on
the extent to which the production apparatus has been changed in

the various industries as a result of labour restrictions. The
trend of employment capacity and therefore the demand for labour
will depend on such changes. For instance, if the production
apparatus has been sufficiently altered to become more capital-
intensive, with economies on labour therefore, manpower move-
ments from one industry to another will be limited, not because
the workers do not want to change their jobs but because the
industrial branches do not offer more jobs. It is therefore the
trend of employment capacity following changes in the production
apparatus which becomes decisive when analysing manpower
movements.
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4. Consequences of manpower su 1 olio

As we said at the start, Switzerland's immigration policy
has enabled it to dispense with a growth policy or a counter-
cyclical policy, foreign manpower having acted as a regulator
of economic activity for many years and as an indispensable
growth factor in the sense that it has prevented the formation
of bottlenecks.

A process which was thought to be temporary became
indispensable to the working of the system and to the pattern
of employment. As soon as the parties concerned realised that
the machinery could seize up, they gave it their earnest
attention, but their thinking was confined to the possibility
of obtaining more and more labour and to the problem of the
worsening quality of that labour. The secondary consequences
which were to become important were only rarely considered
before 1965.

The fact is that to deal with this continuing migration
and its mounting consequences would have required adopting an
adequate counter-cyclical policy much sooner and even a growth
policy, or preferably a structural policy.

The migratory phenomenon therefore had various consequences
which must be now looked into. In dealing with them, we shall
leave out the sociological aspects, in particular the assimila-
tion problem and the xenophobic reactions which led to the
famous Schwarzenbach initiative (20th May 1969, rejected by
popular vote on 7th June 1970 by 654,844 against 557,517), and
shall consider the effects of the process on the structure of
employment (shortage of Swiss workers in certain industries,
orientation of Swiss workers towards the tertiary sector, large
numbers of foreign workers in industry, etc.), and then its
effects on the inflationary process and on the growth of com-
munity requirements, and lastly its impact on the pattern of
productive organisation (trend of production factor combinations).

4.1 Inter-industrial pattern plmalalamanI

It is possible to correct the effects of immigration on
the cost of living or on the balance of payments by means of an
adequate counter cyclical policy, but the structure of employ-
ment raises a different problem since the stage has been reached
where several Swiss industries would run into serious diffi-
culties if a certain amount of foreign manpower was not available
to them (Table 10). Due to past immigration policy, all
industries have not been penetrated equally by foreign labour
and it is not possible to correct rapidly the existing mal-
distribution of foreign labour between industries. It looks as
though the Swiss economy will long continue to depend on foreign
workers, the more so as those industries which employed.but few
foreign workers before 1960 (chemicals, clocks and watches,
printing trades) now employ considerably larger numbers of these
workers. This phenomenon is not peculiar to the secondary
sector but also applies to the tertiary sector. It is in fact
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increasingly the case that while the foreign labour force sub-
ject to control is falling in most secondary sector industries
(with the notable exception of building and construction) it is
rising in such btanches as health, personal services and for
trade staff.

The stoppuge of immigration caused the labour supply
renewal mechanism to seize up and at the same time reduced the
fluidity of the market. An increase in the Swiss active popu-
lation cannot be counted on to re-establish this fluidity but
rather the geographical and occupational mobility of foreign
workers who are now practically free of any discrimination as
regards the jobs they can take. However, such movements can
evidently only benefit the more attractive industries, while
the others will always have more difficulty in renewing their
labour force. In most cases, the problem can only be solved by
changing the structure of the productive apparatus. For the
time being, however, the struggle to obtain labour will remain
keen and result in wage increases, in the absence of which it
will in time become impossible to find workers to take certain
relatively badly paid jobs(1). It remains to be seen whether
this will come about naturally or whether more direct measures
will be necessary.

4.2 Inflation

Before 1960, immigration seemed rather to have the effect
of curbing inflation because foreign manpower kept the labour .

market fluid and many immigrants did not bring their families
with them; but after 1960 the problem arose in a new form.
Overall demand was growing, the wage spread was already begin-
ning to narrow (meaning that the "low-wage" industries were
raising their wage rates) and the percentage of foreign workers
was becoming large in certain industries. What was more sur-
prising, but reflected the disturbance in the productive
apparatus at that time, was that the massive arrivals of
foreigners were only one mere sign of the tightness of the
employment market and the pressure on the productive apparatus.
The tertiary sector also was developing. Foreign workers'
families were arriving in increasing numbers. Infrastructure
investment which had been delayed until then had to be carried
out in roads, housing and schools. As a result of internal
migration towards the main urban centres, the housing market
came under very strong pressure. All of these factors helped
immigration to snowball.

However, it would be a mistake to regard immigration as
being alone responsible for inflation. Certain qualifications
are necessary. This is the opinion of Rossi and Thomas(2), who

1111111111111111111111121111111111101011110111.1111101Mossft.

(1) W, BOhning, op. cit., page 8,

(2) Rossi and Thomas, op, cit., pages 763 and 764.

1 ';13
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say that, after 1958, "almost without exception, this increase
in the rate of inflation has been attributed to an expansion
of aggregate demand. In particular, it is maintained that
this increase in aggregate demand started with an investment
boom and was reinforced by increases in private consumption.

As far as the determinants of the expansion of aggregate
demand are concerned, it is held that this was the result of
factors whose origin was outside the Swiss economy - in par-
ticular the importation of money capital and labour. One view
is that the investment boom of the sixties was a consequence
of the inflow of capital from abroad and the resultant fall in
interest rates. An alternative view is that the boom was the
result of an expansion in investment demand caused by the need
for a widening of productive capital to keep it in line with
a labour force which was rapidly expanding because of increased
immigration. Supporting this view is the argument that in the
second part of the postwar period a rapid increase in govern-
ment expenditure was necessary to re-establish a certain
equilibrium between the needs of the increased population and
the available social capital.

Expansions in private consumption are also regarded.as
chiefly a consequence of immigration. It is maintained that,
at first, the average immigrant, with his high rate of saving
and remittances abroad, contributes more to aggregate supply
than to aggregate demand. However, once the immigrant's
family joins him, the ratio between his contribution to aggre-
gate supply and his contribution to aggregate demand must
necessarily fall. To this must be added the influence on
aggregate consumption of the increase in the size of the non-
working proportion of the immigrant population, which accom-
panied the increase in total immigrant manpower".

In short, the faster pace of inflation in Switzerland
"can be attributed to a cumulative process, whereby an increas-
ing population results in an increased demand for both consump-
tion and investment goods which in turn leads to upward pressure
on wages and prices and an increasing tightness in the labour
market. The steadily increasing demand for labour creates more
job opportunities and this in turn causes yet further immigra-
tion".

In their model, these two authors make immigration play
an anti-inflationary role: "An increase in aggregate demand
for final goods leads to tighter labour market conditions.
This in turn encourages greater immigration, swells the total
labour force, thus easing conditions in the labour market. The
rate of wage and price inflation is therefore lower than it
would be in the absence of immigration"(1). And to conclude,
"it appears that divergencies botwoon the rates Or increase of
real GNP and average productivity (output per man) are important

(1) Rossi and Thomas, op. cit., page 768.
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factors in determining the rates of wage and price inflation
in Switzerland. When real GNP grows faster than average pro-
ductivity, both the rate of inflation and the level of immigra-
tion rise, although the increase in immigration acts as a
braking force on the wage and price rises. However, when
average productivity growth exceeds that of real GNP, the
inflationary tendencies are curbed and the level of immigration
is stabilized and eventually reduced."(1)

One must therefore be wary of seeing too direct a link
between immigration and inflation. The flow and volume of
migration are in fact only the manifestation of a long process
which has steered the productive apparatus and therefore the
cost structure(2).

Under the weight of strong aggregrate demand, the system
for allocating foreign workers broke down and thereby dismantled
the unwritten wages policy which had operated so far, It was
then that the inadequacy of the capital/labour mix became
apparent and probably also the scale of production. We shall
continue our researches by analysing these factors.

4.3 Effects on the capital/labour, mix(2)

As we have seen, the labour supply was a decisive factor
in the dynamics of Swiss economic growth.

The plentiful supply of labour has without a doubt set
the trend for the capital/labour mix and for the size of pro-
duction units, and has consequently determined how much labour
and capital should be employed.

It can be claimed that the labour market policy followed
in the fifties amounted to some ..*tent to indirectly establish-
ing a differentiated wage policy.

In other words, up to 1958/60, wages increased with pro-
ductivity in each industry. In manufacturing industries as a
whole wages went up by about 3 per cent a year between 1949 and
1960 and for the same period the increase in productivity per
man/hour was, according to various sources, 2.5 to 3.5 per cent.

The increase in earnings in general was higher than
average in Group I industries and lower than average in. Group II
industries and it is precisely this dissimilar develppment
that has broadened the inter-industrial wage spectrum.

0
(1) Rossi and Thomas, op. cit., page 785.

(2) See W. BMhninef i. Lly.310-ev. op. nn this problem,
pngst 1 ct seq.
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As a result the less dynamic industries have benefited
considerably to the extent that they have berm able to keep
wage increases in step with the growth in their own productivity
and not with the growth in average productivity or with pro-
ductivity in the most dynamic industries.

Seen against this background, in what way has immigration
policy, through its effect on aggregate manpower supply,
influenced developments in the factor mix and therefore employ-
ment capacity.

Developments and improvements in the supply of jobs
depend upon the mix of the various factors of production that
firms adopt as a result of socio-economic pressures.

Though Switzerland found itself in a growth situation at
the end of the Second World War it was feared that the recovery
would be short-lived and the psychological climate that this
produced had a considerable influence on the behaviour of
entreprenurs with regard to the expansion of the production
facilities necessary to meet the vigorous demand on the home
market and the even more vigorous demand from abroad. It is
important to remember that the volume and nature of aggregate
investment depends upon industry's view of what the future
holds. European reconstruction called for substantial invest-
ment and Switzerland's resources were in great demand since
her production facilities had not suffered during the war.

In response to demand at home and abroad industry was
very quickly working at maximum capacity and output had to be
increased by stepping up the labour force and expanding pro-
duction capacity.

The first of these two processes absorbed manpower in
great numbers and all available Swiss reserves were very
quickly taken up (full employment of indigenous manpower). This
was why, even at that early date, a quota of foreign manpower
had to be imported for some industries. However, increasing
the workforce was only a very short-term method of increasing
output and industry very quickly had to expand its production
resources in order to meet the growing demand.

Decisions on investment were taken at a relatively early
date, probably prior to 1950. At that time Switzerland had not
fully recovered from the shock of the war and the future was
viewed with pessimism. There was no shortage of economists
and others prophesying that an economic crisis was imminent and
undoubtedly there was very little elasticity in industry's
forward planning. This psychological climate was hardly one in
which entrepreneurs would be likely to take the risks involved
in new investment requiring a change in the mix of factors of
production.
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Thus, to meet the continuing need for increased output,
production resources were almost invariably expanded without
alteration to the original factor mix. In other words the new
production units perpetuated the old techniques with, at the
most, smallscale rationalisation and innovation.

Contributing to this was the fact that manpower was
plentiful, the economy was buoyant (with prices going up
steadily) and thus a constant decline in marginal productivity
in terms of value could be accepted (in such circumstances the
countries able to increase their production most rapidly are
those with the biggest manpower resources).

At the core of the problem, therefore, was the capital/
labour mix. But usinG more, or less, labour or capital naturally
varies with the sector involved (industry, agriculture, con-
struction, services, etc.) and thus the effect of immigration
on the relative proportions of labour and capital may have been
very different from sector to sector. Too broadly-based a
study of the situation might lead to incorrect conclusions. It
is possible, for example, to form a rough picture of what
happened in the secondary sector; but it is more difficult to
analyse the services sector in which productivity, as is known,
is low, and in which the situation in Switzerland was highly
conducive to expansion in,view of its attraction for indigenous
manpower. This tertiary sector (including tourism) is certainly
responsible to no slight extent for the increasing ,,xpansion in
the tota:.. number of jobs in the Swiss economy.

It may therefore be assumed as a working hypothesis that
immigration has been a major incentive for retaining the
existing structure of production resources(1) not only from the
technical viewpoint but also in terms of maintaining the social
structure (typo of ownership, management system). The latter
point is important since there is no doubt that immigration has
made it possible to postpone changes in scale of production
which, in most cases, entail changes in social structure.

But it would be wrong to regard immigration as the only
factor affecting the labour/capital mix: there are several
structural features in Swiss production resources that need to
be considered:

- The structure of Swiss industry (mainly small and medium -
sized cmterpriscs) is conducive to investment of the
"capital-saving" type;

- Swiss industry is regarded traditionally as labour-
intensive;

Ow, ....,.ears.

(1) D. Maillat, Structure des salaires et immigration, op. cit.,
p. O.E.C.D. Economic surveys, Switzerland 1967, p. 11;
M. Hagrnann, Les Travaillonrs 6trangers, chance et tourment
de la Suisse, p. 30.



- Another factor is the cyclical situation and the entre
preneur's tendency to react quickly to the pressure of
demand. This applies to many firms and in particular
exportoriented firms anxious not to lose their markets.
In this context, "capital-saving" investment offers
much more flexibility for increasing output. It must
not be forgotten that a relatively long time may elapse
between deciding to use new techniques and being in
fact in a position to use them and during this time
there can be no corresponding increase in sales. Major
changes of this kind more often than not mean the
relocation of plant, new staff, changes to the internal
chain .1f command, etc. Thus Swiss industry, export-
oriented by force of circumstance, is obliged to remain
extremely flexible and avoid crippling capital invest-
ment. The fact is that a firm planning largescale
technical improvements in its production resources and
therefore compelled in many cases to make substantial
fixed investment in order to increase its scale of pro-
duction to the necessary level, takes a grave risk,
since, as long as it is in activity there are diffi-
culties in the way of changing its production processes.
This is why the risks involved in large-scale fixed
investment in a country exporting specialised products
act as a disincentive to capital expenditure and result
in production being broken down into small units pro-
viding a certain capacity for absorbing cyclical
fluctuation;

- A further factor is the family ownership of many firms
and the obstacle that this presents for a policy of
amalgamation or concentration to achieve economies of
scale;

The fact that it is only recently that Switzerland has
become interested in an agreement with the E.E.C. may
also have helped to delay the process of adjustment
through which changes to the industrial structure of
the country might be made.

As a general principal, therefore, it must be considered
that Switzerland has to be able to show considerable flexibility
in industrial adjustment in relation to foreign trade and this
explains why the capital/labour mix is designed to secure this
flexibility.. By avoiding over-large production units and
applying a sort of generalised sub-contracting system,
Switzerland has absorbed cyclical fluctuations with comparative
ease. Moreover, a conservative attitude with regard to excessive
fixed investment has kept acceleration under tight rein and has
helped to prevent any deterioration in the balance of payments
position.

In spite of the foregoing, there is no denying that, on
the whole, immigration has been "capital-saving" even if only
because it has helped to provide labour for various existing
firms and has holped nthsrs to be set up, in cases where this
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would not have been possible without a plentiful manpower
supply. But if the mechanism of the situation is to be properly
understood it would be wrong to consider only the special
cases: the study needs to be conducted at individual industry
level since not all industries or firms have reacted in the
same way.

A preliminary principle which may be assumed at this
point is that the degree to which a factor of production is
plentiful or otherwise affects its relative price and thus con
ditions the attitude of entrepreneurs towards its possible use,
In the present case manpower is the factor in plentiful supply.
It is therefore likely that firms wishing to lower their pro-
duction costs or to hold them at the lowest possible level will
employ more manpower than capital in relative terms. The
capital/labour mix will therefore be of the capital-saving
type. Other parameters (technological progress in particular)
affecting development in production functions also need to be
taken into account, the basic idea being that the introduction
of technological advances has been delayed by the plentiful
manpower supply(1).

It should be noted that "capital-saving" and "labour-
saving" factor mixes are not mutually exclusive. It is in fact
rare for an investment to reduce the cost of only one factor
since, this would imply zero substitution elasticity. In the
most general case absolute but unequal savings are achieved in
Loth factors. The question is therefore whether the automation,
rationalisation, etc., which industry claims to have introduced,
has meant relatively greater economies in manpower than in
capital. A further question is whether these technical advances
that have been introduced have increased the elasticity of sub-
stitution.

:plasticity of substitution is important because it helps
to establish the extent to which changes in the relative prices
cf factors of production lead to a quickening or slowing down
in the rate of increase in productivity deriving from techno-
logical progress itself.

A further important factor in determining the labour/
capital mix is the initial decision. In other words, thought
must be given to the circumstances in which it is right to use
the production function in the analysis. Generally this can
be used for purposes of taking an investment decision. Because
each technique calls for different capital equipment, the
choice between the various technologies must be made before the
investment is committed. Once the decision on technique has
been taken and the investment made, analysis in terms of the
production function is no longer applicable. Throughout the
life of the equipment, substitution between factors of production

(1) The opposite view is taken in F. Schaller, Le role de la
main-dloeuvrc 6trangbre dans lqconomie suisse, op. cit.

1'49
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can only be short-term; it is limited by the nature of the
equipment. It is not until the equipment has to be replaced
that analysis in terms of the production function becomes
applicable again. Thus the choice between the various techniques
defined by the production function applies only to entrepreneurs
having to make investment decisions with regard to new or
replacement equipment.

Generally the decision is governed by:

- the cost of capital (rate of interest)

- the cost of labour (wage rates)

- the cost capital goods.

The most important relation, in fact, would appear to be
that between the cost of labour and the cost of capital equip-
ment.

During the period 1949-69 the increase in the index of
nominal wages in relation to the index of domestic capital
formation has been of the order of 52 per cent (Table 14). In
the long term, therefore, there seems to have been a slight
tendency for the substitution of capital for labour. Neverthe-
less, it is important to note that the trend of the labour
cost/capital cost ratio is not linear. It is only from 1963
that it showed a clearcut tendency to increase. During the
period between 1959 and 1963, the annual growth rate in this
ratio was practically zero and the same is true of the period
between 1954 and 1950. The index remained at about 110 from
1954 to 1(353 and then increased to 115/120 between 1959 and
1968. Thereafter, the gap has increasingly widened. It may
therefore be concluded that up to 1963 the relative costs of
labour and of capital were roughly the same and there was there-
fore little incentive to substitute one for the other.

Admittedly the laboi'r cost index/capital cost index rati-:
provides no breakdown of investment as between extensions and
equipment. This breakdown is, however, possible from 1958
onwards. From that year on the curves for the labour cost index/
construction cost index, labour cost index/machinery and erl:,:-
ment cost index and labour cost index/capital formation cos.
index ratios have a similar profile to the aggregate relation-
ship. These curves show that, up to 1963, the relative costs
of labour and of construction investment weTe stable. The same
applies to machinery and equipment investment except that the
cost in this case begins to increase from 1960 on. There is
therefore no reason for altering our earlier conclusion that
there was little incentive, up to 1963, to substitute capital
for labour. It was only after this date that wage increases
gave rise to substitution trends since it was only then that
the labour cost/capital cost ratio altered in any marked manner.
From the examples quoted it can be seen that in Switzerland
improvements in productivity resulted from a slow process of
substitution of capital for labour as a result of the gradual
changes in the relative prices of these factors and it is the
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fact that the improvement in productivity stemming from the
substitution process is relatively slight which explains why
labour productivity has increased very slowly in Switzerland
compared with other industrial countries.

Thus the steps which firms have taken to increase their
level of mechanisation and the partial automation in existing
structures to which this has led has produced only very slight
improvements in labour productivity.(1) Substitution of this
type therefore has a relatively negligible effect on cost
trends since its labour-saving effect is also very slight.

The retention of the traditional structure made it diffi-
cult to do better. It is a known fact that savings in all
factors are mostly the result of economies of scale (which are
necessary for investment projects representing major techno-
logical advances).

In short, improvements in labour productivity depend
primarily on technical progress and economies of scale, and less
on substitution of fact,:)rs "f production.

This theoretical argument would appear to be largely true
in relation to the Swiss economy and particularly in the secon-
dary sector. It confirms that restricting immigration would
call for a considerable change in the scale of production.
Industrial concentration. appears to be the best way of improving
the productivity of all factors of production and such processes
(changes in the scales of production, rationalisation at
industry level) are now taking place. This is why it is now
being said in Switzerland that production resources are being
"restructured in depth!'.

At this point another problem arises and that is the use
to be made of production capacities based on the old formula
and now becoming obsolescent because of immigration restrictions.
The case is pertinent since many firms are complaining that
they cannot use their full production capacity for lack of man-
power (quite apart from the cyclical downswing). The truth is
that many firms will have to substitute capital for capital.
Structural investment will probably have to slow down and
machinery and equipment investment accelerate in order to pro-
vide the necessary substantial increase in labour productivity.
This is because the substitution measures taken when manpower
was still plentiful cannot be extended in time.

(1) Whilst new technologies may be introduced to replace exis-
ting equipment during the life of a firm, in practically
every case this process is less effective and more costly
than building them into a new plant. In the extreme case
it may be absolutely impossible to use new and old tech-
niques together; this applies when the improvements made
by the new technologies call for changes of scale (so that
in many cases there is no alternative but to retain the
traditional labour/capital mix).

18
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5. Conclusion

One objective conclusion from the above considerations is
that immigration has been an important factor in the flexibility
of Swiss production resources. It has allowed rapid short-term
adjustment of small-size units of production, which have been
able to tap this source of labour to respond quickly to the
pressure of demand. The importance of this role of immigration
has been heightened by the fact that the indigenous active popu-
lation has been increasing at a very slow rate. This point is
made in a general way by J.L. Reiffers(1), who writes: "...it
seems clear that a country whose own active population has
ceased to increase and which is made up of economic units
aspiring to a higher level of well-being (and therefore exhibiting
a consumption behaviour directed at a continuously higher pro-
duct level) cannot do without a supply of imported labour.
Even though it may be argued that the immigrant consumes more
than he produces (which is highly debatable) and that his use
necessitates considerable investment (which is true in theory
but rarely in practice) these costs will be unimportant compared
with the indirect benefits of immigration, whose essential
advantage is that it releases the economy from the constraints
of over-employment". The restrictions on immigration will now
rob the Swiss economy of this flexibility particulary since the
government does not have the necessary machinery to regulate
aggregate demand. This raises the question of the long term
growth of the Swiss economy. In view of the direction already
taken in terms of the labour/capital mix when the labour market
was still flexible, new growth thresholds will now have to be
crossed in conditions in which the labour market will be tight.
The structural changes that this implies "will be largely dic-
tated by the ease of capital-labour situation(2)". Whilst
operations of this kind are now in progress(3), it is also

0

(1) J.L. Reiffers, op, cit., p.

(2) O.E.C.D., Economic Surveys, Switzerland, 1972, p. 10

(3) "It should not be forgotten in this context that though the
supply of labour will not rise much in the future, the
capital stock has increased substantially and will, in all
likelihood, continue to grow rapidily. The share of gross
investment in Switzerland has been, and is, among the
highest in O.E.C.D. countries. This implies that, even with
low investment growth, annual additions to the capital stock
are sizeable. The upward investment spurt of the last few
Years has, of course, reinforced this tendency. It is true
that a relatively large share of gross investment has, lately,
been devoted to replacement of obsolete equipment but it can
be argued that, in the specific post-1965 Swiss conditions,
replacement investment represents to a large extent, in any
case larger than in the past, a net addition to the capital
stock. This is mainly a consequence of the abrupt change in
factor availabilities which has led to shifts in factor mixes
and implies that the machinery which at present replaces
worn-out equipment is likely to embody the latest capital-
intenive techniques". (C.E.C.1), Economic Survey,
Switzerland, 1972, P. 4 n)
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probable that other adjustments will take place including the
transfe:.M^ abroad of a number of productive activities(1) .

These comments, read together with the results of our
study, indicate the extent to which immigration has become part
of the mechanism of the Swiss economic system. Perhaps too
extreme a use has been made of immigration policy in order to
facilitate the structural modifications that are necessary for
sustained economic growth since it is difficult to see how over-
employment bottlenecks are going to be obviated without an
additional supply of labour.

Possibly, as we have pointed out, investment may be shifted
abroad. Whilst this would appear to provide a solution to some
problems, in the long run Swiss economic growth could well be.
jeopardised since the firms moving their productive activities
abroad will certainly not be those lacking initiative and
vigour. All this clearly shows that immigration policy alone
is not a full answer to the problem and that what is required
is a real policy for economic growth including, in particular,
an industrial policy since this is the only way to take a pro-
gressive option on the future. An approach of this kind will
certainly be difficult in a country which still hesitates to

give its government the cyclical policy instruments to regulate
overall demand.

(1) 0.E.C.D., Economic Studies, Switzerland, 1972, p. 10.
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